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ࡖҰੂ

˗ౡ!
ԓ။!

I. The Prologue (1:1-2:13)

ࡖҰධዊϟ߾!

Job’s Good Life

1

1:1 There was a man in the land of Uz whose
name was Job. And that man was pure and upright,
one who feared God and turned away from evil. 1:2
Seven sons and three daughters were born to him.
1:3 His possessions included seven thousand sheep,
three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of oxen,
and five hundred female donkeys; in addition he had
a very great household. Thus he was the greatest of
all the people in the east.
1:4 Now, his sons used to go and hold a feast in
the house of each one in turn, and they would send
and invite their three sisters to eat and to drink with
them. 1:5 When the days of their feasting were finished, Job would send for them and sanctify them;
he would get up early in the morning and offer burnt
offerings according to the number of them all. For
Job thought, “Perhaps my children have sinned and
cursed God in their hearts.” Job customarily did this.

2

ধвĂѢ˗࣍˟ШΧࡖҰĄ֣˟ԅАϑ
۠Ăຯࠥ! য়Ăᅇᗒೊ֯ă
ϟ˝˚࣍̃Ă˫࣍̂Ą

3

  च ம Ѣ ˚ ˻ Ѿ Ă˫ ˻ ᐧ ዶ Ă ̢ ѹ ၅
ͰĂ̢ѹϒ៛Ă֬ѢదйဈĄహ˟гڋ
͝˟̙ವࠍҋ́ă

4

̃Ăල̃͞ĂЦгҊ̍च྅ధᕙ
ეछĂವφ൳˟ΜĂኚ˝ࣆ؎ؒ࣍˫
ּĂᄂࣆ˗Сಘ಄ă
ეछ̃͞࿄˝ĂࡖҰφ൳˟ΜΧࣆҊ
ሑĄќּĂලࣆா˟ᇳϪᚤ
ⷔைĄЮࠍᄱĂऺَԦ̃ϙ˝ཊĂ͔
̙ୡପ! য়ăࡖҰ૰૰హᇸҕă

5

ᇨҬ၅ࡖҰଟ!

Satan’s Accusation of Job

6

1:6 Now the day came when the sons of God
came to present themselves before the LORD—and
Satan also came among them. 1:7 The LORD said to
Satan, “Where have you come from?” And Satan
answered the LORD, “From roving about on the
earth, and from walking up and down in it.” 1:8 So
the LORD said to Satan, “Have you considered my
servant Job? There is no one like him on the earth, a
pure and upright man, one who fears God and turns
away from evil.”
1:9 Then Satan answered the LORD, “Is it for
nothing that Job fears God? 1:10 Have you not made
a hedge around him and his household and all that
he has on every side? You have blessed the work of
his hands, and his cattle have increased in the land.
1:11 But extend your hand and strike everything he
has, and he will indeed curse you to your face!”

7
8

9

Ѣ˗͆Ă! য়ாֶּ̃ϱгයࢫ
݇ĂᇨҬ˴ּг̙ă
යમᇨҬᄱĂүଁ֣྅ּĄᇨҬЯඌ
ᄱĂԦଁвˮּ֔֔ΜĂܓؿ҂ּă
යમᇨҬᄱĂүഄϠ͔၄࠺Ԧဈ˟
ࡖҰ՞ѢĄвˮВ՞Ѣ˟ဉԅАϑ۠Ă
ຯࠥ! য়Ăᅇᗒೊ֯ă

ᇨҬЯඌයᄱĂࡖҰຯࠥ! য়Ă੍ߎ
߆ă
10 ү੍̘ߎΰࢫˮ៉৭ಚ᜔चĂ
֬˗̶٘ѢᆂĄ͗٘ҮĂోᄊү
Ąचம˴гвˮᆦйă
11 үͶҨ͗Ă໐˗̶٘ѢĂτ༉ࢫୡ
ପүă
12 ය၅ᇨҬᄱĂ˱٘ѢĂోгү͗
̙ĄΩߎ̘ΝҨ͗ΏङٹăߎٹᇨҬଁ
යࢫ݇ਜ਼Μă

1:12 So the LORD said to Satan, “All right then,
everything he has is in your power. Only do not extend your hand against the man himself!” So Satan
went out from the presence of the LORD.
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ࡖҰӦဨ̙̩ϑ۠!

Job’s Integrity in Adversity

13

1:13 Now the day came when his sons and
daughters were eating and drinking wine in their
oldest brother’s house, 1:14 and a messenger came to
Job, saying, “The oxen were plowing and the donkeys grazing beside them, 1:15 and the Sabeans
swooped down and carried them all away, and they
killed the servants with the sword! And I—only I
alone—escaped to tell you!”
1:16 While this one was still speaking, another
messenger arrived and said, “The fire of God has
fallen from heaven and has burned up the sheep and
the servants—it has consumed them! And I—only I
alone—escaped to tell you!”
1:17 While this one was still speaking another
messenger arrived and said, “The Chaldeans formed
three bands and made a raid on the camels and carried
them all away, and they killed the servants with the
sword! And I—only I alone—escaped to tell you!”
1:18 While this one was still speaking another
messenger arrived and said, “Your sons and your
daughters were eating and drinking wine in their
oldest brother’s house, 1:19 and suddenly there came
a great wind across the wilderness and struck the
four corners of the house, and it fell on the young
people, and they died! And I—only I alone—
escaped to tell you!”
1:20 Then Job got up and tore his robe. He
shaved his head, and then he fell down to the ground
with his face to the ground. 1:21 He said, “Naked I
came from my mother’s womb, and naked I will return there. The LORD gives, and the LORD takes
away. May the name of the LORD be blessed!” 1:22
In all this Job did not sin, nor did he charge God
with moral impropriety.

Ѣ ˗ ͆ Ăࡖ Ұ  ̂  ϑ г  ࣆ   · ܛच
྅Ăಘู಄੦Ă
14 ѢಠࡖּܪҰĂᄱĂͰϑਅвĂ៛г
फ़ᙜಘਧĄ
15 Ϯ͏˟مᗏּĂԮࠖসፂΜĂ֬Ϡˤ୬
˝ဈ˟ĄଗѢԦ˗˟ਫ਼௱Ăּಠܪඛүă
16

ᔗᄱྕॠ࣎Ă˪Ѣ˟ּᄱĂ! য়ଁ͆
ˮ ࢪ ˬ ͪ ּ Ă ཎ Ѿ Ă ဈ ˟ Ă ో ፴ ໜ
˝ĄଗѢԦ˗˟ਫ਼௱Ăּಠܪඛүă

17

ᔗᄱྕॠ࣎Ă˪Ѣ˟ּᄱĂઘ˟ع
̵Ү˫รĂمᗏּĂԮᐧዶፂΜĂ֬Ϡ
ˤ୬˝ဈ˟ĄଗѢԦ˗˟ਫ਼௱Ăּಠܪඛ
үă

18

ᔗᄱྕॠ࣎Ă˪Ѣ˟ּᄱĂү̂
ϑгࣆ·ܛच྅Ăಘู಄੦Ą
19 ̘ढ़ĂѢղࢱଁᘇ్ዱּĂᑜφٖގΰ
֍Ăٖࣅގг͋я˟֖ˮĂࣆವోѩ
˝ĄଗѢԦ˗˟ਫ਼௱Ăּಠܪඛүă

20

ࡖҰܭּĂᇦβఞĂ݅˝ᐜĂЃгв
ˮˬĂ
21 ᄱĂԦ֖֓ΌٹϒࡨĂ˴τ֖֓ᕨЯĄኪ
ߎයĄћߎ˴ףයă
යШߎᑔ༉ă
22 гహ˗̶֯ˮĂࡖҰ̘֬ϙཊĂ˴̘ͼ!
য়ࠍмăĥٔҮ˴̘мෝ! য়Ħ

˞ౡ!
ᇨҬВѧଟ!

Satan’s Additional Charge

1

2:1 Again the day came when the sons of God
came to present themselves before the LORD, and
Satan also came among them to present himself before the LORD. 2:2 And the LORD said to Satan,
“Where do you come from?” Satan answered the
LORD, “From roving about on the earth, and from
walking up and down in it.” 2:3 Then the LORD said
to Satan, “Have you considered my servant Job? For
there is no one like him on the earth, a pure and upright man, one who fears God and turns away from
evil. And he still holds firmly his integrity, so that
you stirred me up to destroy him without reason.”

2
3

˪Ѣ˗͆Ă! য়ாֶּ̃ϱгයࢫ
݇ĂᇨҬ˴ּг̙ă
යમᇨҬᄱĂүଁ֣྅ּĄᇨҬЯඌ
ᄱĂԦଁвˮּ֔֔ΜĂܓؿ҂ּă
යમᇨҬᄱĂүഄϠ͔၄࠺Ԧဈ˟
ࡖҰ՞ѢĄвˮВ՞Ѣ˟ဉԅАϑ۠Ă
ຯ ࠥ ! য় Ăᅇ ᗒ ೊ ֯ Ą ү ᔴ ፫ છ Ԧ Լ ᑜ
Ă߆໐ໜĄ̩ц৶
ϑă
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6

ᇨҬЯඌයᄱĂ˟ͼϨϨĂଏᙷହ
Μ˗̶٘ѢĂܱАِă
үͶҨ͗Ă๊ᐜĂ҆Ąτ
༉ࢫୡପүă
ය၅ᇨҬᄱĂгү̙͗ĄΩࢊф
ِă

Job

2:4 But Satan answered the LORD, “Skin for
skin! Indeed, a man will give up all that he has to
save his life! 2:5 But extend your hand and strike his
bone and his flesh, and he will indeed curse you to
your face!”
2:6 So the LORD said to Satan, “All right, he is in
your power; only preserve his life.”

ࡖҰгࡳᙰ̙̩ϑ۠!

Job’s Integrity in Suffering

7

2:7 So Satan went out from the presence of the
LORD, and he afflicted Job with a malignant ulcer
from the sole of his feet to the top of his head. 2:8
Job took a shard of broken pottery to scrape himself
with while he was sitting among the ashes.
2:9 Then his wife said to him, “Are you still
holding firmly to your integrity? Curse God, and
die!” 2:10 But he replied, “You are speaking like one
of the godless women would speak! Should we receive what is good from God, and not also receive
what is evil?” In all this Job did not sin by what he
said.

8

ߎٹᇨҬଁයࢫ݇ਜ਼ΜĂᑜφࡖҰĂ
ָଁམוᐜౣĂ߱ܛሴă
ࡖҰವӰгᚣѶ̙Ăॊϝ֖ͮזលă

9

،̃၅ᄱĂү̩цү৶ϑ
ᆂĄүୡପ! য়Ăѩ˝ቩă
10 ࡖ Ұ  ݑ၅  ᄱ Ă ү ᄱ ྕ ဉ   ˗ ˟ ્ 
ᇸăጣĂᙰྼԦࣆଁ! য়͗྅૿Ă̘˴
ץᆂăгహ˗̶֯ˮĂࡖҰ̘֬ͼ˽
ϙཊă

ࡖҰ˫ּ͂࠺!

The Visit of Job’s Friends

11

2:11 When Job’s three friends heard about all this
calamity that had happened to him, each of them
came from his own country—Eliphaz the Temanite,
Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naamathite.
They met together to come to show grief for him
and to console him. 2:12 But when they gazed intently from a distance but could not recognize him,
they began to weep loudly. Each of them tore his
robes, and they threw dust into the air over their
heads. 2:13 Then they sat down with him on the
ground for seven days and seven nights, yet no one
spoke a word to him, for they saw that his pain was
very great.

ࡖҰ͂ڇ࣍˫Ă೨၍˟ͼҿڰĂ२ֱ˟
ͦઘ྾ĂॊႲ˟ႱڰĂᄱѢహ˗̶լ
ᓛ֖וˮĂЦ˟ವଁύఌࡖ຺СּĂ
ࠍೋ๊Ăшᇏă
12 ࣆᅇᅇᓜϪ៌࠺Ăᄭ̘ΌּĂವٷ
ᓎ́ࣴĄЦ˟ᇦβఞĂԮဦ˾Ч͆ೲ
ּĂཡгҊ̍ᐜˮă
13 ࣆವС˚͆˚ĂӰгвˮĂ˗࣍˟
˴̘ЧᄱέྕĄЮࠍແ൬ࡳă

˫ౡ!
ࡖҰᄂ͂ڇ၅ྕ!

II. Job’s Dialogue With His Friends (3:1-27:33)

ࡖҰࠍΌϟጸ!

Job Regrets His Birth

1

ѨޡĂࡖҰพ˽ĂׯҊ̍ϟ͞Ă

2

ᄱĂ

3:1 After this Job opened his mouth and cursed
the day he was born. 3:2 Job spoke up and said:

3

ᙷԦϟ֣͞ᄱᘂ˝նࡨ֣Ăోໜ
՞ă

4

ᙷ֣͞ណࠍแາĄᙷ! য়̘ଁˮࢫ
ĂᙷܩЌ̘ٹˮă

5

ᙷแາѩቸ৵֣͞ףĄᙷาંг
ˮĄᙷ͞ᄝऺᑁă

3:3 “Let the day in which I was born perish,
and the night that said,
‘A man has been conceived!’
3:4 That day—let it be darkness;
let not God on high regard it,
nor let light shine on it!
3:5 Let darkness and the shadow of death claim it;
let a cloud settle on it;
let whatever blackens the day terrify it!

ࡖҰੂ
6

ᙷ ֣  ఛ  ޕາ ဲ  ףĂ̘ г я ̙  ̃ ͞ С
ሃĄ˴̘ˡ̙͠ᇳϪă

7

ᙷ֣՞ѢϟևĄภ˴՞Ѣᝋሃᓎ
ࢯă
8
ᙷ֣ׯ̃͞Ͷਔຑછ៤Ăׯ֣
ă
9
ᙷ֣ጋߏڀណࠍแາĄ࠼̘ݑܩ
ܩĂ˴̘ќЌቡăĥЌቡࣦ͚Үி
ϨĦ
10 Ю՞ѢԮᘂԦࡨܜ᙮Ă˴՞Ѣଇᙰ
၅Ԧிᔲᖞă

ࡖҰԒΌϟॠӇ͉Ե!
11

ԦࠍҢ̘Όϒࡨ҂ѩĄࠍҢ̘Όϒཚඖ
ইĄ

12

ࠍҢѢቯଣћԦĄࠍҢѢζࣱዲԦă

13

̘ĂԦವќ̎ዀۺшჁĄ

14

вˮࠍҊ̍ࢥృਢܗӕͲĂᏕ˿Ă

15

ٔᄂѢ̃ܚĂᅘ྄̃႔˝ٖ̃ͲގĂ
˗СшाĄ
16 ٔဉᔲ҂ώநĂ̘וആ҂ཡࡨĂᕨٹ
ѢĂсСώЌᑇބă
17

г֣྅ೊ˟ͣाᕗĂӦͺ˟૿ֲшाĄ

18

ఛα˟С૿шฉĄ̘༚̌ᓎࢯă

19

́̇ోг֣྅Ąεဈ௱ᗒ˟ᔐחă

࠼ѩ˷ּᓛ!
20

ץଇᙰ˟ĂࠍҢѢЌඛĄ͔̙ຒ
ࡳ˟ĂࠍҢѢϟඛă

21

ࣆ̶ѩĂ૿̘ݑѩĂՏѩ౻ٹՏᔲᖞ
ࠠᚖă

22

ࣆᆧဩವԢሃĂແᝋಇă

23

˟߉ྭྼዋᔲĂ! য়˪Ԯΰࢫಚ
ӦĂࠍҢѢЌඛă

24

ԦώഄಘูĂವ൳ΌለाĂԦࣶ࣭ᓎࢯ
മΌсͩă
25 ЮԦ٘ऺᛴᓛוԦ֖ĂԦ٘ᛴَܒԦ
҂ּă
26 Ԧ̘૿шฉĂ̘૿οᐕĂ˴̘૿шाĄݑ
Ѣଇᙰּוă
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3:6 That night—let darkness seize it;
let it not be included among the days of the year;
let it not enter among the number of the months!
3:7 Indeed, let that night be barren;
let no shout of joy penetrate it!
3:8 Let those who curse the day curse it—
those who are prepared to rouse Leviathan.
3:9 Let its morning stars be darkened;
let it wait for daylight but find none,
nor let it see the first rays of dawn,
3:10 because it did not shut the doors of my mother’s
womb on me,
nor did it hide trouble from my eyes!

Job Wishes He Had Died at Birth
3:11 “Why did I not die at birth,

and why did I not expire
when I came out of the womb?
3:12 Why did the knees welcome me,
and why were there two breasts
that I might nurse at them?
3:13 For now I would be lying down
and would be quiet,
I would be asleep and then at peace
3:14 with kings and counselors of the earth
who built for themselves places now desolate,
3:15 or with princes who had gold,
who filled their houses with silver.
3:16 Or why was I not buried
like a stillborn infant,
like infants who have never seen the light?
3:17 There the wicked cease from turmoil,
and there the weary are at rest.
3:18 There the prisoners rest together;
they do not hear the voice of the oppressor.
3:19 Small and great are there,
and the slave is free from his master.

Longing for Death
3:20 “Why does God give light to one who is in mis-

ery,
and life to those whose soul is bitter,
3:21 to those who wait for death that does not come,
and search for it
more than for hidden treasures,
3:22 who rejoice even to jubilation,
and are exultant when they find the grave?
3:23 Why is light given to a man
whose way is hidden,
and whom God has hedged in?
3:24 For my sighing comes in place of my food,
and my groanings flow forth like water.
3:25 For the thing that I dreaded has happened to me,
and what I feared has come upon me.
3:26 I have no ease, I have no quietness;
I cannot rest; turmoil has come upon me.”

ࡖҰੂ
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ΰౡ!
ͼҿڰమ!

Eliphaz Begins to Speak

1

೨၍˟ͼҿڰЯඌᄱĂ

4:1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered:

2

˟ࡵຏᄂүᄱྕĂүವဓᆂĄҬአਔԠ
Ҝ̘ᄱă

3

ү৴ּାጰదй˟Ă˪ાసळ͗ă

4

ү֎ᄫഄԫӃ֣ࢊࣅ˟Ąү˪ָ
సळቯᘥă

5

ҬநгଇᓛוүĂүವڂਗ਼Ąक़ܔүĂ
үܭភă

6

үࣄዪĂ̘ߎгүຯࠥ! য়ᆂĄү࠼
Ă̘ߎгүҕ֯৶ϑᆂă
ኚүຏĂฅ˟ĂѢአໜ˷Ąϑ۠
˟ĂгҢఌખੴă

4:2 “If someone should attempt a word with you,
will you be impatient?
But who can refrain from speaking?
4:3 Look, you have instructed many,
you have strengthened feeble hands.
4:4 Your words have supported those who stumbled,
and you have strengthened the knees
that gave way.
4:5 But now the same thing comes to you,
and you are discouraged;
it strikes you,
and you are terrified.
4:6 Is not your piety your confidence,
and your blameless ways your hope?
4:7 Call to mind now:
Who, being innocent, ever perished?
And where were upright people ever destroyed?
4:8 Even as I have seen, those who plow iniquity
and those who sow trouble reap the same.
4:9 By the breath of God they perish,
and by the blast of his anger they are consumed.
4:10 There is the roaring of the lion
and the growling of the young lion,
but the teeth of the young lions are broken.
4:11 The mighty lion perishes for lack of prey,
and the cubs of the lioness are scattered.

7

8

Ԧ٘ĂਅཊᚕĂ߱ङ˟Ăోᇸ
ћă
9
! য়˗ΌইĂࣆವໜ˷Ą! য়˗൳ޣĂ
ࣆವএ՞ă
10 ̃ӟΧĂடᓎࢯĂႼోͣाĄ
͋ӳ̃ͯግĂ˴ోၫପă
11

Ҁ̃ĂЮඖࢳ҂ѩĂϒ̜̃Ă˴ోᗒ
ă

̘ਲ਼ྔ !ָ֎ިয়!ޣه
12

Ԧາາв૿˝ᐴϮĂԦ҄Ѧ˴ຊ
ᓎࢯă
13 г  ن ޤ ̙ Ą ல ෩ ̜ ภ Ăʹ ˟ Ք Ⴡ  ॠ
࣎Ă
14

ऺᛴĂጻဎĂᓛוԦ֖ĂָԦѹφጻă

15

ѢិଁԦࢫ݇ག࿄ĂԦ֖ˮ୭ͧ۠ϱă

16

֣ិંҜĂԦ̘ݑਔᏯԚۏĄѢᇅဉг
Ԧி݇ĄԦгᐕᐴ̙ĂѢᓎࢯĂᄱĂ

17

τѩ੍˟ਔͦ! য়̲ཌᆂĄ˟੍ਔͦృ
ሑஏᆂă
18 ̘ܪዪ҉ဈĂ֬Ͷࠍۯָ
ߍĄ
19 Ң֣ڵҜг˾ٖĂॱૃгဦ˾྅Ăఛឭᖩ
٘໐ᗻ˟ă
20

ќ୍̜ภĂವఛ໐ໜĂϕᕨѢĂ˟
຺ă

Ungodly Complainers Provoke God’s Wrath
4:12 “Now a word was secretly brought to me,
and my ear caught a whisper of it.
4:13 In the troubling thoughts of the dreams in the
night
when a deep sleep falls on men,
4:14 a trembling gripped me—and a terror!—
and made all my bones shake.
4:15 Then a breath of air passes by my face;
it makes the hair of my flesh stand up.
4:16 It stands still,
but I cannot recognize its appearance;
an image is before my eyes,
and I hear a murmuring voice:
4:17 “Is a mortal man righteous before God?
Or a man pure before his Creator?
4:18 If God puts no trust in his servants
and attributes folly to his angels,
4:19 how much more to those who live in houses of
clay,
whose foundation is in the dust,
who are crushed like a moth?
4:20 They are destroyed from morning to evening;
they perish forever without anyone regarding it.

ࡖҰੂ
21

ജᘯ৵Ă੍̘ଁ̙٨ΌּĄ
ѩĂͶߎഁᇉ҂ѩă
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4:21 Is not their excess wealth taken away from

them?
They die, yet without attaining wisdom.

̢ౡ!
1
2
3
4

5

6
7

үͶױՏĄѢአඌᑔүĄኛཏ̙̜ۯĄү
ᖻЧ֣˗қă
ޣهङѩм˟ĂӶ୬ѩᘠਗ਼˟ă
Ԧഄм˟͘ˬॱĄҬԦمׯ
Ҝఌă
̂ĂᅇᗒᘥԀвՍĂг˽ܜݰఛ
ᑄĂ֬˟ଽă
ఃቇĂѢዳ˟ಘႼ˝Ăವߎгਤ
ഋ྅Ă˴ຫΜ˝ĄᚖĂѢყᘱૹ
˽Ӌໜ˝ă
ଇĂࣦ̘ߎଁ˾̙ΌּĄଇᙰĂ˴̘ߎ
ଁв྅൳ϟĄ
˟ϟгʹτ࿂ଇᙰĂсСͪߏࢲᛠă

Տ! য়૿Љ!
8
9

ҋٹԦĂԦτЇ! য়ĂԮԦ֯ଏੈͽ
Ą
ҕ̘́֯ΝിޗĂҕ؇̘֯Ν౻ᇳĄ

10

ࢪܤгвˮĂͩٹϢ྅Ą

11

מຊшгఌĂݕ൬ᓜוᘥԀ
̜вĄ
12 ᗻࠛ˟ࢌᏕĂָࣆ٘ᏕĂ̘૿
їವă
13

ΧѢഁᇉ˝̙Ҋ̍ࢌྗĄָࠛ˟
ࢌᏕాాໜ˷ă

14

 ࣆ ϧ ୌ ࿂  แ າ Ă̽ ภ ၣ ৵ Ă с г 
ภă
15 ! য়ଽቍͺ˟Ă௱ᗒࣆ˽̙ˤĂ
ૺᇶ˟͗ă
16

హᇸĂలಯ˟ѢĂཊᚕ̜ዄτ˽
֎ă

17

! য়٘ᘁߎ˟ڻѢĄ٘ͼү̘Νᅄ
࠺Аਔۯბାă

18

Ю ࠍ  φ  Ă˪ ᜆ ᄣ Ą  ᑜ ๊ Ă Ϡ ͗ ᗀ
ڻă
19 ү̰ѧውᙰĂτଽүĄವߎ˚ѧĂլ
˴ڰङүă
20 г ᛝ ਢ ̙ Ă τ ଽ ү ௱ ᗒ ѩ ˷ Ą г  ۊጻ
̙Ăτଽү௱ᗒˤᆒᝊ˦ă

5:1 “Call now! Is there anyone who will answer you?
To which of the holy ones will you turn?
5:2 For wrath kills the foolish person,
and anger slays the silly one.
5:3 I myself have seen the fool taking root,
but suddenly I cursed his place of residence.
5:4 His children are far from safety,
and they are crushed at the place of judgment,
nor is there anyone to deliver them.
5:5 The hungry eat up his harvest,
and take it even out of the thorns,
and the thirsty swallow up their fortune.
5:6 For evil does not come up from the dust,
nor does trouble spring up from the ground,
5:7 but people are born to trouble,
as surely as the sparks fly upward.

Blessings for the One Who Seeks God
5:8 “But as for me, I would seek God,
and to God I would set forth my case.
5:9 He does great and unsearchable things,
marvelous things without number;
5:10 he gives rain on the earth,
and sends water upon the fields;
5:11 he sets the lowly on high,
that those who mourn are raised to safety.
5:12 He frustrates the plans of the crafty
so that their hands do not accomplish
what they had planned!
5:13 He catches the wise in their own craftiness,
and the counsel of the cunning is brought to a quick
end.
5:14 They meet with darkness in the daytime,
and grope about in the noontime as if it were night.
5:15 So he saves from the sword that comes from
their mouth,
even the poor from the hand of the powerful.
5:16 Thus the poor have hope,
and iniquity shuts its mouth.
5:17 “Therefore, blessed is the man whom God cor-

rects,
so do not despise the discipline of the Almighty.
5:18 For he wounds, but he also bandages;
he strikes, but his hands also heal.
5:19 He will deliver you from six calamities;
yes, in seven no evil will touch you.
5:20 In time of famine he will redeem you from
death,
and in time of war from the power of the sword.

ࡖҰੂ
21

үτఛᔲᖞĂ̘˽ץҍ̜ङĄլ߮ᓛוĂ
ү˴̘ᛴَă

22

ү࿂լङᙻĂವτᆭ৮Ąвˮ్
ᘘĂү˴̘ᛴَă
23 Ю ࠍ ү τ ᄂ Ϣ ภ  ϭ ᐜ ϱ ࡖ Ą Ϣ ྅ ్ 
ᘘĂ˴τᄂүпă
24

үτۡྼүജοшĂࢊߣ࠺үѾĂ
˗٘δă

25

˴τۡྼүྀޡּ൳྾Ăү̃खဉ
вˮܥਧă

26

үτီяᔘញᕨᆧဩĂпဉϯॐוॠћ
ᖞă
27 హ  Ԧ ࣆ ̎ ག ҁ ၄ Ăύ ߎ с Ѩ Ą ү ึ ࢊ
ĂࢊۡྼߎᄂҊ̍Ѣেă
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5:21 You will be protected from malicious gossip,
and will not be afraid of the destruction when it
comes.
5:22 You will laugh at destruction and famine
and need not be afraid of the beasts of the earth.
5:23 For you will have a pact with the stones of the
field,
and the wild animals will be at peace with you.
5:24 And you will know that your home
will be secure,
and when you inspect your domains,
you will not be missing anything.
5:25 You will also know that your children will be
numerous,
and your offspring like the grass of the earth.
5:26 You will come to your grave in a full age,
As stacks of grain are harvested in their season.
5:27 Look, we have investigated this, so it is true.
Hear it, and apply it for your own good.”

̰ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌͼҿ!ڰ

Job Replies to Eliphaz

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

6:1 Then Job responded:

2

ଗᙷԦೖ˗ĂԦ˗̶լङٷг
͆ο྅ă
ந̪ోͦওՑԿࢥĂ٘ͼԦ֎ᄫަᛑă

6:2 “Oh if only my grief could be weighed,
and my misfortune laid on the scales too!
6:3 But because it is heavier than the sand of the sea,
that is why my words have been wild.
6:4 For the arrows of the Almighty are within me;
my spirit drinks their poison;
God’s sudden terrors are arrayed against me.

3
4

ЮАਔۯठˡԦ֖Ă߱ĂԦិ಄
Ⴜ˝Ą! য়ភᑁᕙੰԼᑜԦă

ި֎ߎ̈́ࡳץᑔ!
5

6
7

్ ៛ Ѣ ਧ Ă੍ ਔ Χ ಒ Ą Ͱ Ѣ ढ़ Ă ੍ ਔ ӟ
Χă
୵ێ҂ែĂ੍ΝಘᆂĂఔܥѢࠣᆂൃצ
ă
࠺ࠍΝဓێࢳĂԦ͔̘۹क़ܔă

Տѩ̜֎!
8
9

ଗ ᙷ Ԧ ૿ ල ٘ Տ  Ăᙷ ! য়  Ԧ ٘ ̶ 
Ą
ವߎᙷ! য়ԮԦᑄ༣ĂҨ͗Ԧખੴă

10

ԦЮ՞Ѣ࿀ୡ֣ཏ֎ۯᄫĂವ̩ͼѨࠍ
шᇏĂг̘ͣा൬ࡳ̙ĂᔗΝ⨳ă

11

ԦѢࠣᆂই˦ĂָԦඇ࣎ĄԦѢࠣᆂඔ
ԉĂָԦԠă

Complaints Reflect Suffering
6:5 “Does the wild donkey bray when it is near

grass?
Or does the ox low near its fodder?
6:6 Can food that is tasteless be eaten without salt?
Or is there any taste in the white of an egg?
6:7 I have refused to touch such things;
they are like loathsome food to me.

A Cry for Death
6:8 “Oh that my request would be realized,
and that God would grant me what I long for!
6:9 And that God would be willing to crush me,
that he would let loose his hand
and kill me.
6:10 Then I would yet have my comfort,
then I would rejoice,
in spite of pitiless fear,
for I have not concealed the words of the Holy One.
6:11 What is my strength, that I should wait?
and what is my end,
that I should prolong my life?

ࡖҰੂ
12

Ԧই˦Ă੍ߎϭᐜই˦ĄԦ֖҆Ă
੍ߎᅙĄ
13 гԦ੍̘ߎ୭ᑑӃᆂĄഁᇉ੍̘ߎଁԦ
͔̙ᅀΌஏႼᆂă

˟δ!͂ڇ
14

֣ࢊѶ͔ĂᗒୡАਔۯĂ̘ຯࠥ! য়
˟Ă͂ڇĂ༉ͼຍຐޝă

15

ԦԘ·ྗĂпဉͩĂ˪ဉͩ߸
ྼڪă

16

హڪĂЮඔГ൳แĂѢᖞг̙Ą

17

͆ই႘ຶĂವᐋॠএ̻Ą͞ᐜۅሣĂଁܭ
ࣦఌஂă
18 ඔҠވय़ᗒୡ́ྼĂีڪᙜҕĄוਢ్
̜вѩ˷ă
19 ೨ Ⴒ ඔ Ҡ  ވ य़ ᕿ  ĂϮ ͏ С ု  ˟ ඇ
࣎ă
20

 ࣆ Ю δ ˝ ࠼  ವ ٰ ບ Ăּ  ֣ ו྅  ܭᄊ
௦ă

21

நгүࣆϑߎహᇸĄ࠺ភᑁܭ֯ᛴ
َă

͂ڇᜩᇊ!
22

Ԧ ੍ ᄱ Ăኚ ү ࣆ ֺ ඛ Ԧ Ą ଁ ү ࣆ   ێ
̙ĂᖂێඛԦă
23 ੍ᄱĂଽԦ௱ᗒᇱ˟͗ᆂĄଽԦ௱
ᗒૺᇶ˟͗ᆂă

̘Όཊ࿄!
24

ኚүࣆାጰԦĂԦ̘ܭҮᓎĄָԦڀϧг
Ң֯ˮѢᏽă
25 ϑ۠֎ᄫĂ˦ฒҢ́ĄҬүࣆమ౮Ă
ߎమ౮ࠣᆂă
26 ඖ˟ᓽኡĂ߉сࢱĂүࣆᔗຏࢊ駁
ϑ֎ᄫᆂă
27 үࣆຏࠍ٦㝚Ăͼ͂ڇ༉రێă

Ψβྊඌ!
28
29

நгኚүࣆ࠺࠺ԦĂԦ̘༉ࢫᄱᓾă

ኚүࣆᖻຌĂ̘ࢊ̘̲ĄኚВᖻຌĂԦ
֯Ѣă
30 ԦҍˮĂ੍Ѣ̘ཌᆂĄԦ˽྅Ă੍̘
Ꮿнೊᆂă
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6:12 Is my strength like that of stones?
or is my flesh of bronze?
6:13 Is not my power to help myself nothing,
and has not every resource been driven from me?

Disappointing Friends
6:14 “To the one in despair, kindness should come

from his friend
even if he forsakes the fear of the Almighty.
6:15 My brothers have been as treacherous as a seasonal stream,
and as the riverbeds of the intermittent streams
that flow away.
6:16 They are dark because of ice;
snow is piled up over them.
6:17 When they are warmed, they dry up,
when it is hot, they vanish from their place.
6:18 Caravans turn aside from their routes;
they go into the wasteland and perish.
6:19 The caravans of Tema looked intently for these
streams;
the traveling merchants of Sheba hoped for them.
6:20 They were distressed,
because each one had been so confident;
they arrived there, but were disappointed.
6:21 For now you have become like these streams
that are no help;
you see a terror, and are afraid.

Friends’ Fears
6:22 “Have I ever said, ‘Give me something,
and from your fortune make gifts in my favor’?
6:23 Or ‘Deliver me from the enemy’s power,
and from the hand of tyrants ransom me’?

No Sin Discovered
6:24 “Teach me and I, for my part, will be silent;
explain to me how I have been mistaken.
6:25 How painful are honest words!
But what does your reproof prove?
6:26 Do you intend to criticize mere words,
and treat the words of a despairing man as wind?
6:27 Yes, you would gamble for the fatherless,
and auction off your friend.

Other Explanation
6:28 “Now then, be good enough to look at me;
and I will not lie to your face!
6:29 Relent, let there be no falsehood;
reconsider, for my righteousness is intact!
6:30 Is there any falsehood on my lips?
Can my mouth not discern evil things?

ࡖҰੂ
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˚ౡ!
˟ϟ൹ᇵ!
1

˟гʹˮ੍ۊጻᆂĄ̘̃͞ဉะ̌
˟̃͞ᆂă

2

ဉεဈ̶ᇌแᇅĂဉะ̌˟࠼̌ᆉĂ

3

Ԧ˴ᇸĂག࿄Ӧࡳ͠͞Ăภাͺ
ࠍԦ҂؟ă

4

Ԧዀۺॠ࣎ĂܭᄱĂԦҢॠּĂแ
ವ࿄ΜĄԦႼߎּ̈́ᖫΜĂ۠ܩ͆וă

5

Ԧ҆លͼᖩ̃ဦ˾ࠍҖĄԦϨቱញ
ћ˝˽Ă˪ࢥັă
Ԧ  ͦ ̃ ͞ ୢ Կ Ԣ Ăో এ ਇ г    ̜
̙ă
ՏүຏنĂԦϟ̘࿄ߎ˗˽ইĄԦ
ி༖τ̘Вሃă
៌࠺Ԧ˟Ăிτ̘ВԦĄүி
Ϫࢊ࠺ԦĂԦ̘ݑг˝ă

6
7
8

9

า૽এ҂࿄ĂᇸĂ˟ˬౙภ˴̘Вˮ
ּă

10

̘ВЯҊ̍चĂ߆˾˴̘Вᄭᙉă

ࡖҰ၅! য়Ԩᛈ!
11

Ԧ̘༯ͣԦ˽ĄԦិຒࡳĂࢊ൳Ό֎ᄫĄ
Ԧ͔ࡳೖĂࢊУᜧݕଏă

12

Ԧ၅! য়ᄱĂԦ੍ߎߵওĂ੍ߎ́Ăү
ౢ֧цԦă
13 ࡵᄱĂԦԕτшᇏԦĂԦၻτྊᛕԦ
ࡳଏĄ
14 үವϠူភᐥԦĂϠல෩ऺᑁԦĄ
15

ࠣҋԦွ۹ᆞѩĂွ۹ѩ˷Ă౻ҫԦహ
˗֖ᐜă
16 ԦဓୡِĂ̘ᙷϕ߾ĄүІጳԦቩĄЮ
Ԧߎో̃ۨ͞ă

˟ຊ̇!
17

˟ ვ ࠣ ᆂ Ăү ౢ ࠺  ࠍ ́ Ă    ٷг ͔
ˮĂ
18 Վќᝥ၄Ăॠྎבយă
19

үוҢॠញᖻி̘࠺ԦĂញІጳԦˬݞಐ
گă

The Brevity of Life
7:1 “Does not man have hard service on earth?
Are not his days also
like the days of a hired man?
7:2 Like a servant longing for the evening shadow,
and like a hired man looking for his wages.
7:3 Thus I have been made to inherit
months of futility,
and nights of sorrow
have been appointed to me.
7:4 If I lie down, I say, ‘When will I arise?’,
and the night stretches on
and I am full of tossing to and fro
unto the dawning of the day.
7:5 My body is clothed with worms and dirty scabs;
my skin is broken and festering.
7:6 My days are swifter than a weaver’s shuttle
and they come to an end without hope.
7:7 Remember that my life is but a breath,
that my eyes will never again see happiness.
7:8 The eye of him who sees me now will see me no
more;
your eyes will look for me, but I will be gone.
7:9 As a cloud is dispersed and then disappears,
so the one who goes down to the grave
does not come up again.
7:10 He returns no more to his house,
nor does his place know him any more.

Job Remonstrates With God
7:11 “Therefore, I will not refrain my mouth;

I will speak in the anguish of my spirit;
I will complain in the bitterness of my soul.
7:12 Am I the sea, or the creature of the deep,
that you must set a watch over me?
7:13 If I say, “My bed will comfort me,
my couch will ease my complaint,”
7:14 then you scare me with dreams
and terrify me with visions,
7:15 so that I would prefer strangling,
and death more than life.
7:16 I loathe it; I would not live forever;
leave me alone, for my days are a vapor!

Insignificance of Humans
7:17 “What is man that you make so much of him,
and that you pay attention to him?
7:18 And that you visit him every morning,
and try him every moment?
7:19 Will you never look away from me,
will you not let me alone
long enough to swallow my spittle?

ࡖҰੂ
20

ᝥ၄˟ܟĂԦࡵѢཊĂٹүҢӷĄࠍ
ҢͼԦ༉ү̃ĂָԦဓୡҊِ̍
ă

21

ࠍҢ̘ఴҹԦ࿄ϙĂੴପԦཊᚕăԦ
ந̪ࢊዀۺгဦ˾̙Ąүࢊআ๓
ԦĂԦ̘ݑг˝ă
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7:20 If I have sinned—what have I done to you,
O watcher of men?
Why have you set me as your target?
Have I become a burden to you?
7:21 And why do you not pardon my transgression,
and take away my iniquity?
For now I will lie down in the dust,
and you will seek me diligently,
but I will be gone.”

ˢౡ!
ͦઘ྾ѧ൳֎!

Bildad’s First Speech to Job

1

२ֱ˟ͦઘ྾ЯඌĂᄱĂ

8:1 Then Bildad the Shuhite spoke up and said:

2

హְྕүࢊᄱוಿॠĄ˽̙֎ᄫсղࢱ
ࢊוಿॠă

3

! য়੍ਔએᗒ̲οĄАਔ੍ۯਔએᗒ̲
ཌă
ٔ  ۯү  ૿ ̂  ཊ ˝  Ă ָ  ࣆ  ץಠ
ᑔă
үࡵআ๓Տ! য়ĂЧАਔۯᑖՏĄ

8:2 “How long will you speak these things,
seeing that the words of your mouth
are like a great wind?
8:3 Does God pervert justice?
Or does the Almighty pervert what is right?
8:4 If your children sinned against him,
he gave them over to the penalty of their sin.
8:5 But if you will look to God,
and make your supplication to the Almighty,
8:6 if you become pure and upright,
even now he will rouse himself for you,
and will restore your righteous abode.
8:7 Your beginning will seem so small,
since your future will flourish.

4
5
6

үࡵሑϑ۠Ąτࠍ؟үּĂָү̲
ཌ٘ئᎷٺă

7

үᔴຊ̇Ă˲τࠣ൳྾ă

8

ኚүҁમ݇ĂࣆنД٘ߣվ
ă

9

ĝԦࣆ̘࿄ଁߐ͞ញѢĂ˗٘ۡĄԦࣆ
гʹ̃͞пဉᇅăĞ
10 ࣆ੍̘ାүĂӗүĂଁ͔྅൳Ό֎
ᄫּă
11

ᄌਧ՞ѢکĂ੍ਔ൳ܛĄᚿఈ՞Ѣ੍ͩਔ
ϟ൳ă

12

ܥؤॠ࣎Ăᔗ՞ѢˬĂͦѹᇸਧЏ
ߛၵă

13

˱ԝੂ! য়˟Ăߎ˴ڵహᇸĄ̘ਲ਼ຯ
˟ࢊໜ՞Ą
14  ٘ Ї Ꮴ  τ Ե ᕜ Ă ٘ ࣄ ዪ  ߎ ᄜ ෑ
ყă
15 ࢊࣄዪٖގĂٖݑގ৬ϱ̘ҜĄࢊԸ
ҜٖގĂٖ̘ݑގਔфă
16

г͞Ќ̜ˬ൳ܥĂቹ̃ۉ႔˝̃ă

17

ॱሸᖑϭીĂ͘ˡϭвă

8:8 “For inquire now of the former generation,
and pay attention to the findings
of their ancestors;
8:9 For we are recent and do not have knowledge,
since our days on earth are but a shadow.
8:10 Will they not instruct you and speak to you,
and bring forth words
from their understanding?
8:11 Can the papyrus plant grow tall where there is
no marsh?
Can reeds flourish without water?
8:12 While they are still in their early flowering
and not ripe for cutting,
they can wither away
faster than any grass!
8:13 Such is the destiny of all who forget God,
and the hope of the godless perishes,
8:14 whose trust is in something futile,
whose security is a spider’s web.
8:15 He leans against his house but it does not hold
up,
he takes hold of it but it does not stand.
8:16 He is a well-watered plant in the sun,
its shoots spread over its garden.
8:17 It wraps its roots around a heap of stones
and it looks for a place among stones.

ࡖҰੂ
18

 ࡵ ଁ ύ в ఛ ٤ Ό Ă֣ в ವ ̘ ᄭ ᙉ  Ă
ᄱĂԦ՞Ѣ࿄үă

19

࠺ࣸĂహವߎྼ̙̜ሃĄͼޡτΨѢ˟
ଁв҂ϟă

20

! য়τ̘ϳୡԅА˟Ă˴̘ԫӃ֡ೊ˟ă

21

ᔗࢊͼಇ৮Ά႔ү˽ĂͼᝋױΆ႔ү
ᆛă
22 ޫೊүࢊ٢ᑚၛບĄೊ˟ജĂτᕨ
ٹѢă
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8:18 If he is uprooted from his place,
then that place will disown him, saying,
‘I have never seen you!’
8:19 Indeed, this is the joy of his way,
and out of the earth others spring up.
8:20 “Surely, God does not reject a blameless man,
nor does he grasp the hand
of the evildoers.
8:21 He will yet fill your mouth with laughter,
and your lips with gladness.
8:22 Those who hate you will be clothed with shame,
and the tent of the wicked will be no more.”

˜ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌͦઘ྾!

Job’s Reply to Bildad

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

9:1 Then Job answered:

2

ԦোۡྼߎహᇸĄҬ˟г! য়ࢫ݇ާਔї
ࠍཌă
ࡵᙷຌᄂۊĂ˻̙̜˗˴̘ਔЯඌă

9:2 “Truly, I know that this is so.
But how can a human be just before God?
9:3 If someone wishes to contend with him,
he cannot answer him one time in a thousand.
9:4 He is wise in heart and mighty in strength—
who has resisted him and remained safe?
9:5 He who removes mountains suddenly,
who overturns them in his anger;
9:6 he who shakes the earth out of its place
so that its pillars tremble;
9:7 he who commands the sun and it does not shine
and seals up the stars;
9:8 he alone spreads out the heavens,
and treads upon the waves of the sea;
9:9 he makes the Bear, Orion, and the Pleiades,
and the constellations of the south;
9:10 he does great and unsearchable things,
and wonderful things without number.
9:11 If he passes by me, I cannot see him,
if he goes by, I cannot perceive him.
9:12 If he snatches away, who can turn him back?
Who dares to say to him, ‘What are you doing?’
9:13 God does not restrain his anger;
under him the helpers of Rahab lie crushed.

3
4
5
6

͔྅ѢഁᇉĂͶ́Ѣਔ˦ĄአЧ! য়
ൻ҂૿Қă
൳ޣĂԮ̊ᖘࣅॖĂ̘̊֬ۡᛆĄ

8

 ָ в የ છ Ăᗒ  ύ қ Ăв  ̃ ߖ ವ ຬ
ፀă
Ӗ͞ײᐜ̘ΌּĂವ̘ΌּĂ˪ފா
ߏă
Ҋዚૹᄓ͆ĂՍҕгও̜ˮă

9

ృΓ͛ĂઢߏĂᴭߏĂ֬͝ݐजă

10

ҕ̘́֯ΝിޗĂҕ؇̘֯Ν౻ᇳă

7

11

ଁԦफ़ᙜག࿄ĂԦ࠺̘ݑĄгԦࢫ
݇ҕ֔ĂԦࣅ̘ۡᛆă
12  ဲ  ףĂአ ਔ  ܠጾ Ăአ  મ  Ă ү Ү ࠣ
ᆂă
13 ! য়τ̘ћЯޣইĄԫӃٚݢҰĂ
֖إгͼˬă

̘ਔࢫ၅ᆵҾ !য়!
14

߉ߎహᇸĂԦާЯඌĂާᏳፃ֎ᄫ
ᄂኡă
15 ԦᔴѢཌĂ˴̘ЯඌĄΩࢊЧ֣ᆵҾԦ
ᑖՏă
16

ԦࡵױĂᑔ̮ԦĂԦ̩̘ܪোԦ
ᓎࢯă

17

ϠᇶࢱԵᕜԦĂ߆ΏᆦԦສ๊ă

The Impossibility of Facing God in Court
9:14 “How much less, then, can I answer him
and choose my words to argue with him!
9:15 Although I am innocent,
I could not answer him;
I could only plead with my judge for mercy.
9:16 If I summoned him, and he answered me,
I would not believe
that he would be listening to my voice—
9:17 he who crushes me with a tempest,
and multiplies my wounds for no reason.
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9:18 He does not allow me to recover my breath,
for he fills me with bitterness.
9:19 If it is a matter of strength,
most certainly he is the strong one!
And if it is a matter of justice,
he will say, ‘Who will summon me?’
9:20 Although I am innocent,
my mouth would condemn me;
although I am blameless,
it would declare me perverse.
9:21 I am blameless. I do not know myself.
I despise my life.

18

Ԧವߎಅ˗˽ইĂో̘ञĂࣅָԦ႔͔
ࡳೖă
19 ࡵኡ˦ฒĂোѢਔ˦ĄࡵኡᆵҾĂᄱ
አਔԦๆּă
20

ԦᔴѢཌĂҊ̍؟ࢊ˽ԦࠍѢཊĄԦᔴ
ԅАĂԦ˽τផԦࠍᝇѠă

21

ԦύԅАĄ̘ᜩҊ̍ĄԦဓೊԦِă

Accusation of God’s Justice

ଟ! য়ߎ!̵̘ܦ

9:22 “It is all one! That is why I say,
‘He destroys the blameless and the guilty.’
9:23 If a scourge brings sudden death,
he mocks at the despair of the innocent.
9:24 If a land has been given
into the hand of a wicked man,
he covers the faces of its judges;
if it is not he, then who is it?

22

ඟ ೊ  ̵ Ăో ߎ ˗ ᇸ Ą ٘ ͼ Ԧ ᄱ Ă ԅ А
˟Ăೊ˟Ăోໜඖă
23 ࡵمው୬ङ̜Ăτᑙ৮ฅ˟࿂
ᙰă
24 ʹ ࠦ ϸ г ೊ ˟ ͗ ̙ Ą ᄊ ቴ ʹ ࠦ ᆵ Ҿ  ؠ
ᓙĄࡵ̘ߎĂߎአă

Renewed Complaint

В൳ި֎!

9:25 “My days are swifter than a runner,
they speed by without seeing happiness.
9:26 They glide by like reed boats,
like an eagle that swoops down on its prey.
9:27 If I say, ‘I will forget my complaint,
I will change my expression and be cheerful,’
9:28 I dread all my sufferings,
for I know that you do not hold me blameless.
9:29 If I am guilty,
why then weary myself in vain?
9:30 If I wash myself with snow water,
and make my hands clean with lye,
9:31 then you plunge me into a slimy pit
and my own clothes abhor me.
9:32 For he is not a human being like I am,
that I might answer him,
that we might come together in judgment.
9:33 Nor is there an arbiter between us,
who might lay his hand on us both,
9:34 who would take his rod away from me
so that his terror would not make me afraid.
9:35 Then would I speak and not fear him,
but it is not so with me.

25

Ԧͦ̃͞ܪԿԢĂަా࿄ΜĂ̘
ሃă
26 Ԧ̃͞࿄ΜсԢ௹ĂсަཡԸࢳឿă
27

ԦࡵᄱĂԦࢊԝੂԦݕଏĂੴΜԦຒ
ञĂ͔̙ၯԢĄ
28 Ԧ Ю ຒ ࡳ ҂ ᛴ َ Ă ۡ ྼ ү τ ̘ ͼ Ԧ ࠍ 
ฅă
29 Ԧτఛүࠍ؟ѢཊĄԦҢτऴ౺ࡳă
30

ԦࡵϠ߽֖ͩĂϠេሑஏԦ͗Ą

31

үᔗࢊχԦгӪ྅ĂԦҖోچᇕೊԦĄ

32

ύ̘ဉԦߎ˟ĂָԦΝͼЯඌĂ˪ָ
ԦࣆΝͼСᆵҾă

33

Ԧࣆ̙ภ՞Ѣన˟ĂΝͼЧԦࣆృ
͗ă
34 ᙷԮՆᗒพԦĂָ̘ភނᑁԦĄ
35

ԦವᄱྕĂ˴̘ᛴَĄநгԦ֣ߎ̘ݑ
ᇸă

˨ౡ!
Ч! য়ՏୀϮ!
1

ԦဓԦِĂτϣලҊ̍ᄱԦݕ
ଏĄЮ͔྅ࡳೖĄԦࢊᄱྕĄ

Job

!

!

An Appeal for Revelation
10:1 “I am weary of my life;
I will give free course to my complaint;
I will speak in the bitterness of my soul.

ࡖҰੂ
2
3

၅! য়ᄱĂ̘ࢊ؟ԦѢཊĂࢊϮԦĂү
ࠍҢᄂԦۊă
ү͗٘ృĂү˪ഠᑄĂ˪ᖡේĂݑЌ
ೊ˟ࢌᏕĄహ֯үͼࠍ࡙ᆂă

! য়છ፞!
4
5
6
7

үி੍ߎ҆ிĄүߣ࠺Ă੍ဉ˟ߣ࠺
ᆂă
ү੍̃͞ဉ˟̃͞ĄүяĂ੍ဉ
˟яĂ
ವમԦཊᚕĂ၄Ԧཊ࿄ᆂă
၀ĂүۡྼԦ՞ѢཊೊĂ֬՞ѢਔଽԦ
௱ᗒү͗ă

! য়Үࠍ̡࠸ϫ࠻!
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10:2 I will say to God, ‘Do not condemn me;
tell me why you are contending with me.’
10:3 Is it good for you to oppress,
to despise the work of your hands,
while you smile
on the schemes of the wicked?

Motivations of God
10:4 “Do you have eyes of flesh,
or do you see as a human sees?
10:5 Are your days like the days of a human,
or your years like the years of a human,
10:6 that you must search out my iniquity,
and inquire about my sin,
10:7 although you know that I am not guilty,
and that there is no one who can deliver
out of your hand?

Contradictions in God’s Dealings

ү̘ߎࣅΌԦּпဉζĂָԦጕඔсСζ
ᅶᆂă
11 үͼϨࠍ҆ҖĂඛԦࡌˮĂϠᄂඎĂ
ԮԦАលᓐකă
12 үϟຍຐඛԦĂү˴ᜩܱАԦ
ិ͔ă

10:8 “Your hands have shaped me and made me,
but now you destroy me completely.
10:9 Remember that you have made me as with the
clay;
will you return me to dust?
10:10 Did you not pour me out like milk,
and curdle me like cheese?
10:11 You clothed me with skin and flesh
and knit me together with bones and sinews.
10:12 You gave me life and favor,
and your intervention watched over my spirit.

13

10:13 “But these things you have concealed in your

8
9

ү͗౸ృԦĂృವԦΰ۲ѹលĄүᔗ
ࢊ໐ໜԦă
ՏүੂنĂᄥృԦс⢼˗کਟĄүᔗࢊָ
Ԧᕨ˾⽌ٹᆂă

10

҂үޝԦహְ֯Ăќ̎ᖞгү͔྅Ą
Ԧۡྼү˲ѢѨຌă

14

ԦࡵϙཊĂүವ၄࠺ԦĂ̘֬ఴҹԦཊ
ᚕă
15 ԦࡵҕೊĂܭѢ˝ĄԦࡵࠍཌĂ˴̘
ٵᐜĂϑߎ႔͔௦ບĂிԦࡳଏă
16

ԦࡵࢴٿҊ૿ĂүವॎԦс̃Ą˪г
Ԧ֖ˮផΌ؇ਔă

17

үࢥϱᙊԼᑜԦĂЧԦΏᆦೖޣĄс
ҺԿලԼᑜԦă

ኚՏྊ௱!
18

19

үࠍҢָԦΌϒࡨĄ̘сԦ༉ॠইඖĂ
˟૿Ԧă

హᇸĂವс՞ѢԦ˗ਟĄ˗ΌϒࡨĂವఛ
ˡᆧဩă

heart;
I know that this is with you:
10:14 If I sinned, then you would watch me
and you would not acquit me of my iniquity.
10:15 If I am guilty, woe to me,
and if I am innocent, I cannot lift my head;
I am full of shame,
and satiated with my affliction.
10:16 If I lift myself up,
you hunt me as a fierce lion,
and again you display your power against me.
10:17 You bring new witnesses against me,
and increase your anger against me;
relief troops come against me.

An Appeal for Relief
10:18 “Why then did you bring me out from the

womb?
I should have died
and no eye would have seen me!
10:19 I should have been as though I had never existed;
I should have been carried
from the womb to the grave!

ࡖҰੂ
20
21

Ԧ͋ࠣߎ̘̃͞ᆂĄՏүં͗ᆴञԦĂ
ΧԦгؿ҂̘̜ܓЏĂವߎؿแາѩቸ
̜вͼЏĂΝͼൽ૿ၯԢă

22

֣вࠣߎޕາĂߎѩቸஃ՛̜вĄ֣྅
Ќпဉޕາă
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10:20 Are not my days few?

Cease, then, and leave me alone,
that I may find a little comfort,
10:21 before I depart and cannot return,
even to the land of darkness
and the shadow of death,
10:22 to the land of darkness,
like the deepest darkness,
and the shadow of death and disorder,
where even the light is like darkness.”

˨˗ౡ!
Ⴑڰѧ൳֎!
1
2

3

ॊႲ˟ႱڰЯඌᄱĂ
హదй֎ᄫĂ੍̘ྌЯඌᆂĄйᆛйҍ
˟Ă੍Νࠍཌᆂă

4

үྑ́ྕĂ੍ਔָ˟̘ҮᓎᆂĄүᑙ৮
ॠ࣎Ă੍՞Ѣ˟Χүङ௦ᆂă
үᄱĂԦྼ৶АĂԦгүி݇ሑஏă

5

ଗᙷ! য়ᄱྕĂᙷพ˽Լᑜүă

6

֬ഁᇉ৩ϮүĄѢኛਟഁ
ᙉă٘ͼ༉ۡྼ! য়үĂͦүཊᚕྌ
૿ᔗ͋ă

7

үҁ၄Ăವਔിౄ! য়ᆂĄү੍ਔႼଏി
ౄАਔۯᆂă

8
9
10

ഁᇉ͆ٹĂүᔗਔҮࠣᆂĄٹౙ
ภĂүᔗਔۡྼࠣᆂă
ฒĂͦвܛĂͦওᆴă
ࡵག࿄Ă˟ٱ༯Ă١˟ץᆵĂአਔܠ
ጾă

11

ύۡྼм˟Ą˟ཊᚕĂᔴ̘
ຌĂᔗߎ̘٘ă
12 ۨ˟Ăݑ୭ۡᙉĂ˟ϟгʹпဉ్
៛ዼ̃ă
13
14

үࡵ͔шϑĂ˪Чᓜ͗Ą

ү͗྅ࡵѢཊᚕĂವ༉ᅇᅇੴପĂ˴̘
ञܦཌҜгүജ̜̙ă
15 ֣ॠĂүτЇᓙּĂ୭ᕆĄү˴τ
ાĂ٘ᛴَă

Zophar’s First Speech to Job
11:1 Then Zophar the Naamathite spoke up and

said:

11:2 “Should not this abundance of words be an-

swered,
or should this talkative man
be vindicated?
11:3 Will your idle talk reduce people to silence,
and will no one rebuke you when you mock?
11:4 For you have said, ‘My teaching is flawless,
and I am pure in your sight.’
11:5 But O that God would speak,
that he would open his lips against you,
11:6 and reveal to you the secrets of wisdom,
for true wisdom has two sides,
so that you would know
that God has forgiven some of your sins.
11:7 “Can you discover the essence of God?

Can you find out
the perfection of the Almighty?
11:8 It is higher than the heavens—what can you do?
It is deeper than Sheol—what can you know?
11:9 Its measure is longer than the earth,
and broader than the sea.
11:10 If he comes by and confines you
and convenes a court,
then who can prevent him?
11:11 For he knows deceitful men;
when he sees evil, will he not consider it?
11:12 But an empty man will become wise,
when a wild donkey colt is born a human being.
11:13 “As for you, if you prove faithful,
and if you stretch out your hands toward him,
11:14 if iniquity is in your hand—put it far away,
and do not let evil reside in your tents.
11:15 For then you will lift up your face
without blemish;
you will be securely established
and will not fear.

ࡖҰੂ
16

үτԝੂүࡳຽĂವߎຏ˴с߸࿄Μ
˗ͩᇸă

17

үгʹ̃͞Ăࢊͦϑ̽ԿڀĄᔴѢแ
າĂ̩ဉќă

18

үЮѢĂವτᘥĄ˴τΰಚ֞ߣĂ
шाă

19

үዀۺ˟ភᑁĂͶѢదй˟ЧүՏऽă

20

Ҭೊ˟ிϪτࢊδڀĂࣆྭΝਫ਼Ą
ࣆವߎইඖă
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11:16 For you will forget your trouble;
you will remember it
like water that has flowed away.
11:17 And life will be brighter than the noonday;
though there be darkness,
it will be like the morning.
11:18 And you will be secure, because there is hope;
you will be protected
and will take your rest in safety.
11:19 You will lie down with no one making you
afraid,
and many will seek your favor.
11:20 But the eyes of the wicked fail,
and escape eludes them;
their hope is to breathe their last.”

˨˞ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌႱ!ڰ

Job’s Reply to Zophar

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

12:1 Then Job answered:

2

үࣆোߎ̃ϓࣸĂүࣆѩ˷Ăഁᇉ˴ವໜ
՞˝ă
ҬԦ˴ѢᓏڀĂᄂүࣆ˗ᇸĄ̘֬̓ܦү
ࣆĄүࣆ٘ᄱĂአ̘ۡྼă

12:2 “Doubtless, you are the people,
and wisdom will die with you.
12:3 I also have understanding as well as you;
I am not inferior to you.
Who does not know such things as these?
12:4 I am a laughingstock to my friend,
I, who called on God and whom he answered,
—a righteous and blameless man
is a laughingstock!
12:5 For calamity, there is derision
(according to the ideas of the fortunate)—
a fate for those whose feet slip!
12:6 But the tents of robbers are peaceful,
and those who provoke God are confident—
who carry their god in their hands.

3

4

ԦహՏӗ! য়Ăᄊᑔ̮˟Ăౢї˝ڇ
͂٘ᙍ৮Ą̲ཌԅА˟Ăౢ˟˝ץᙍ
৮ă

5

шฉ͔˟྅ᖡේլĄహլ૰૰ඇޝ
མ˟ă

6

ૺ൷ജᎷٺĂຑ! য়˟ᘥĄ! য়
йێ̙͗ࣆוă

ኡ! য়ഁᇉۡᙉ!
7

үͶમ֔ᘘĂ֔ᘘτାүĄ˪મ̙ۨ
ࢲ౦Ăࢲ౦τӗүĄ

8

ٔᄂвᄱྕĂвτାүĄও̙Ă˴
τЧүᄱڀă
9
࠺హ˗̶Ăአ̘ۡྼߎය͗Үї
ă
10 ˱߾ێϟĂ˟ᙶইाĂోг͗
̙ă
11 ҄Ѧ੍̘ྎយ֎ᄫĂϑсˮቭဗࢳێᆂă
12

яҀѢഁᇉĂီѢۡᙉă

13

г! য়Ѣഁᇉਔ˦ĄѢᏕயۡᙉă

Knowledge of God’s Wisdom
12:7 “But now, ask the animals and they will teach

you,
or the birds of the air and they will tell you.
12:8 Or speak to the earth and it will teach you,
or let the fish of the sea declare to you.
12:9 Which of all these does not know
that the hand of the LORD has done this,
12:10 in whose hand is the life of every creature
and the breath of all the human race.
12:11 Does not the ear test words,
as the tongue tastes food?
12:12 Is not wisdom found among the aged?
Does not long life bring understanding?
12:13 “With God are wisdom and power;

counsel and understanding are his.

ࡖҰੂ
14

ٴ໐Ăವ̘ਔВޘృĄॐҜ˟Ăܭ
̘૿พᛕă
15 ԮͩҜĂͩߛܭĄВ൳ΌּͩĂ
ͩವᖘвă
16 гѢਔ˦ഁᇉĂఛᄴĂᄂᄴ˟
Ăోߎᛲă
17

 Ԯ Ꮥ ˿ ࣣ Җ ፂ Μ Ă˪ ָ ᆵ Ҿ  ؠណ ї 
˟ă
18 ٷᗪӕͲཅĂ˪Ϡ૱̃ॐࣆཔă
19

ԮைΥࣣҖፂΜĂ˪ָѢਔି่˟Ą

20

 ᆾ Μ   ˟ ܪ لᓽ ኡ Ă˪ ဲ Μ Ҁ ˟  ᓏ
ڀă
21  ָ ӕ Ͳ ᄊ ௦ ఛ  Ă ٷᗪ Ѣ ˦ ̜ ˟  པ
૱ă
22 ଁ֯แາ̙ၒផĂָѩቸផࠍ
Ќڀă
23 ָ֢Ꮇٺ҂˪໐ໜĄָ֢พᇂ҂
˪ፂΜă
24

вˮϓ̙ࢴᅲᓏဲڀΜĂָࣆг
ਢᆾྭ̜в႒߸ă

25

ࣆЌĂгแາ̙ၣ৵Ă˪ָࣆࣅڋ
җ߭Ăဉዔ੦˗˟ᇸă
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12:14 If he tears down, it cannot be rebuilt;

if he shuts a person in, it cannot be opened.

12:15 If he holds back the waters, then they dry up;

if he releases them, they destroy the land.

12:16 With him are strength and prudence;

both the one who goes astray
and the one who misleads are his.
12:17 He leads counselors away stripped
and makes fools of judges.
12:18 He loosens the bonds of kings
and binds a loincloth around their waist.
12:19 He leads priests away stripped
and overthrows the potentates.
12:20 He deprives the trusted advisers of speech
and takes away the discernment of elders.
12:21 He pours contempt on noblemen
and disarms the mighty.
12:22 He reveals the deep things of darkness,
and brings deep shadows into the light.
12:23 He makes nations great, and destroys them;
he extends the boundaries of nations
and disperses them.
12:24 He deprives the leaders of the earth
of their understanding;
he makes them wander
in a trackless desert waste.
12:25 They grope about in darkness without light;
he makes them stagger like drunkards.

˨˫ౡ!
ࡖҰЧ! য়ϥ!
1

3

హ˗̶Ԧிో࿄ĂԦ҄ో࿄Ă҂Ͷڀ
ϧă
үࣆ٘ۡྼĂԦ˴ۡྼĄ̘֬̓ܦү
ࣆă
Ԧোࢊ၅АਔۯᄱྕĂԦᙷᄂ! য়ኡă

4

үࣆߎృᓾ֎ĂోߎϠᗀϟă

5

ଗᙷүࣆА̘ҮᓎĄహವვࠍүࣆഁ
ᇉă

6

ኚ ү ࣆ  Ԧ   ኡ Ă ͔  Ԧ ˽ ̙ ̵ 
ă
үࣆࢊࠍ! য়ᄱ̘ཌྕᆂĂࠍᄱྗ
֎ᄫᆂă
үࣆࢊࠍ! য়ޠଏᆂĂࢊࠍۊኡᆂă

2

7
8
9

ߣΌүࣆּĂహ੍ߎпᆂĄ˟ഠ˟ݡĂ
үࣆ˴ࢊᇸഠݡᆂă

10

үࣆࡵາ̙ޠଏĂτࢊమ౮үࣆă

Job Pleads His Cause to God
13:1 “Indeed, my eye has seen all this,
my ear has heard and understood it.
13:2 What you know, I know also;
I am not inferior to you.
13:3 But I wish to speak to the Almighty,
and I desire to argue my case with God.
13:4 But you, however, are inventors of lies;
all of you are worthless physicians!
13:5 O that you would keep completely silent!
For you that would be wisdom.
13:6 “Listen now to my argument,
and be attentive to my lips’ contentions.
13:7 Will you speak wickedly on God’s behalf?
Will you speak deceitfully for him?
13:8 Will you show him partiality?
Will you argue the case for God?
13:9 Would it turn out well if he would examine
you?
Or as one deceives a man would you deceive him?
13:10 He would certainly rebuke you
if you secretly showed partiality.
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  ಳ ၶ Ă੍ ̘ Χ ү ࣆ ᛴ َ ᆂ Ą   ភ
ᑁĂ੍̘ᓛוүࣆᆂă
12 үࣆͼࠍΝੂنቑ֎ĂߎᚣѶቑ֎Ą
үࣆͼࠍΝዪાᕐߎ୷کાᕐă

13:11 Would not his splendor terrify you
and the fear he inspires fall on you?
13:12 Your maxims are proverbs of ashes;
your defenses are defenses of clay.

13

13:13 “Refrain from talking with me so that I may

11

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

үࣆ̘ࢊҮᓎĂІጳԦቩĂឯԦᄱྕĄ
ኡсҢԦోٙ༉ă
ԦҢτԮԦ߄҆гͯˮĂԦٷг
̙͗ă
τ୬ԦĄԦᔴĂ҂Ԧгࢫ݇
ᔗࢊڀԦ٘ҕă
హࢊїࠍԦଽĂЮࠍ̘ਲ਼ྔ૿̘˟
݇ࢫוă
үࣆࢊԦ֎ᄫĂָԦ٘ኡĂˡ
үࣆ̙҄ă
Ԧ̎ڀԦ८ĂۡྼҊ̍Ѣཌă
ѢአᄂԦۊኡĂԦವଏᙷቜᐴ̘֎Ăইඖ
҂˷ă
ଗѢЅĂ̘ࢊЧԦ߈ҕĂԦವ̘ླพү
ࢫĄ
ವߎԮү͗ᒹЯĂᅇᗒԦ֖Ą˪ָ̘ү
ភނᑁԦă
హᇸĂүױΧĂԦವЯඌĄٔߎឯԦᄱ
ྕĂүЯඌԦă
Ԧཊᚕཊ࿄Ѣй͋ĄՏүΧԦۡྼ
Ԧ࿄ϙᄂཊຜă
үࠍҢࢫĂॊԦ༉̨ᇱă

25

үࢊភછఛࢱӘས̃ᆂĄࢊᅀߛ
༣⇤ᆂĄ
26 ү  ཊ  ۏЕ ჲ Ԧ Ă ˪ ָ Ԧ ፈ ༉ π я  ཊ
ᚕĄ
27 ˴ԮԦམˮ˝͡ےĂ֬᎙၄Ԧ˗̶ྼ
ྭĂࠍԦམတࢧࠦ؟ă
28

Ԧ̎གဉໜඖێĂဉᖩఏҖᄠă

speak;
then let come upon me what may.
13:14 Why do I put myself in jeopardy,
and take my life in my hands?
13:15 If he slays me, I will hope in him;
I will surely defend my ways to his face!
13:16 Moreover, this will become my deliverance,
for no godless person would come before him.
13:17 Listen carefully to my words;
let your ears be attentive to my explanation.
13:18 See now, I have prepared my case;
I know that I am right.
13:19 Who will contend with me?
If so, I will be silent and die.
13:20 Only in two things spare me, O God,
and then I will not hide from your face:
13:21 Remove your hand far from me
and stop making me afraid with your terror.
13:22 Then call, and I will answer,
or I will speak, and you respond to me.
13:23 How many are my iniquities and sins?
Show me my transgression and my sin.
13:24 Why do you hide your face
and regard me as your enemy?
13:25 Do you wish to torment a windblown leaf

and chase after dry chaff?

13:26 For you write down bitter things against me

and cause me to inherit the sins of my youth.

13:27 And you put my feet in the stocks

and you watch all my movements;
you put marks on the soles of my feet.
13:28 So man wastes away like something rotten,
like a garment eaten by moths.

˨ΰౡ!
ϟ൹ᇵ!
1

˟ࠍ્˟٘ϟẴ͞൹͋ĂйѢଇᙰĄ

2

Όּс܄Ă˪ఛˬĄࢲΜсᇅĂ̘ਔф
ă

3

హᇸ˟ү੍༞ி࠺ᆂĄ˪ΧԦּץᆵ
ᆂă
አਔָሑஏ̜ێΌٹѲᖄ̜̙Ąኡአ
˴̘ਔă

4

The Brevity of Life
14:1 “Man, born of woman,
lives but a few days, and full of trouble.
14:2 He comes up like a flower and then withers
away;
he flees like a shadow, and does not remain.
14:3 Do you open your eye on such a one?
And do you bring me before you for judgment?
14:4 Who can make a clean thing come from an unclean?
No one!

ࡖҰੂ
5

˟߉̃͞ࢧ؟Ă͠ᇳгү֣྅Ă
ү˴ࠀࢧࠦ؟Ăָ̘ਔ࿄Ă

6

ܭՏүᖻி̘࠺Ăָ૿ाĂ۠ඇ
ဉะ̌˟ԅற̃͞ă

˟ϟτѩ!
7

ፗࡵఛࡂˬĂᔗΝ൳܁Ăံڐϟ̘ܛ
ाĂ

8

ॱᔴ਼Ҁгв྅Ăႂ˴ѩг˾̙Ą

9

̓ҋ૿˝ͩইĂᔗࢊ൳܁Ă˪ڐܛ୦Ăဉ
ັॹፗ˗ᇸă
10 Ҭ˟ѩ˷҂এໜĄইඖĂౢгҢఌă
11

ও̙ͩඖႼĂѮڪএஂĄ

12

˟˴ߎсѨĂዀˬ̘ВּĂඇ͆ו՞Ѣ
˝Ă̩̘૿ೆᏸĂ˴̘૿ଁჁ̙ಒᏸă

ВϟΝਔ!
13

ଗᙷүԮԦᖞгౙภĄфٹᔲఌĂඇү
 ޣ ه ࿄ Μ Ăᙷ ү ࠍ Ԧ  ͞ ˝ ؟ആ Ă ੂ ن
Ԧă

14

˟ࡵѩ˝Ă੍ਔВ߾ăԦΩࢊгԦ˗̶
 ۊጻ  ̃ ͞ Ăඇ Ԧ ఛ ᛕ   ٷॠ ࣎ ּ  וă
ĥఛᛕٔٷҮԻណĦ
15 үױΧĂԦܭЯඌĄү͗٘ҮĂүτཌྷ
ᇌă

ந̪!ڵ
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14:5 Since man’s days are determined,
the number of his months is under your control;
you have set his limit and he cannot pass it.
14:6 Look away from him and let him desist,
until he fulfills his time like a hired man.

The Inevitability of Death
14:7 “But there is hope for a tree:
If it is cut down, it will sprout again,
and its new shoots will not fail.
14:8 Although its roots may grow old in the ground
and its stump begins to die in the soil,
14:9 at the scent of water it will flourish
and put forth shoots like a new plant.
14:10 But man dies and is powerless;
he expires—and where is he?
14:11 As water disappears from the sea,
or a river drains away and dries up,
14:12 so man lies down and does not rise;
until the heavens are no more,
they will not awake
nor arise from their sleep.

The Possibility of Another Life
14:13 “O that you would hide me in Sheol,

and conceal me till your anger has passed!
O that you would set me a time
and then remember me!
14:14 If a man dies, will he live again?
All the days of my hard service I will wait
until my release comes.
14:15 You will call and I—I will answer you;
you will long for the creature you have made.

The Present Condition

Ҭс̪үᇳᕆԦམՍĂ੍̘᎙၄Ԧཊ
࿄ᆂă
17 Ԧ࿄ϙఛүފгᝂ̙Ă˴ᒿᚐ˝Ԧཊ
ᚕă
18 ̊૩ណࠍѢĄቅϭॖพࣦఌă

14:16 “Surely now you count my steps;

19

14:19 as water wears away stones,

16

then you would not mark my sin.

14:17 My offenses would be sealed up in a bag;

you would cover over my sin.

14:18 But as a mountain falls away and crumbles,

and as a rock will be removed from its place,

ͩ߸এᎏϭᐜĄ٘߸໔Ă߽Μвˮဦ
˾Ąү˴ᇸໜඖ˟ă

20

үԼᑜ˟૰૰૿౻ĂָΜʹĂүԻណ
ञᄺĂΧؿ҂̘Яă

21

૿̃ಳၶ˴̘ۡྼĄࢪࠍ̘˴מ
ᛆ૿ă

22

Ҭ֖ۡˮু൬Ă͔̙ೋݕă

Job

and torrents wash away the soil,
so you destroy man’s hope.
14:20 You overpower him once for all,
and he departs;
you change his appearance
and send him away.
14:21 If his sons are honored,
he does not know it;
if they are brought low,
he does not see it.
14:22 Only his flesh has pain for himself,
and he mourns for himself.”
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˨̢ౡ!
ͼҿ˞ڰѧ൳֎!

Eliphaz’s Second Speech

1

೨၍˟ͼҿڰЯඌᄱĂ

15:1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered:

2

ഁᇉ˟੍ΝϠۨۡᙉЯඌĂϠࢱڋΆ
႔ֆཚă

15:2 “Does a wise man answer with blustery knowl-

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

੍ΝϠেྕĂᑺ֎֯ٹᄫ
ኡă
үߎᆾୡຯࠥຌĂг! য়ࢫ݇ͣܠຯਲ਼
͔ă
үཊᚕାү˽ĂүᏳϠྗ˟ҍ
ᐜă
үҊ̍؟˽үѢཊĂ֬ߎܦԦĄүҊ̍
ᆛᙊүߎ̘ă
ү੍ߎᐜ˗࣍ఛϟ˟ᆂĄүץృгኛ̊
̜Џᆂă
үഄ! য়ѝᆂĄүᔗഁᇉҊ
૿Ⴜᆂă
үۡྼࠣᆂĂߎԦࣆ̘ۡྼĄүڀϧ
ࠣᆂĂߎԦࣆ̘ڀϧă

10

Ԧࣆహ྅ѢϧዿĂяࡓҀᔘĂͦү
ͬᏏᔗҀă
11 ! য়ϠྕшᇏүĂүͼࠍ͈̇ᆂă
12

edge,
or fill his belly with the east wind?
15:3 Does he argue with useless talk,
with words that have no value in them?
15:4 But you even break off piety,
and hinder meditation before God.
15:5 Your sin inspires your mouth;
you choose the language of the crafty.
15:6 Your own mouth condemns you, not I;
your lips testify against you.

15:7 “Were you the first man ever born?
Were you brought forth before the hills?
15:8 Do you listen in God’s council?
Do you limit wisdom to yourself?
15:9 What do you know that we do not know?
What do you understand that is not understood by
us?
15:10 The gray-haired and the aged are on our side,
men far older than your father.
15:11 Are God’s consolations too trivial for you;
or a word spoken in gentleness to you?
15:12 Why has your heart carried you away,
and why do your eyes flash,
15:13 when you turn your rage against God
and allow such words to proceed from your mouth?
15:14 What is man that he should be pure,
or one born of woman, that he should be righteous?
15:15 If God places no trust in his holy ones,
if even the heavens are not pure in his eyes,
15:16 how much less man, who is abominable and
corrupt,
who drinks in evil like water!

16

үࠍ͔Ңү྿ΜĄүிࠍҢ݁Όͪ
ߏĂ
ָ ү  ̈́ ិ ၅ ! য় Ă˴ І ү  ˽ ൳ హ ֎
ᄫă
˟ߎࠣᆂĂౢვࠍሑஏĄ્˟٘ϟߎ
ࠣᆂĂౢვࠍཌă
! য়̘ܪዪாཏۯĂгி݇͆˴̘
ሑஏĄ
Ң֣ڵѲᖄΝᇕĂ಄ཊᚕсͩ˟ʹă

17

ԦϮүĂүࢊĄԦࢊᄱ٘࠺Ă

15:17 “I will explain to you; listen to me,

18

ವߎഁᇉ˟ĂଁД٘ץĂๆᄱ҂̘ᔲᎌ
ă

15:18 what wise men declare,

13
14
15

and what I have seen, I will declare,

19

ĝహвଗඛࣆĂ֬՞Ѣβ˟ଁࣆ
̙ภག࿄ĄĞ
20 ೊ˟˗ϟ̜͞ĂӅ౺൬ࡳĂૺᇶ˟˗ϟ
яᇳĂ˴ߎсѨă
21

ភᑁᓎࢯ૰г̙҄Ąгοшॠຫဲ
τᓛ֣ו྅ă
22 ̘ܪҊ̍ਔଁแາ̙ᖻЯĄఛˤᆒඇ
࣎ă
23 ႒߸гβՏࢳĂᄱĂ֣྅ѢࢳێĄ
ۡྼแາ̃͞г͗ᙜᏡ౮п˝ă

hiding nothing,
from the tradition of their ancestors,
15:19 to whom alone the land was given
when no foreigner passed among them.
15:20 All his days the wicked man suffers torment,
throughout the number of the years
that are stored up for the tyrant.
15:21 Terrifying sounds fill his ears;
in a time of peace marauders attack him.
15:22 He does not expect to escape from darkness;
he is marked for the sword;
15:23 he wanders about—food for vultures;
he knows that the day of darkness is at hand.

ࡖҰੂ
24

25

ަᙰӦࡳΧङَĂ҂Ͷ౻˝Ăпဉӕ
ͲᏡ౮ˮੰ˗ᇸă
Ҩ͗Լᑜ! য়ĂͼᝬๅԼᑜАਔۯĂ

26

॓ලᐙิĂϠ࠻ൔݒࢫĂЧАਔ۠ۯ
ᗏĂ
27 ߎЮᓙᄊˮڴĂཔ᎔ї۱҆ă
28

ഄҜгਢୱ֟ݰĂ˟ئҜїโી
ٖގă

29

̘૿ರ֕Ă૿̘ێ૰фĂமຼгвˮ
˴̘Ώᆦă

30

̘૿ΌᗒแາĄͪ፼ࢊ̃ڐ፴
ĂЮ! য়˽̙ইĂࢊໜ˷Ąĥໜ˷
ࣦ͚Ү֔ΜĦ

31

̘ϠࣄዪઃĂഠݡҊ̍ĄЮઃτї
ࠍಠᑔă

32

͞ആώ̜וЏహ֯τїವẴڐ
̘૿ܥფă
33 τဉཫፗཫĂώሡ҂ཡĂ˪ဉፘ
ះፗ܄Ă˗พ҂ᔀă
34

ּࣦ̘ຯਲ਼̜ዄĂτϟևĂ˟̜ྨྥץ
ജĂτఛͪ፴Ą

35

ࣆ٘ᘂ߱ߎङĂ٘ϟߎཊᚕĂ͔྅
٘Ꮱ౮ྗߎă
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15:24 Distress and anguish terrify him;

they prevail against him
like a king ready for attack,
15:25 for he stretches out his hand against God,
and vaunts himself against the Almighty,
15:26 defiantly charging against him
with a thick, strong shield!
15:27 Because he covered his face with fat,
and made his hips fat,
15:28 he lived in ruined towns
and in houses where no one lives,
where they are ready to crumble into heaps.
15:29 He will not grow rich,
and his wealth will not endure,
nor will his possessions spread over the land.
15:30 He will not escape the darkness;
a flame will wither his shoots
and he will depart
by the breath of God’s mouth.
15:31 Let him not trust in what is worthless,
deceiving himself;
for worthlessness will be his reward.
15:32 Before his time he will be paid in full,
and his branches will not flourish.
15:33 Like a vine he will let his sour grapes fall,
and like an olive tree
he will shed his blossoms.
15:34 For the company of the godless is barren,
and fire consumes the tents of those who accept
bribes.
15:35 They conceive trouble and bring forth evil;
their belly prepares deception.”

˨̰ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌͼҿ!ڰ

Job’s Reply to Eliphaz

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

16:1 Then Job replied:

2

హᇸྕԦ˝దйĄүࣆшᇏ˟Ă̈́Χ
˟ຒă
ۨ֎ᄫѢቍႼᆂĄѢࠣᆂྕຑછүЯ
ඌă
Ԧ˴ਔᄱүࣆ֣ᇸྕĄүࣆࡵఌгԦ
ဨ࿂ĂԦ˴຺ᓐක֎ᄫԼᑜүࣆĂ˪ਔЧ
үࣆຬᐜă

16:2 “I have heard many things like these before.
Miserable comforters are you all!
16:3 Will there be an end to your windy words?
Or what provokes you that you answer?
16:4 I also could speak like you,
if you were in my place;
I could pile up words against you
and I could shake my head at you.
16:5 But I would strengthen you with my words;
comfort from my lips would bring you relief.

3
4

5

ҬԦτϠ˽ાүࣆĂϠᆛএྊүࣆᇍ
ຒă

ࠍ! য়Ă˟٘ୡ!
6

ԦᔴᄱྕĂᇍຒ̩̘૿এྊĄԦᔴંҜ̘
ᄱĂᇍຒವᗒพԦᆂă

7

Ҭநг! য়ָԦӦࢼĄָᏏ͂ᅇᗒԦă

Abandonment by God and Man
16:6 “But if I speak, my pain is not assuaged,
and if I refrain from speaking
—how much of it goes away?
16:7 Surely now he has worn me out,
you have devastated my entire household.

ࡖҰੂ
8

˪ԸҜԦĂҮᙊԼᑜԦĄԦ֖លߛሳ
˴༉ࢫᙊԦߎ̘ă

9

൳ޣᇦԦĂ྿࢜ԦĂЧԦ̶ግĄԦ
ᇱ˟ޣϪ࠺Ԧă

10

ࣆЧԦพ˽ĂφԦᓙ௦ԦĂჷ຺Լ
ᑜԦă

11

! য়ԮԦϸඛ̘ຯਲ਼˟ĂԮԦχוೊ˟
̙͗ă
12 Ԧ৴ּшฉĂԵᕜԦĂ℘ҜԦᐙิĂ
ԮԦၡ༣Ă˪ϱԦࠍ̃ă
13

̔͗ΰࢫಚᖑԦĄԦ۰
ඨĂ̘֬ଏĄԮԦᓘ่ࣅгвˮĄ

14

Ԧ˪ĄсС˿ЧԦ۠ᗏă

15

Ԧᒿ౪ҵгԦϨቱˮĂԮԦٷ֍гဦ˾
̙ă
16 ԦᓙĂЮࣴڤ൳ĂгԦிϨˮѢѩ
ቸă
17 Ԧ̙͗ĂݑૺᇶĂԦࡅᘣĂ˴ߎ
ሑă

Տ! য়Үᙊ˟!
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16:8 You have seized me,
and it has become a witness;
my leanness has risen up against me
and testifies against me.
16:9 His anger has torn me and persecuted me;
he has gnashed at me with his teeth;
my adversary fastens his eyes on me.
16:10 People have opened their mouths against me,
they have struck my cheek in scorn;
they unite together against me.
16:11 God abandons me to evil men,
and throws me into the hands of wicked men.
16:12 I was in peace, and he has shattered me.
He has seized me by the neck and crushed me.
He has made me his target;
16:13 his archers surround me.
Without pity he pierces my kidneys
and pours out my gall on the ground.
16:14 He breaks through against me, time and time
again;
he rushes against me like a warrior.
16:15 I have sewed sackcloth on my skin,
and buried my horn in the dust;
16:16 my face is reddened because of weeping,
and on my eyelids there is a deep darkness,
16:17 although there is no violence in my hands
and my prayer is pure.

An Appeal to God as Witness

вܟĂ̘ࢊዋᄎԦҔĂ̘ࢊܠጾԦݕ
Տă
19 ந ̪ Ă г ͆ Ѣ Ԧ   ᙊ Ăг ˮ Ѣ Ԧ ̙ 
ܱă
20 Ԧ͂ڇᙍᄶԦĄԦݑЧ! য়ிஉĄ

16:18 “O earth, do not cover my blood,

21

16:21 and he contends with God on behalf of man

18

nor let there be a secret place for my cry.

16:19 Even now my witness is in heaven;

my advocate is on high.

16:20 My intercessor is my friend

as my eyes pour out tears to God;

ᙷ˟૿ᄂ! য়ϧĂсС˟ᄂ͂ڇϧ˗
ᇸă
22 ЮࠍВ࿄ಿяĂԦτ֣֔ؿ҂̘ྭ̜ܓă

as a man pleads for his friend.

16:22 For the years that lie ahead are few,

and then I will go on the way of no return.

˨˚ౡ!
1

Ԧិ͔এਇĂԦ̃͞ໜႼĂᆧဩࠍԦ
Ꮱ౮п˝ă

2

োѢᑙ৮ԦгԦహ྅ĂԦி૰ࣆຑ
છԦă
ᙷॊጳፁඛԦĂҊ̍ࠍԦҮܱĄгүͼ
βአ۹ᄂԦᑜă
Юүָࣆ͔̘ڀĄ٘ͼүτ̘ᓜ
ࣆă

3
4

5

ଟӗ͂ڇĂͼࠍ͂ڇΝຫဲĂఽ
̂ி༖Ă˴ࢊδڀă

17:1 My spirit is broken,
my days have faded out,
the grave awaits me.
17:2 Surely mockery is with me;
my eyes must dwell on their hostility.
17:3 Make then my pledge with you.
Who else will put up security for me?
17:4 Because you have closed their minds to understanding,
therefore you will not exalt them.
17:5 If a man denounces his friends for personal
gain,
the eyes of his children will fail.

ࡖҰੂ
6
7
8
9

! য়ָԦҮ˝ϓ̙৮ኗĄࣆ˴Уಐگ
гԦᓙˮă
Ԧ  ி ༖ Ю ᇍ ຒ  ܄ ڂĂԦ  ѹ ល п ဉ ᇅ
ă
ϑ۠˟ĂЮѨτភ؇Ăฅ˟ĂࢊᎷ
Լᑜ̘ຯਲ਼̜ዄă
҂ཌ˟ࢊц٘ҕྼĂ͗ሑ˦ࢊ˟
ˮΏ˦ă

ആޝѩ˷ּᓛ!
10

ҋٹүࣆா˟ĂΝͼВּኡቩĄүࣆ̙
ภĂԦ̘ල˗࣍ഁᇉ˟ă
11 Ԧ̎̃͞ག࿄˝ĂԦᏕვĂԦ͔٘ຏ
Ă̎གᕜඖă
12 ࣆͼแࠍϧୌĄᄱĂܩЌͻܔแາă

13

Ԧࡵ࠼ౙภࠍԦގٖĄࡵˬၻгแາ
̙Ą
14 ࡵ၅ѣᗻᄱĂүߎԦͬĄ၅ᖩᄱĂүߎ
ԦϒᏏؒ؎Ą
15 హᇸĂԦг֣྅ĄԦ٘Ă
አਔ࠺ă
16 ඇוшाгဦ˾̙Ăహτˬוౙภ
֣ࢦܜ྅˝ă
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17:6 He has made me a byword to people,
I am the one in whose face they spit.
17:7 My eyes have grown dim with grief;
my whole frame is but a shadow.
17:8 Upright men are appalled at this;
the innocent man is troubled with the godless.
17:9 But the righteous man holds to his way,
and the one with clean hands grows stronger.

Anticipation of Death
17:10 “But turn, all of you, and come now!

I will not find a wise man among you.

17:11 My days have passed, my plans are shattered,

even the desires of my heart.
17:12 These men change night into day;
they say, ‘The light is near
in the face of darkness.’
17:13 If I hope for the grave to be my home,
if I spread out my bed in darkness,
17:14 If I cry to corruption, ‘You are my father,’
and to the worm, ‘My Mother,’ or ‘My sister,’
17:15 and where then is my hope?
And my hope, who sees it?
17:16 Will it go down to the bars of death?
Will we descend together into the dust?”

˨ˢౡ!
ͦઘ྾˞ѧ൳֎!

Bildad’s Second Speech

1

२ֱ˟ͦઘ྾ЯඌᄱĂ

18:1 Then Bildad the Shuhite answered:

2

ү৵֎ᄫࢊוಿॠĄүΝͼ೧ᇜޤ
ຏĂޡԦࣆವᄱྕă
Ԧ ࣆ ࠍ Ң ვ ࠍ স ϟ Ăг ү ி ̙ ࠺ Ү Ѳ ᖄ
ă
үహೖޣҊ̍ᇦĂᙰྼ́вࠍү
ୡĂቅϭॖพࣦఌᆂă

18:2 “How long until you make an end of words?
You must consider, and then we can talk.
18:3 Why should we be regarded as beasts,
and considered stupid in your sight?
18:4 You who tear yourself to pieces in your anger,
will the earth be abandoned for your sake?
Or will a rock be moved from its place?

9

ೊ˟ܩЌĂτࢊႩໜĂͪ፼Ăτ̘
ᚸă
ജ̙ܩЌĂࢊណࠍแາĄͼˮ
፵Ă˴τႩໜă
ાૺམՍĂτফ৪ĂҊ̍ࢌᏕĂ
τௗࣅă
ЮࠍఛҊ̍མˡყ̙Ă֔гᜆ˟
ყᘱˮă
आτԸҜམྫĂ፞᙮τፇᒓă

10

߾јࠍᖞг˾̯Ăឫௗࠍᖞгྭˮă

11

ΰࢫភᑁࢊָङَĂ֬Ͷᅀམ
ྫă

18:5 “Yes, the lamp of the wicked is extinguished;
his flame of fire does not shine.
18:6 The light in his tent grows dark;
his lamp above him is extinguished.
18:7 His vigorous steps are restricted,
and his own counsel throws him down.
18:8 For he has been thrown into a net by his feet
and he wanders into a mesh.
18:9 A trap seizes him by the heel;
a snare grips him.
18:10 A rope is hidden for him on the ground
and a trap for him lies on the path.
18:11 Terrors frighten him on all sides
and dog his every step.

3
4

5
6
7
8

ࡖҰੂ
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

˦ฒτЮዳ਼ିĂଇࢊгफ़ᙜ
ඇ࣎ă
ύ֖۲លࢊఛӋಘĂѩ˷ࢊ̃ܛӋ
ಘ۲លă
ࢊଁ٘ࣄዪജఛ٤ΌּĂ૱וភᑁ
֣Ͳ྅ă
̘ᛲτҜгജ྅Ąᒤτᇨг
٘Ҝ̜ఌă
ˬᙜĂॱύࢊߛĄˮᙜẴڐ
ࢊખੴă
نੂĂгвˮτໜ˷ĂШуĂ
гˮ˴̘фă
τଁЌ̙ڀఛᕘוแາ྅ĂτఛᅀΌʹ
ࠦă
гύϓ̙τ̃खĂг̜ئвĂ˴
˗˟фă

20

ͼּޡĂࢊភ؇̃͞Ăпဉͼ݇Μ
Ă˝ץភᐥă
21 ̘ཌ̜˟ҜఌĂᓀߎహᇸĂѨ˛̘ᄭᙉ!
য়̜˟вՍă
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18:12 Calamity is hungry for him,

and misfortune is ready at his side.

18:13 It eats away parts of his skin;

the most terrible death devours his limbs.

18:14 He is dragged from the security of his tent,

and marched off to the king of terrors.

18:15 Fire resides in his tent;

over his residence burning sulfur is scattered.

18:16 Below his roots dry up,

and his branches wither above.

18:17 His memory perishes from the earth,

he has no name in the land.

18:18 He is driven from light into darkness

and is banished from the world.

18:19 He has neither children nor descendants among

his people,
no survivor in those places he once stayed.
18:20 People of the west are appalled at his fate;
people of the east are seized with horror, saying,
18:21 ‘Surely such is the residence of an evil man;
and this is the place of one who has not known
God.’”

˨˜ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌͦઘ྾!

Job’s Reply to Bildad

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

19:1 Then Job answered:

2

үࣆᕗԦ͔ĂϠ֎ᄫᑄ༣ԦĂࢊוಿ
ॠă
үࣆహ˨ѧ௦ԦĄүࣆࡳޝԦ˴̘ͼࠍ
हă
ڌোԦѢᏽĂహᏽ˛ߎгԦă

19:2 “How long will you torment me
and crush me with your words?
19:3 These ten times you have been reproaching me;
you are not ashamed to attack me!
19:4 But even if it were true that I have erred,
my error remains solely my concern!
19:5 If indeed you would exalt yourselves above me
and plead my disgrace against me,
19:6 know then that God has wronged me
and encircled me with his net.

3
4
5
6

үࣆڌࢊЧԦྑ́ĂͼԦ௦ࠍᙊ
మԦĄ
ವྌۡྼߎ! য়่ᖫԦĂϠყᘱಚᖑԦă

ࡖҰఛୡץ൬ࡳ!
7

ԦЮ؍ѠױΧĂ̘ݑᄊᑔ̮ĄԦױՏĂݑ
̘૿̲ᕜă

8

! য়Ϡ៉৭᚛ҜԦྭྼĂָԦ̘૿ག
࿄Ą˪ָԦྭवแາă
ࣣΜԦၶЌĂၠΜԦᐜˮ݃ઔă

9
10

гΰಚԼᑜԦĂԦܭᕨٹѩ˷ĄԦ
сፗ٤ΌּĄ
11 ޣهЧԦ൳ҮĂͼԦࠍᇱ˟ă

Job’s Abandonment and Affliction
19:7 “If I cry out, ‘Violence!’
I receive no answer;
I cry for help,
but there is no justice.
19:8 He has blocked my way so I cannot pass,
and has set darkness over my paths.
19:9 He has stripped me of my honor
and has taken the crown off my head.
19:10 He tears me down on every side until I perish;
he uproots my hope like one uproots a tree.
19:11 Thus his anger burns against me,
and he considers me among his enemies.
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ࡖҰੂ
12

19:12 His troops advance together;

य़˗ᆄˮּĂ࣑ጻྭԼᑜԦĂг
Ԧജΰಚшᒈă

they throw up a siege ramp against me,
and they camp around my tent.

Job’s Forsaken State

ࡖҰఛဓୡЌ!

19:13 “He has put my relatives far from me;

13

ԮԦԘ·гᅇఌĂָԦ٘ᄭᙉА
ᄂԦϟளă
14 ԦᏏଛĂᄂԦᕜඖĂԦ͂Ăోԝੂ
Ԧă
15 гԦचئĂԦָ̂ĂోͼԦࠍβ
˟ĄԦгࣆி̙࠺ࠍβ֢˟ă
16
17
18
19
20

my acquaintances only turn away from me.

19:14 My kinsmen have failed me;

my friends have forgotten me.

19:15 My guests and my servant girls

consider me a stranger;
I am a foreigner in their eyes.
19:16 I summon my servant, but he does not respond,
even though I implore him with my own mouth.
19:17 My breath is repulsive to my wife;
I am loathsome to my brothers.
19:18 Even youngsters have scorned me;
when I get up, they scoff at me.
19:19 All my closest friends detest me;
and those whom I love have turned against me.
19:20 My bones stick to my skin and my flesh;
I have escaped alive with only the skin of my teeth.
19:21 Have pity on me, my friends, have pity on me,
for the hand of God has struck me.
19:22 Why do you pursue me like God does?
Will you never be satiated with my flesh?

Ԧ  ױಒ ဈ ˟ Ăᔴ Ϡ ˽ Տ  Ă  ᔗ ߎ ̘ Я
ඌă
Ԧ˽ইצĂԦ،̃ဓೊĂԦᑖՏĂԦ
Сࡩ˴ᇕă
ఽ̇˴̃ބᖡේԦĄԦࡵּĂࣆోᆙ
৮Ԧă
Ԧ͂ోᇕೊԦĂԦο٘͞ຐ˟ЧԦ
ᖘᓙă
ԦϨ҆ქ෬ᐜĂԦΩ౹ͯϨਫ਼௱˝ă

21

Ԧܟ͂ڇĂΝᇓԦĂΝᇓԦĂЮࠍ! য়
͗ԼᑜԦă
22 үࣆࠍࠣᆂԛ !فয়྿࢜ԦĂಘԦ҆ᔗ
ͼࠍ̘֕ă

Job’s Assurance of Vindication

ࡖҰቀܪਔϧ!

19:23 “O that my words were written down,

23

ଗᙷԦ֎ᄫĂநгᆶˮĂోੂᐁг२
ˮĄ
24 ϠᜟඉᜣבĂϠ࿕гቅϭˮĂ۠фוϕ
ᅇă
25 ԦۡྼԦଽ߾ලĂϏ˝τ৬ϱгв
ˮĄ

O that they were written on a scroll,

19:24 that with an iron chisel and with lead

they were engraved in a rock forever!

19:25 As for me, I know that my Redeemer lives,

and that as the last
he will stand upon the earth.
19:26 And after my skin has been destroyed,
yet in my flesh I will see God,
19:27 whom I will see for myself,
and whom my own eyes will behold,
and not another.
My heart grows faint within me.
19:28 If you say, ‘How we will pursue him,
since the root of the trouble is found in him!’
19:29 Fear the sword yourselves,
for wrath brings the punishment by the sword,
so that you may know
that there is judgment.”

26

ԦహϨ҆ໜඖ̜ޡĂԦτг҆ល̜β૿!
য়ă
27 Ԧ Ҋ ̍ ࢊ   Ă Ꮟ ி ࢊ ࠺  Ă ֬ ̘ ဉ β
˟ĄԦ͔ཕгԦ྅ࢫএໜ˝ă
28

үࣆࡵᄱĂԦࣆ྿࢜ĂࢊҢඇࢥĂ
ຑ֯˛ॱгͻă
29 үࣆವ༉ᛴَˤᆒĄЮࠍޣهຑછˤᆒ
ЕჲĂָүࣆۡྼѢಠᑔăĥࣦ͚Үᆵ
ҾĦ

˞˨ౡ!
Ⴑ˞ڰѧ൳֎!
1

ॊႲ˟ႱڰЯඌᄱĂ

Job

!

!

Zophar’s Second Speech
20:1 Then Zophar the Naamathite answered:

ࡖҰੂ
2

Ԧ͔̙ަᛑĂ٘ͼԦنޤΧԦЯඌă

3

Ԧ֣̎௦Ԧమ౮ԦྕĄԦीِ
ΧԦЯඌă

4

ү੍̘ۡϷΞͼּĂҊଁ˟ϟгвĂ

5

ೊ˟ྑ౻ߎᇵॠĂ̘ຯਲ਼˟ಇሃ̘࿄
ᖻி̜ภᆂă
ಳၶᔴ྾͆וˮĂᐜᔴౣוา̙Ą
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20:2 “This is why my troubled thoughts bring me

back
—because of my feelings within me.
20:3 When I hear a reproof that dishonors me,
then my understanding prompts me to answer.

ࢊ̂Տቍ˟ऽĂࢊ͗ኩᔗ̘
ཌ̜ă
11 ᐜᔴѢܥя̜˦Ă˗ࢊݑС
ዀۺгဦ˾̙ă

20:4 “Surely you know that it has been from old,
ever since mankind was placed on the earth,
20:5 that the elation of the wicked is brief,
the joy of the godless lasts but for a moment.
20:6 Even though his stature reaches to the heavens
and his head touches the clouds,
20:7 he will perish forever, like his own excrement;
those who used to see him will say, ‘Where is he?’
20:8 Like a dream he flies away, never again to be
found,
and like a vision of the night he is put to flight.
20:9 People who had seen him will not see him
again,
and the place where he was
will recognize him no longer.
20:10 His sons must recompense the poor;
his own hands must return his wealth.
20:11 His bones were full of his youthful vigor,
but it will lie down with him in the dust.

12

˽̯ᔴͼೊࠍϞĂᖞгҍᐜˬعĂ

20:12 “If evil is sweet in his mouth

13

ຐ̘ହĂӢг˽̙Ą

20:13 if he retains it for himself

6
7
8

9

τໜ˷ĂဉҊ̍ᒴ˗ᇸĄ৴ּ
ࢊ˟ᄱĂг֣྅ă
τࢲΜсူĂ̘ВĄాఛᅀΜс
ภல෩ă
Ꮟி࿄Ăτ̘ВĄύఌĂ
˴В̘ලă

10

and he hides it under his tongue,

14

ێࢳгֆ྅Ăࠍ̻ࢊݑᅔĂг྅ࢫ
їࠍࢇఎೊ߱ă
15 Ӌ˝ᚖĂᔗࢊУΌĄ! য়ࢊଁཚ̙
ଵΌּă
16 τӚࢇఎ߱ইĄⱄఎҍᐜ˴τ୬
ă
17 ߸ζᄂᄗ̜ڪĂ̘૿Вă

18

౺༧૿ּࢊኩᔗĂ̘૿ֲϠĄĥࣦ͚
ҮӋˬĦ̘ਔ٘૿రᝋሃă

19

ഠᑄቍ˟ĂͶ˪ᗒୡĄૺܦףҊ̍٘ᄎ
ގٖăĥٔҮૺ૿̘ގٖףВޘృĦ

20

Юఱ҂ဓĂ٘ಇॅ˗ఽᇸ˴̘ਔܱ
цă

and does not let it go,
and holds it fast in his mouth,
20:14 his food is turned sour in his stomach;
it becomes the venom of serpents within him.
20:15 The wealth that he consumed he vomits up,
God will make him throw it out of his belly.
20:16 He sucks the poison of serpents;
the fangs of a viper kill him.
20:17 He will not look on the streams,
the rivers, which are the torrents
of honey and butter.
20:18 He gives back the ill-gotten gain
without assimilating it;
he will not enjoy the wealth from his exchange.
20:19 For he has oppressed the poor and abandoned
them;
he has seized a house which he did not build.
20:20 For he knows no satisfaction in his appetite;
he does not let anything he desires escape.

ድĂ՞Ѣ˗ᇸ̘ӋໜĄ٘ͼ
ሃ̘ਔ˲ܛă
22 г႔֕Ѣድॠ࣎Ăτוফ৪вՍĄ
˱ࡳץຽ˟ĂోτΏ͗г֖ˮă

20:21 “Nothing is left for him to devour;

23

20:23 “While he is filling his belly,

21

ϑࢊΆ႔ֆཚॠ࣎Ă! য়τடদ
ࢪޣهг֖ˮĂϑгಘูॠ࣎Ăࢊ
హޣهဉࢪܤг֖ˮă

that is why his prosperity does not last.

20:22 In the fullness of his sufficiency,

distress overtakes him.
the full force of misery will come upon him.
God sends his burning anger against him,
and rains down his blows upon him.

ࡖҰੂ
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24

ࢊླᔕᜟጠĂᅙ̔ࢊठౄă

20:24 If he flees from an iron weapon,

25

Ԯ˗٨Ăವଁ֖ˮΌּĄ൳Ќ
ᐜĂଁᓘ̙ΌּĄѢភᓛг֖ˮă

20:25 When he pulls it out and it comes out of his

then an arrow from a bronze bow pierces him.

26

ᚖᕨٹแາĄ˟̘٘ӘͪĂࢊԮ
፴ໜĂࢊԮജ̙٘౹ˬ፴ᒍă

27

͆ࢊផڀཊᚕĂвࢊᎷԼᑜă

28

चமτ࿄ΜĄ! য়൳̃͞ޣĂ
రࢊోێএໜă
29 హߎೊ˟ଁ! য়٘૿̵Ăߎ! য়ࠍ٘
؟மຼă

back,
the gleaming point out of his liver,
terrors come over him.
20:26 Total darkness waits to receive his treasures;
a fire which has not been kindled
will consume him
and devour what is left in his tent.
20:27 The heavens reveal his iniquity;
the earth rises up against him.
20:28 A flood will carry off his house,
rushing waters on the day of God’s wrath.
20:29 Such is the lot God allots the wicked,
and the heritage of his appointment from God.”

˞˨˗ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌႱ!ڰ

Job’s Reply to Zophar

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

21:1 Then Job answered:

2

4

ү ࣆ ࢊ   Ԧ  ֎ ᄫ Ăವ ვ ߎ ү ࣆ ш ᇏ
Ԧă
ኚᆴञԦĂԦ˪ࢊᄱྕĄᄱ˝ͼޡĂІጳ
үࣆ৮ቩă
Ԧ੍ߎЧ˟ࣘĂࠍҢ̘ൎަă

5

үࣆࢊ࠺ලԦ҂ភ؇ĂϠ͗ॏ˽ă

6

ԦՎޤຏĂ͔ವភĂൂ֖ጻဎă

21:2 “Listen carefully to my words;
let this be the consolation you offer me.
21:3 Bear with me and I will speak,
and after I have spoken you may mock.
21:4 Is my complaint against a man?
If so, why should I not be impatient?
21:5 Look at me and be appalled;
put your hands over your mouths.
21:6 For, when I think about this, I am terrified
and my body feels a shudder.

3

ೊ˟Қ!
7

ೊ˟ࠍҢф߾ẮֲီᇳĂ๔˦ૺă

8

ࣆிखĂ˗ࣆСાϱă

9

ࣆचчοшᛴĂ! য়Ն˴̘Ώг
ࣆ֖ˮă
10 ࣆͰ̲ಭϟ҂̘ᕜඖĄϒͰˬᘗ҂̘
ପࡨă
11 ࣆφ൳̇̃ބΌΜĂйсѾཎĄࣆ
⨳̂ྮᄄă
12 ࣆᐋලൢကႆબĂ˪Юᖈᓎᝋಇă

13

ࣆ͞ޗኛ֯ҚĂᖻிˬˡౙภă

14

ࣆ၅! য়ᄱĂᗒพԦࣆቩĄԦࣆ̘ᙷፌ
૿үྼă

The Wicked Prosper
21:7 “Why do the wicked go on living,
grow old, even increase in power?
21:8 Their children are firmly established
in their presence,
their offspring before their eyes.
21:9 Their houses are safe and without fear;
and no rod of punishment from God is upon them.
21:10 Their bulls breed without fail;
their cows calve and do not miscarry.
21:11 They allow their children to run like a flock;
their little ones dance about.
21:12 They sing to the accompaniment of tambourine
and harp,
and make merry to the sound of the flute.
21:13 They live out their years in prosperity
and go down to the grave in peace.
21:14 So they say to God, ‘Turn away from us!
We do not want to know your ways.

ࡖҰੂ
15

16

АਔߎۯአĂԦࣆҢτ֯؆ĄՏӗ
Ѣࠣᆂেఌă

࠺ࣸĂࣆҚ̘гͻҊ̍Ąೊ˟٘Ꮥ؟
ᗒԦпᅇă

ೊ˟ಿഄࡳץĈ!
17

ೊ˟፵ҢဗႩໜĄଇᙰҢဗᓛࣆו
Ą! য়Ңဗ൳ޣĂЧࣆ̵լă

18

ࣆҢဗဉࢱ݇༣⇤ĂсᇶࢱዱΜᒲ
᷍ă
19 үࣆᄱĂ! য়ࠍೊ˟̂᎔ᄉཊᚕăԦ
ᄱĂ̘сύ˟ץಠĂпָᏏҊۡྼă
20

ᙷᏏி࠺Ҋ̍ି˷ĂᏏҊАਔۯ
ޣهă
21 ͠߉ႼĂᔗᜩύचᆂă

22

! য়߉ᆵҾ֣гқĂአਔۡᙉା
ă

ѩ̶˗ޡοඇ!
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21:15 Who is the Almighty, that we should serve

him?
What would we gain
if we were to pray to him?’
21:16 But their prosperity is not their own doing.
The counsel of the wicked is far from me!

How Often Do the Wicked Suffer?
21:17 “How often is the lamp of the wicked extin-

guished?
How often does their misfortune come upon them?
How often does God apportion pain to them in his
anger?
21:18 How often are they like straw before the wind,
and like chaff swept away by a whirlwind?
21:19 You may say, ‘God stores up a man’s punishment for his children!’
Instead let him repay the man himself
so that he may know it!
21:20 Let his own eyes see his destruction;
let him drink of the anger of the Almighty.
21:21 For what is his interest in his home
after his death,
when the number of his months
has been broken off?
21:22 Can anyone teach God knowledge,
since he judges those that are on high?

Death Levels Everything

23

Ѣ˟ҋѩ֖លૺӳĂႼ૿οшฉĄ

21:23 “One man dies in his full vigor,

24

ζΆ႔Ăរൃሚă

21:24 his body well nourished,

completely secure and prosperous,

and the marrow of his bones moist.

25

Ѣ ˟ ҋ ѩ ͔ ̙ ൬ ࡳ Ă ֖ ώ ဗ  ሃ ൃ 
צă
26 ࣆ˗ᇸዀۺгဦ˾̙Ăోఛᖩ̃ዋᄎă

21:25 And another man dies in bitterness of soul,

never having tasted anything good.

21:26 Together they lie down in the dust,

and worms cover over them both.

Ϡྕᄫāᙽ˟ඌᖫ!

Futile Words, Deceptive Answers

27

ԦۡྼүࣆຌޤĂ֬ᄬङԦࢌᏕă

21:27 “Yes, I know what you are thinking,

28

үࣆᄱĂᜥގٖۯг֣྅Ąೊ˟Ҝ࿄
ജг֣྅ă

21:28 For you say,

the schemes by which you would wrong me.

29

үࣆ੍՞Ѣમ࿄ྭ˟ᆂĄ̘ۡྼࣆ
͓٘ᙊፁᆂă

30

ವߎೊ˟гଇ૿̃͞фĂг൳ޣ
̃͞૿ਫ਼௱ă

31

 ٘ ҕ  ĂѢ አ ༉ ࢫ ඛ  ᄱ  ڀĄ  ٘ Ү
ĂѢአಠᑔă
32 ҂ࢊఛוٵвĂ֬Ѣ˟࠺цᆧဩă

‘Where now is the nobleman’s house,
and where are the tents in which the wicked lived?’
21:29 Have you never questioned those who travel
the roads?
Do you not recognize their accounts—
21:30 that the evil man is spared
from the day of his misfortune,
that he is delivered
from the day of God’s wrath?
21:31 No one denounces his conduct to his face;
no one repays him for what he has done.
21:32 And when he is carried to the tombs,
and watch is kept over the funeral mound,

ࡖҰੂ
33

34

ࢊͼ֏̙˾ࠍϞĂгͼЏΜ
ᇳĂгͼޡΜԿйă

үࣆ၅ඌో߉̙ྕᏽᖰĂާᆂऴшᇏ
Ԧă
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21:33 The clods of the torrent valley are sweet to

him;
behind him everybody follows in procession,
and before him goes a countless throng.
21:34 So how can you console me with your futile
words?
Nothing is left of your answers but deception!”

˞˨˞ౡ!
ͼҿ˫ڰѧ൳֎!

Eliphaz’s Third Speech

1

೨၍˟ͼҿڰЯඌᄱĂ

22:1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered:

2

˟੍ਔָ! য়ѢেĄഁᇉ˟ҬਔѢেٹ
̍ă
үࠍ˟̲ཌĂ੍ΧАਔۯಇॅĄүҕࠍ
ԅАĂ੍ਔָ૿ҿă

22:2 “Is it to God that a strong man is of benefit?
Is it to him that even a wise man is profitable?
22:3 Is it of any special benefit to the Almighty
that you should be righteous,
or is it any gain to him
that you make your ways blameless?
22:4 Is it because of your piety that he rebukes you
and goes to judgment with you?
22:5 Is not your wickedness great
and is there no end to your iniquity?

3

4

੍ߎЮүຯࠥĂವమ౮үĂᆵҾүᆂă

5

үཊೊ੍̘ߎ́ᆂĄүཊᚕ˴՞Ѣቍ
Ⴜă

6

Юү߆ૺףԘ·ࠍێ༉ᐜĂࣣΜలಯ
˟Җچă

7

Ӧͺ˟ү՞Ѣඛͩ಄Ąዳ˟Ăү
՞Ѣඛࢳێă
Ѣਔ˦˟Ăವ૿в˾Ąಳෲ˟Ă˴Ҝ
г̙ă

8

9

үφ൳ှ્ۨ͗ЯΜĂԵᕜჺᓕă

10

ЮѨĂѢყᘱᒕᖑүĂѢऺᛴمָүភ
Ą
11 ٔѢแາᄊቴүĂ֬Ѣ߷ͩ՞үă
12

! য়੍̘ߎг͆ᆂĄү࠺ߏҢ
ă
13 үᄱĂ! য়ۡྼࠣᆂĄ੍ਔ࠺ౄޕາ߈
ҕᆵҾă
14 าዋᄎĂָ̘ਔ࠺Ą۩ྻ
ᄓă
15

үࢊֵଁˮΞྼᆂĄహྼߎೊ˟٘ҕ
Ą
16 ࣆώוѩആĂمੴໜĄॱૃ໐ᗻĂп
ဉఛѮڪ՝ΜĄ
17

ࣆЧ! য়ᄱĂᗒพԦࣆቩĄ˪ᄱĂАਔ
ۯਔԮԦࣆާᆂᇸă

22:6 “For you took pledges from your brothers
for no reason,
and you stripped the clothing from the naked.
22:7 You gave the weary no water to drink
and from the hungry you withheld food.
22:8 Although you were a powerful man, owning
land,
an honored man living on it,
22:9 you sent widows away empty-handed,
and the arms of the orphans are crushed.
22:10 That is why snares surround you,
and why sudden fear terrifies you,
22:11 why it is so dark you cannot see,
and why a flood of water covers you.
22:12 “Is not God on high in heaven?

And see the lofty stars, how high they are!

22:13 But you have said, ‘What does God know?

Does he judge through such deep darkness?

22:14 Thick clouds are a veil for him, so he does not

see us,
as he goes back and forth
in the vault of heaven.’
22:15 Will you keep to the old path
that evil men have walked—
22:16 men who were carried off before their time,
when the flood was poured out
on their foundations?
22:17 They were saying to God, ‘Turn away from
us,’
and ‘What can the Almighty do to us?’

ࡖҰੂ
18

֣ۡ! য়ͼ࡙ێΆ႔ࣆގٖĄҬೊ˟
٘Ꮥ؟ᗒԦпᅇă
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22:18 But it was he who filled their houses

ཌ˟࠺ࣆඔԉವᝋಇĂฅ˟
৮ࣆĂ
20 ᄱĂּ֣ԼᑜԦࣆĂڌఛખੴĂ
ድోఛͪ፴ໜă

with good things—
yet the counsel of the wicked
was far from me.
22:19 The righteous see their destruction and rejoice;
the innocent mock them scornfully, saying,
22:20 ‘Surely our enemies are destroyed,
and fire consumes their wealth.’

21

22:21 “Reconcile yourself with God,

19

үࢊᄭᙉ! য়Ăವ૿οшĄই˴τᓛו
үă

22

ү༉ᅲ̙˽ץାĂ֎ᄫфг
͔྅ă
23 үࡵᕨЧАਔۯĂଁүജ̙ᅇੴ̘ཌĂ
ವτ૿ޘϱă
24

ࢊүࠠᚖϳгဦ˾྅Ăܺ฿ܚ
ϳгڪϭᐜ̜ภĄ

25

АਔۯವτࠍүࠠᚖĂҮүᚖᅘă

26

ү ವ ࢊ ͼ А ਔ  ࠍ ۯಇ ሃ ĂЧ ! য় Ї  ᓙ
ּă

27

ү ࢊ ᘣ ӗ  Ă ವ  ү Ą ү ˴ ࢊ ᔗ ү 
ᙷă
28 ү؟ຌࢊҮҢ֯ĂτඛүїವĄܩЌ˴
τᚸүྭă
29

˟ָүࢪמĂү̩ΝᄱĂτ૿̾Ąᓼמ
 !˟য়τଽă

30

˟ܦฅĂ! য়ͶࢊଽĄЮү̙͗
ሑĂτᄊଽă

and be at peace with him;
in this way your prosperity will be good.
22:22 Accept instruction from his mouth
and store up his words in your heart.
22:23 If you return to the Almighty, you will be built
up;
if you remove wicked behavior far from your tent,
22:24 and throw your gold in the dust—
your gold of Ophir
among the rocks in the ravines—
22:25 then the Almighty himself will be your gold,
and the choicest silver for you.
22:26 Surely then you will delight yourself in the
Almighty,
and will lift up your face toward God.
22:27 You will pray to him and he will hear you,
and you will fulfill your vows to him.
22:28 Whatever you decide on a matter,
it will be established for you,
and light will shine on your ways.
22:29 When people are brought low and you say
‘Lift them up!’
then he will save the downcast;
22:30 he will deliver even someone who is not innocent,
who will escape through the cleanness of your
hands.”

˞˨˫ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌͼҿ!ڰ

Job’s Reply to Eliphaz

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

23:1 Then Job answered:

2

с̪Ԧݕӗᔗვࠍॆਖ਼ĄԦమჲͦԦ
࣭ࣶᔗࢥă
ଗᙷԦਔۡྼг֣྅Νͼ! য়Ăਔו
ᄁ݇Ą
Ԧವгࢫ݇Ԧ८ЅڀĂ႔˽
ϧă
ԦτۡྼЯඌԦ֎ᄫĂڀϧЧԦ٘
ᄱྕă

23:2 “Even today my complaint is still bitter;
his hand is heavy despite my groaning.
23:3 O that I knew where I might find him,
that I could come to his place of residence!
23:4 I would lay out my case before him
and fill my mouth with arguments.
23:5 I would know with what words he would answer me,
and understand what he would say to me.
23:6 Would he contend with me with great power?
No, he would only pay attention to me.

3
4
5

6

੍Ϡ́ਔᄂԦۊᆂĄτ̘హᇸĄτ
຺Ԧă

ࡖҰੂ
7

г֣྅ϑ۠˟ΝͼᄂኡĄహᇸĂԦ
τϕᅇ௱ᗒ֣ᆵҾԦă

! য়ڰāҬѢ́ਔ!
8
9

ΩߎԦ݇ؿҕĂ̘г֣྅Ąޡؿਜ਼Ă˴
̘ਔă
гμᙜҕ֯ĂԦ̘ݑਔ࠺ĄгΟᙜᔲ
ᖞĂԦ˴̘ਔă

10

҂ۡྼԦ٘ҕྭĂྎԦ̜ޡĂ
Ԧτсპܚă
11 ԦམᐋՍᆸĄԦᖯцྼĂ̘֬
એᗒă
12 ᆛࣻĂԦώഄࡥୡĄԦ࠺ࢥ˽
̙֎ᄫĂ࿄ٹԦᅭϠࢳă
13

Ωߎ͔ԟ̎؟ĂአਔָᖻຌĄ͔
྅٘ᙷĂವҕΌּă

14

ЧԦ٘؟ĂವτҮїĄహᙶ֯ᔗ
Ѣదйă
15 ٘ͼԦгࢫ݇ភĂԦنޤహ֯Ăܭᛴ
َă
16 ! য়ָԦಈᓘĂАਔָۯԦភă
17

ԦऺᛴĂ̘ߎЮࠍแາĂ˴̘ߎЮࠍޕ
າᄊቴԦᓙă
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23:7 There an upright person
could present his case before him,
and I would be delivered forever from my judge.

The Inaccessibility and Power of God
23:8 “If I go to the east, he is not there,
and to the west, yet I do not perceive him.
23:9 In the north when he is at work,
I do not see him;
when he turns to the south,
I see no trace of him.
23:10 But he knows the pathway that I take;
if he tested me, I would come forth like gold.
23:11 My feet have followed his steps closely;
I have kept to his way and have not turned aside.
23:12 I have not departed from the commands of his
lips;
I have treasured the words of his mouth more than
my allotted portion.
23:13 But he is unchangeable, and who can change
him?
Whatever he has desired, he does.
23:14 For he fulfills his decree against me,
and many such things are his plans.
23:15 That is why I am terrified in his presence;
when I consider, I am afraid because of him.
23:16 Indeed, God has made my heart faint;
the Almighty has terrified me.
23:17 Yet I have not been silent because of the darkness,
because of the thick darkness
that covered my face.

˞˨ΰౡ!
! য়࠺ּߎႏ̘᙮͔!
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

Аਔ؟߉ۯആჲೊĂࠍҢָ̘ᄭᙉ˟
࠺֣̃͞ă
Ѣ˟ॖвࠦĂຫဲཎস҂ۍዲă
 ࣆ ٚ Μ    ៛ Ăૺ  ףှ ્  ࠍ Ͱ ༉
ᐜă
ࣆָቍ˟ᗒพϑྼĄʹˮలϓႼోᔲ
ᖞă
హְలቍ˟ĂсС్៛Όוᘇ్Ăআ๓
ࢳێĄࣆዪල్вඛ̂˽Ą

ћҽ˟ϢภϯቇĄၠףೊ˟ድ౹ཫ
Ą
֖֓ҖĂ͆ইಯҼ୭ዋᄎĄ

The Apparent Indifference of God
24:1 “Why are times not appointed by the Almighty?
Why do those who know him not see his days?
24:2 Men move boundary stones;
they seize the flock and pasture them.
24:3 They drive away the orphan’s donkey;
they take the widow’s ox as a pledge.
24:4 They turn the needy from the pathway,
and the poor of the land hide themselves together.
24:5 Like wild donkeys in the desert
they go out to their labor,
seeking diligently for food;
the wasteland provides food for them
and for their children.
24:6 They reap fodder in the field,
and glean in the vineyard of the wicked.
24:7 They spend the night naked because they lack
clothing;
they have no covering against the cold.

ࡖҰੂ
8

г̊ˮఛ́ܤᒄĄЮ՞Ѣᔕ֖̜ఌವक़
ܔቅϭă
9
˪Ѣ˟ଁϒᘂ̙ຫဲĂૺףቍ˟Җ
ࠍچ༉ᐜĄ
10 ָ˟֖֓ҖĂוఌ߸ҕĄͶЮዳљٵ
ϯॐă
11 гְ֣˟ಚᒑ̯ృڴĂၳ੦ĂҊ̍ᔗ˽
഼ă
12 гйϓ̯ݰѢ˟ࣶ࣭Ăིݕ˟๊ץĄ!
য়̘ݑ຺֣ೊ˟мă
13

˪Ѣ˟ࡥୡЌڀĂ̘ᄭᙉЌྼڀĂ̘Ҝ
гЌྭڀˮă

14

୬˟ጋڀּĂ୬ङӦࡳቍͺ˟Ąภ
˪Ү൷ྡྷă

15

͇ށඇ࣎฿ڂĂᄱĂτிਔԦĂವԮ
ᓙᄊቴă

16

൷ྡྷแ༸ᒫĂϧ͞ླᖞĂ̘֬ᄭᙉЌ
ڀă

17

ࣆ࠺ќсޕາĄЮࠍࣆፌ૿ޕາ
ភᐥă

18

హְೊ˟ൗсঘඵԢԢᛛΜĄࣆ٘૿
̵гʹˮఛׯĄࣆ̘૿В֔ཫ
ྭă
19 Ծۅሣএ՞ͩĄౙภ˴сѨএ՞ϙཊ
̜ዄă
20

ᘂϒĥࣦ͚ҮࡨĦࢊԝੂĄᖩ̃ࢊ
ಘĂᛆ૿ϞĄ̘Вఛ˟ੂنĄ̘ཌ
˟τсፗԵᕜă

21

ೊޝĥٔҮӋໜĦ̘ᘂη̘ϟዲ્
˟Ă̘ඟޝှ્ă
22 ҂! য়Ϡਔ˦ܱАѢ๔˦˟Ąِ֣
ᙰܱ̩˟Ꮇă
23

! য়ָࣆшᘥĂࣆವѢ٘ࣄዪĄ! য়
ிϪ˴࠺ᜩࣆྭྼă
24 ࣆఛᓜ̘࿄ͮॠĂವ՞Ѣ˝Ąࣆࢪ
ࠍמĂఛੴໜĂᄂா˟˗ᇸĄ˪сቈᒪఛ
ă

25

ࡵ̘ߎహᇸĂአਔᙊ၀ԦߎᄱᓾĂԦ
֎ᄫ駁ࠍۨă
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24:8 They are soaked by mountain rains
and huddle in the rocks because they lack shelter.
24:9 The fatherless child is snatched from the breast,
the infant of the poor is taken as a pledge.
24:10 They go about naked, without clothes,
and go hungry while they carry the sheaves.
24:11 They press out the oil among the olive rows;
they tread the winepresses while they are thirsty.
24:12 From the city the dying groan,
and the wounded cry out for help,
but God charges no one with wrongdoing.
24:13 There are those who rebel against the light;
they do not know its ways
and they do not stay on its paths.
24:14 Before daybreak the murderer rises up;
he kills the poor and the needy;
in the night he is like a thief.
24:15 And the eye of the adulterer watches for the
twilight,
thinking, ‘No eye can see me,’
and covers his face with a mask.
24:16 In the dark the robber breaks into houses,
but by day they shut themselves in;
they do not know the light.
24:17 For all of them, the morning is to them
like deep darkness;
they are friends with the terrors of darkness.
24:18 “You say, ‘He is foam on the face of the waters;

their portion of the land is cursed
so that no one goes to their vineyard.
24:19 The drought as well as the heat carry away
the melted snow;
so the grave takes away those who have sinned.
24:20 The womb forgets him,
the worm feasts on him,
no longer will he be remembered.
Like a tree, wickedness will be broken down.
24:21 He preys on the barren and childless woman,
and does not treat the widow well.
24:22 But God drags off the mighty by his power;
when God rises up against him, he has no faith in his
life.
24:23 God may let them rest in a feeling of security,
but his eyes are on all their ways.
24:24 They are exalted for a little while,
and then they are gone,
they are brought low like all others,
and gathered in,
and like a head of grain they are cut off.’
24:25 “If this is not so, who can prove me a liar

and reduce my words to nothing?”

ࡖҰੂ
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˞˨̢ౡ!
ͦઘ྾˫ѧ൳֎!

Bildad’s Third Speech

1

२ֱ˟ͦઘ྾ЯඌᄱĂ

25:1 Then Bildad the Shuhite answered:

2

! য়Ѣڻ̜ᝊĂѢނᚐΝࠥĄгఌ
߈ҕοă
ኛĂ੍ਔᇳვĄЌ˗ܩ൳Ăአ
̘ᄊă
హᇸг! য়ࢫ݇Ă˟ާਔཌĄ્˟٘ϟ
Ăާਔሑஏă

25:2 “Dominion and awesome might belong to God;
he establishes peace in his heights.
25:3 Can his armies be numbered?
On whom does his light not rise?
25:4 How then can a human being be righteous before God?
How can one born of a woman be pure?
25:5 If even the moon is not bright,
and the stars are not pure as far as he is concerned,
25:6 how much less a mortal man, who is but a maggot—
a son of man, who is only a worm!”

3
4

5
6

г! য়ி݇Ă͠˴ܩЌܩĂߏ˴̘
ሑĄ
Ңڵсᖩ˟Ăсఓ˟ʹă

˞˨̰ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌͦઘ྾!

Job’s Reply to Bildad

1

ࡖҰЯඌᄱĂ

26:1 Then Job replied:

2

ਔ˟ĂᄊүҢඇᑑӃĄჺᓕ˦
˟ĂᄊүҢඇଽă

3

ഁᇉ˟ĂᄊүҢඇାĄүЧй
ផ́ۡᙉă
үЧአ൳Ό֎ᄫּĄአଁិү҂Όă

26:2 “How you have helped the powerless!
How you have saved the person who has no
strength!
26:3 How you have advised the one without wisdom,
and abundantly revealed your insight!
26:4 To whom did you utter these words?
And whose spirit has come forth from your mouth?

4

ኡ! য়ઇ́!
5

ѓͩͩୈͼˬౙᅾጻဎă

6

г! য়ࢫ݇ౙภផᜧĂໜ˷˴̘૿ዋă

7

! য়Γແዚг̙ۨẮвᚘгۨĄ

8

ͩΑгา̙Ăา̘ݑă

9

ዋቴᚖलĂาዚгˮĄ

10

гͩࢫಚတΌࠦࢧĂ۠וЌڀแາ
ϸࠦă

11

͆̃ߖЮϊమየછភ؇ă

12

ͼਔ˦છ́ওĂĥછٔҮοᐕĦ
ᖢۡᙉφ๊ٚݢҰĄ
13 ᖢָ͆ិѢӵĄה͗୬Ԣఎă

A Better Description of God’s Greatness
26:5 “The dead tremble—
those beneath the waters
and all that live in them.
26:6 The underworld is naked before God;
the place of destruction lies uncovered.
26:7 He spreads out the northern skies over empty
space;
he suspends the earth on nothing.
26:8 He locks the waters in his clouds,
and the clouds do not burst with the weight of them.
26:9 He conceals the face of the full moon,
shrouding it with his clouds.
26:10 He marks out the horizon on the surface of the
waters
as a boundary between light and darkness.
26:11 The pillars of the heavens tremble
and are amazed at his rebuke.
26:12 By his power he stills the sea;
by his wisdom he cut the great sea monster to pieces.
26:13 By his breath the skies became fair;
his hand pierced the fleeing serpent.
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26:14 Indeed, these are but the outer fringes of his
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˞˨˚ౡ!
ฅ˟Ԩᛈ!

Job

ways!
How faint is the whisper we hear of him!
But who can understand the thunder of his power?”

!

!

A Protest of Innocence

1

ࡖҰଣලᄱĂ

27:1 And Job took up his discourse again:

2

! য়ဲΜԦĂАਔָۯԦ͔̙ຒࡳĄ
Ԧලϕϟ !য়ᄯĂ

27:2 “As surely as God lives, who has denied me jus-

3
4
5
6

ĝԦϟؤгԦ྅ࢫĂ! য়٘ױӚ̜
ই̩гԦᆃ̯͊Ğ
Ԧᆛ̘ᄱܦཌ̜֎ĂԦҍ˴̘ᄱྗ
̜ᄫă
Ԧᕜ̘ͼүࣆࠍߎĄԦҋѩτ̘ͼҊ̍ࠍ
̘ϑă
Ԧ؟ԦཌĂτ̘ٷᗪĄгʹ̃͞Ԧ
͔τ̘మ౮Ԧă

ೊ˟!ڵࢿ
7
8

ᙷԦ̨ᇱсೊ˟˗ᇸĂᙷּ֣ԼᑜԦ
Ăс̘ཌ̜˟˗ਟă
̘ຯਲ਼˟Ăᔴ૿ҿĂ! য়ဲף
ॠ࣎ĂᔗѢࠣᆂă

9

ଇᙰᓛוĂ! য়੍ਔױՏă

10

੍ͼАਔࠍۯሃĂᐋॠՏӗ! য়ă

11

! য়ҮࠍĂԦࢊାүࣆĂАਔ٘ۯҕ
ĂԦ˴̘ᔲᎌă
12 ү ࣆ Ҋ ̍ ˴ ో  ࿄ Ą ࠍ Ң А  ណ ࠍ  м
ă
13

! য়ࠍೊ˟̵٘؟Ăૺᇶ˟ଁАਔ٘ۯ
૿ಠĂĥಠࣦ͚ҮமຼĦ˛ߎహᇸĄ

14

࣏ٔ̂ᆦйĂᔗߎఛˤ٘୬Ą
̃खτ̘૿ࢳă
15 ٘˟Ăτѩ҂ंཧĄှ્˴
̘ࣴݕă
16

ᔴ᎔ᄉᅘ̃сဦՑĂᏡ౮Җچс˾کĄ

17

ΩბᏡ౮Ăཌ˟ࡌࢊݑˮĄᅘ̃Ă
ฅף̵ࢊ˟ă

tice,
the Almighty, who has made my life bitter—
27:3 for while my spirit is still in me,
and the breath from God is in my nostrils,
27:4 my lips will not speak wickedness,
and my tongue will whisper no deceit.
27:5 I will never declare that you are in the right;
until I die, I will not set aside my integrity!
27:6 I will maintain my righteousness
and never let it go;
my conscience will not reproach me
for as long as I live.

The Condition of the Wicked
27:7 “May my enemy be like the wicked,
my adversary like the unrighteous.
27:8 For what hope does the godless have when he is
cut off,
when God takes away his life?
27:9 Does God listen to his cry
when distress overtakes him?
27:10 Will he find delight in the Almighty?
Will he call out to God at all times?
27:11 I will teach you about the power of God;
What is on Shaddai’s mind I will not conceal.
27:12 If you yourselves have all seen this,
Why in the world do you continue this meaningless
talk?
27:13 This is the portion of the wicked man
allotted by God,
the inheritance that evildoers receive
from the Almighty.
27:14 If his children increase—it is for the sword!
His offspring never have enough to eat.
27:15 Those who survive him are buried by the
plague,
and their widows do not mourn for them.
27:16 If he piles up silver like dust
and stores up clothing like mounds of clay,
27:17 what he stores up a righteous man will wear,
and an innocent man will inherit his silver.
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ޘృٖގсᖩҮĂ˪сц٘ۯ
ജă
ᔴರ֕ዀۺĂ૿̘ݑћᑵĄᖻி̜ภವ
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20

ភऺсڮᑽĂˮĄᇶࢱгภĂ
ዱΜă
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௱! য়͗ă
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Job

27:18 The house he builds is as fragile as a moth’s

cocoon,
like a hut that a watchman has made.
27:19 He goes to bed wealthy, but will do so no
more.
When he opens his eyes, it is all gone.
27:20 Terrors overwhelm him like a flood;
at night a whirlwind carries him off.
27:21 The east wind carries him away, and he is
gone;
it sweeps him out of his place.
27:22 It hurls itself against him without pity
as he flees headlong from its power.
27:23 It claps its hands at him in derision
and hisses him away from his place.

˞˨ˢౡ!
ࡖҰഁᇉ!
ഁᇉྭΝ!
1
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2
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3
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7
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ག࿄ă
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10

гቅϭ̙៨ΌͩྼĄᏏி࠺Цᇸᚖێă

11

૿̘ͩފႌ߸ĄָᔲᖞێផᜧΌ
ּă

5

ഁᇉᆉΝෳ!
12

҂ഁᇉѢҢఌΝĄᓏ̜ڀఌг֣྅
ă
13 ഁᇉᆉࣂ˟ਔۡĂг߾˟̜в˴ఌ
Νă
14 ᄱĂ̘гԦ̯ĄওᄱĂ̘гԦ̙ă

III. Job’s Search for Wisdom (28:1-28)
No Known Road to Wisdom
28:1 “Surely there is a mine for silver,
and a place where gold is refined.
28:2 Iron is taken from the ground,
and rock is poured out as copper.
28:3 Man puts an end to the darkness;
he searches the farthest recesses
for the ore in the deepest darkness.
28:4 Far from where people live he sinks a shaft,
in places travelers have long forgotten,
far from other people he dangles and sways.
28:5 The earth, from which food comes,
is overturned below as though by fire;
28:6 a place whose stones are sapphires
and which contains dust of gold;
28:7 a hidden path no bird of prey knows—
no falcon’s eye has spotted it.
28:8 Proud beasts have not set foot on it,
and no lion has passed along it.
28:9 On the flinty rock man has set to work with his
hand;
he has overturned mountains at their bases.
28:10 He has cut out channels through the rocks;
his eyes have spotted every precious thing.
28:11 He has searched the sources of the rivers
and what was hidden he has brought into the light.

No Price Can Buy Wisdom
28:12 “But wisdom—where can it be found?

Where is the place of understanding?

28:13 Mankind does not know its place;

it cannot be found in the land of the living.

28:14 The deep says, ‘It is not with me.’

And the sea says, ‘It is not with me.’
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Job

28:15 Fine gold cannot be given in exchange for it,

nor can its price be weighed out in silver.

28:16 It cannot be measured out for purchase with

the gold of Ophir,
with precious onyx or sapphires.
28:17 Neither gold nor crystal can be compared with
it,
nor can a vase of gold match its worth.
28:18 Of coral and jasper no mention will be made;
the price of wisdom is more than pearls.
28:19 The topaz of Cush cannot be compared with it;
it cannot be purchased with pure gold.

God Alone Has Wisdom
28:20 “But wisdom—from where does it come?

Where is the place of understanding?

21

ߎЧ˗̶ѢϟிϪᔲᖞĂЧ̙ۨࢲ
౦ቴă

22

ໜ՞ѩ˷ᄱĂԦࣆࢱჶШă

23

! য়ڀϧഁᇉྭྼĂፌ૿ഁᇉ٘гă

24

Юᝥ၄۠וвແĂ࿅៌̜͆ˬĄ

25

ࢊࠍࢱ؟ᅄࢥĄ˪ޗฒኛͩă

26

ࠍܤᜧ؟Ăࠍྭྼ؟ă

27
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28
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28:21 For it has been hidden

from the eyes of every living creature,
and from the birds of the sky it has been concealed.
28:22 Destruction and Death say,
‘With our ears we have heard a rumor about where it
can be found.’
28:23 God understands the way to it,
and he alone knows its place.
28:24 For he looks to the ends of the earth
and observes everything under the heavens.
28:25 When he made the force of the wind
and measured the waters with a gauge.
28:26 When he imposed a limit for the rain,
and a path for the thunderstorm,
28:27 then he looked at wisdom and assessed its
value;
he established it and examined it closely.
28:28 And he said to mankind,
‘The fear of the LORD—that is wisdom,
and to turn away from evil is understanding.’”

˞˨˜ౡ!
ࡖҰඔՀϧ!
ࡖҰЯຏ࡙͞ٻ!

IV. Job’s Concluding Soliloquy (29:1-31:40)
Job Recalls His Former Condition

1

ࡖҰ˪ଣලᄱĂ

29:1 Then Job continued his speech:

2
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29:2 “O that I could be as I was
in the months now gone,
in the days when God watched over me,
29:3 when he caused his lamp
to shine upon my head,
and by his light
I walked through darkness;
29:4 just as I was in my productive time,
when God’s intimate friendship was experienced in
my tent,
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29:5 when the Almighty was still with me
and my children were around me;
29:6 when my steps were bathed with butter
and the rock poured out for me streams of olive oil!
29:7 When I went out to the city gate
and secured my seat in the public square,
29:8 the young men would see me and step aside,
and the old men would get up and remain standing;
29:9 the chief men restrained from talking
and covered their mouths with their hands;
29:10 the voices of the nobles fell silent,
and their tongues stuck to the roof of their mouths.

Job’s Benevolence
29:11 “As soon as the ear heard these things, it

blessed me,
and when the eye saw them, it bore witness to me,
29:12 for I rescued the poor who cried out for help,
and the orphan who had no one to assist him;
29:13 the blessing of the dying man descended on
me,
and I made the widow’s heart rejoice;
29:14 I put on righteousness and it clothed me,
my just dealing was like a robe and a turban;
29:15 I was eyes for the blind
and feet for the lame;
29:16 I was a father to the needy,
and I investigated the case of the person I did not
know;
29:17 I broke the fangs of the wicked,
and made him drop his prey from his teeth.

Job’s Confidence
29:18 “Then I thought, ‘I will die in my own home,

my days as numerous as the grains of sand.

29:19 My roots reach the water,

and the dew lies on my branches all night long.

29:20 My glory will always be fresh in me,

and my bow ever new in my hand.’

Job’s Reputation
29:21 “People listened to me and waited silently;

they kept silent for my advice.

22

Ԧᄱྕ̜ޡĂࣆವ̘ВᄱĄԦ֎ᄫဉ
ܤᜧႌгࣆ֖ˮă
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˟ă

29:22 After I had spoken, they did not respond;

my words fell on them drop by drop.

29:23 They waited for me as people wait for the rain,

and they opened their mouths
as for the spring rains.
29:24 If I smiled at them, they hardly believed it;
and they did not cause the light of my face to darken.
29:25 I chose the way for them
and sat as their chief;
I lived like a king among his troops;
I was like one who comforts mourners.

ࡖҰੂ
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Job’s Present Misery
30:1 “But now they mock me, those who are younger

than I,
whose fathers I disdained too much
to put with my sheep dogs.
30:2 Moreover, the strength of their hands—
what use was it to me?
Men whose strength had perished;
30:3 gaunt with want and hunger,
they would gnaw the parched land,
in former time desolate and waste.
30:4 By the brush they would gather herbs from the
salt marshes,
and the root of the broom tree was their food.
30:5 They were banished from the community—
people shouted at them
like they would at thieves—
30:6 so that they had to live
in the dry stream beds,
in the holes of the ground, and among the rocks.
30:7 They brayed like animals among the bushes
and were huddled together under the nettles.
30:8 Sons of senseless and nameless people,
they were driven out of the land with whips.

Job’s Indignities
30:9 “And now I have become their taunt song;
I have become a byword among them.
30:10 They detest me and maintain their distance;
they do not hesitate to spit in my face.
30:11 Because God has untied my tent cord and afflicted me,
people throw off all restraint in my presence.
30:12 On my right the young rabble rise up;
they drive me from place to place,
and build up siege ramps against me.
30:13 They destroy my path;
they succeed in destroying me
without anyone helping them.
30:14 They come in as through a wide breach;
amid the crash they come rolling in.
30:15 Terrors are turned loose on me;
they drive away my honor like the wind,

and like a cloud my deliverance has passed away.

Job’s Despondency
30:16 “And now my soul pours itself out within me;

days of suffering take hold of me.

30:17 Night pierces my bones;

my gnawing pains never cease.

30:18 With great power God grasps my clothing;

he binds me like the collar of my tunic.

30:19 He has flung me into the mud,

and I have come to resemble dust and ashes.
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30:20 I cry out to you, but you do not answer me;

I stand up, and you only look at me.

30:21 You have become cruel to me;

with the strength of your hand you attack me.

30:22 You pick me up on the wind and make me ride

on it;
you toss me about in the storm.
30:23 I know that you are bringing me to death,
to the meeting place for all the living.

The Contrast With the Past
30:24 “Surely one does not stretch out his hand

against a broken man
when he cries for help in his distress.
30:25 Have I not wept for the unfortunate?
Was not my soul grieved for the poor?
30:26 But when I hoped for good, trouble came;
when I expected light, then darkness came.
30:27 My heart is in turmoil unceasingly;
the days of my affliction confront me.
30:28 I go about blackened, but not by the sun;
in the assembly I stand up and cry for help.
30:29 I have become a brother to jackals
and a companion of ostriches.
30:30 My skin has turned dark on me;
my body is hot with fever.
30:31 My harp is used for mourning
and my flute for the sound of weeping.

˫˨˗ౡ!
ࡖҰҊᄭϧ!
1

Ԧᄂி༖ϱࡖĂާਔᕿఌ̂ă

2

ଁҋˮ !য়٘૿̵̜ĂଁҋАਔ٘ۯ
૿̜ຼĂߎࠣᆂă
੍̘ߎଇᓛ̘וཌĂլङᓛוҮᚕ
ă
! য়੍̘ߎ၄࠺ԦྭྼĂᇳᕆԦམՍ
ă
ԦࡵᄂᓾСҕĂམࡵᐋྗĄ

3
4
5
6
7

8

Ԧࡵఛ̲ྼ͆οޗĂָ! য়Νͼۡྼ
Ԧ৶ϑĄ
ԦམՍࡵએᗒϑྭĂԦࡵ͔ᐋලԦ
ிϪĂࡵѢࠜѲ⇾гԦ͗ˮĄ

ವᙷԦ٘ĂѢҽ˟ಘĄԦϢ٘மĂ
ఛ٤Όּă
9
Ԧࡵץਗ਼ĂЧ્˟ஊنĂгዏܜۼ
βᙓЃĄ
10 ವᙷԦ،̃ඛҽ˟ମᎏĂҽ˟˴ᄂС
އă

Job Vindicates Himself
31:1 “I made a covenant with my eyes;
how then could I pay attention to a virgin?
31:2 What then would be one’s lot from God above,
one’s heritage from the Almighty on high?
31:3 Is it not misfortune for the unjust,
and disaster for those who work iniquity?
31:4 Does he not see my ways
and count all my steps?
31:5 If I have walked in falsehood,
and if my foot has hastened to deceit—
31:6 let him weigh me with honest scales;
then God will discover my integrity.
31:7 If my footsteps have strayed from the way,
if my heart has gone after my eyes,
or if anything has defiled my hands,
31:8 then let me sow and let another eat,
and let my crops be uprooted.
31:9 If my heart has been enticed by a woman,
and I have lain in wait at my neighbor’s door,
31:10 then let my wife turn the millstone for another
man,
and may other men have sexual relations with her.

ࡖҰੂ
11

Юࠍహߎ́ཊĂߎᆵҾؠ༉ჲཊᚕă

12

హύߎ്ͪ፴Ă۠וᒍໜĂτ٤ੴԦ٘Ѣ
चமă

13

ԦဈᄂԦۊॠ࣎ĂԦࡵᖡේ̘
ࣆଏ༻Ą
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31:11 For I would have committed a shameful act,
an iniquity to be judged.
31:12 For it is a fire that devours even to Destruction,
and it would uproot all my harvest.
31:13 “If I have disregarded the right of my male

ଏᙷԦ۶ᐜଁ৾࠳௱ཡĂԦჺᓕଁ
ѾϬԵᕜă
23 Ю ! য় ࢪ  լ  Ă ָ Ԧ ऺ ᛴ Ă Ю  ނ 
ᚐĂԦ̘ਔмࠍă

servant
or my female servants
when they disputed with me,
31:14 then what will I do when God confronts me in
judgment;
when he intervenes,
how will I respond to him?
31:15 Did not the one who made me in the womb
make them?
Did not the same one form us in the womb?
31:16 If I have refused to give the poor what they desired,
or caused the eyes of the widow to fail,
31:17 If I ate my morsel of bread myself,
and did not share any of it with orphans—
31:18 but from my youth I raised the orphan like a
father,
and from my mother’s womb
I guided the widow.
31:19 If I have seen anyone about to perish for lack
of clothing,
or a poor man without a coat,
31:20 whose heart did not bless me
as he warmed himself with the fleece of my sheep,
31:21 if I have raised my hand to vote against the orphan,
when I saw my support in the court,
31:22 then let my arm fall from the shoulder,
let my arm be broken off at the socket.
31:23 For the calamity from God was a terror to me,
and by reason of his majesty I was powerless.

24

31:24 “If I have put my confidence in gold

14

! য়ᎷĂԦާᇸҕĄ၄મĂԦާᇸ
Яඌă

15

ృԦгཚ̙Ă̘˴ߎృᆂĄᄂԦ
⢼гཚ̙Ă੍̘ߎ˗қᆂă

16

Ԧࡵ̘ञలಯ˟૿ᙷ٘ĂٔΧှ્ி̙
δĂ

17

ٔ  Ҋ ಘ Ԧ ˗ ᕆ ࢳ  ێĂ  ՞ Ѣ ᄂ Ԧ С
ಘĄ
18 ĝ ଁ π я ॠ   ᄂ Ԧ С  ܛĂ п ဉ ͬ ̃ ˗
ᇸĄԦଁΌϒཚವԫӃှ્ĄĥԫӃࣦ͚
Ү͓ᅲĦĞ
19

Ԧࡵ˟ЮҖѩ˷Ăٔቍͺ˟֖ዋ
ᄎĄ

20

Ԧࡵָ̘ЮԦѾ૿ͧĂࠍԦৠĄ

21

Ԧࡵг˽ܜݰѢᑑӃԦĂᓜ͗Լᑜ
Ą

22

Ԧࡵͼ฿ࠍܚĂ၅პܚᄱĂүߎԦ
ࣄዪĄ

25

ԦࡵЮێᖲ྇ĂЮԦ͗й૿ྣ҂ᝋ
ಇĄ

26

Ԧࡵ͈ฦ൳ЌĂ͠ڀҕг̙ۨĂ

27

͔ವາາఛ͓ᄴĂ˽ܭᏏ͗Ą

28

హ˴ߎᆵҾؠ༉ჲཊᚕĂ˪ߎԦࡥୡг
ˮ !য়ă
29 ԦࡵޫԦውಠವᝋಇĂውլܭ
ᎷĄ
30

ĝԦ՞Ѣञ˽ϙཊĂׯϟĞ

or said to pure gold,
‘You are my security!’
31:25 if I have rejoiced because of the extent of my
wealth,
or because of the great wealth my hand had gained,
31:26 if I looked at the sun when it was shining,
and the moon advancing as a precious thing,
31:27 so that my heart was secretly enticed,
and my hand threw them a kiss from my mouth,
31:28 then this also would be iniquity to be judged,
for I would have been false to God above.
31:29 If I have rejoiced over the misfortune of my
enemy
or exulted because calamity found him—
31:30 I have not even permitted my mouth to sin
by asking for his life through a curse—
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ࡖҰੂ
31

ࡵԦജ˟ώဗᄱĂአ̘ͼ˟ێࢳ
ಘĄ

32

ĝଁּԦ՞Ѣञވय़гˮҜĂݑพܜ
ܒଣҕྭ˟ĄĞ
33 Ԧࡵဉֱ༉ĥֱ༉ٔҮҽ˟ĦዋԦ࿄
ϙĂཊᚕᖞгᘂ̙Ă
34 Юᛴَ́ாĂ˪Ю؞ୈᖡේԦָԦភऺĂ
ͼ˽֎ĂՅ̘ܜΌĄ

31:31 if the members of my household have never

said,
‘O that there were someone
who has not been satisfied from Job’s meat!’—
31:32 But no stranger had to spend the night outside,
for I opened my doors to the traveler—
31:33 if I have covered my transgressions as men do,
by hiding iniquity in my heart,
31:34 because I was terrified of the great multitude,
and the contempt of families terrified me,
so that I remained silent
and would not go outdoors—

Job’s Appeal

ࡖҰϥ!
35

Job

ଗᙷѢ˗қ۹ԦĂĝ࠺ࣸĂгహ྅ѢԦ
٘တ٩ĂᙷАਔۯЯඌԦĞ

36

ᙷ֣ᇱԦ٘ۯᆶۏෞгԦహ྅Ԧτ૱г
۶ˮĂ˪ཅгᐜˮࠍ݃ઔĄ
37 ԦτЧᄱԦམՍᇳϪĂτсӕͲช
݇ࢫוă

ࡖҰᄯ֎!
38

ԦࡵဲףϢвĂహвЧԦಃࣘĂ˗С
ࣴڤĄ
39 Ԧ ࡵ ಘ в  Ό ம ̘ ඛ ᆉ ࣂ Ă ٔ Χ ࣦ  ಈ
Ą
40 ᙷ హ в  ⧈ ܛ㌟  അ ౩ ̃ Ă ܛೊ ਧ  അ ́
౩ĄࡖҰྕᄱԅ˝ă

31:35 “If only I had someone to hear me!

Here is my signature—
let the Almighty answer me!
If only I had an indictment
that my accuser had written.
31:36 Surely I would wear it proudly on my shoulder,
I would bind it on me like a crown;
31:37 I would give him an accounting of my steps;
like a prince I would approach him.

Job’s Final Solemn Oath
31:38 “If my land cried out against me

and all its furrows wept together,

31:39 if I have eaten its produce without paying,

or caused the death of its owners,

31:40 then let thorns sprout up in place of wheat,

and in place of barley, weeds!”
The words of Job have ended.

˫˨˞ౡ!
ͼҿ͖ᇳѧ൳֎!

V. The Speeches of Elihu (32:1-37:24)

ͼҿ͖ѧ൳֎!

Elihu’s First Speech

1

32:1 So these three men refused to answer Job
further, because he was righteous in his own eyes.
32:2 Then Elihu son of Barakel the Buzite, of the
family of Ram, became very angry. He was angry
with Job for justifying himself rather than God. 32:3
With Job’s three friends he was also angry, because
they could not find an answer, and so declared Job
guilty. 32:4 Now Elihu had waited before speaking
to Job, because the others were older than he. 32:5
But when Elihu saw that the three men had no further reply, he became very angry.

2

3
4
5

ߎٹహ˫࣍˟ĂЮࡖҰҊͼࠍཌĂವ̘В
Яඌă
֣ॠѢҵҗ˟Ăᜊୈ͏ٚͼ̃ҿ
͖ĂЧࡖҰ൳ޣĂЮࡖҰҊͼࠍཌĂ̘ͼ!
য়ࠍཌă
˪ЧࡖҰ͂ڇ࣍˫൳ޣĂЮࠍࣆຏ
̘ΌЯඌּྕĂ̩ͼࡖҰࠍѢཊă
ͼҿ͖ࢊᄂࡖҰᄱྕĂವඇ࣎ࣆĂЮࠍ
ࣆͦҊ̍яҀă
ͼҿ͖హ˫࣍˟˽̙ྕЯඌĂವޣই
൳Үă

ࡖҰੂ
ͼҿ͖ҊᄭѢഁᇉ!
6

7
8

ҵҗ˟͏ٚͼ̃ҿ͖ЯඌᄱĂԦя
ᅄĂүࣆҀᔘĂЮѨԦਜ਼ឯĂ̘Чүࣆ
ᄱԦຌă
ԦᄱĂяҀ༉ЏᄱྕĂီ༉ͼഁᇉ
ା˟ă
Ҭг˟྅ࢫѢិĂАਔۯইָ˟Ѣᓏ
ڀă

9

ಳෲో̘ѢഁᇉĂီో̘ਔڀϧ̲
οă
10 ЮѨԦᄱĂүࣆࢊԦ֎ĂԦ˴ࢊᄱԦ
ຌă
11 үࣆߣվ٘ࢊᄱྕĄ֣ॠԦඇ࣎үࣆ
ྕઍ҄үࣆኡĂ
12

͔үࣆĄአۡүࣆ̙ภ˗˟Եࡖچ
ҰĂ駁ࣅྕă

13

үࣆ̶̘ΝᄱĂԦࣆ૿ഁᇉĄ! য়ਔ౻
Ă˟̘ݑਔă
14 ࡖҰ՞ѢЧԦۊĂԦ˴̘ϠүࣆྕЯ
ඌă

ࡖҰ͂ڇ՞Ѣྊඌ!
15

ࣆភ؇̘ВЯඌĂ˗֎̘൳ă

16

Ԧ੍Юࣆ̘ᄱྕĂ৬Ҝ̘ВЯඌĂ̩ᖝ
ඇ࣎ă

17

Ԧ˴ࢊЯඌԦྕ̵˗ĂᄱԦຌă

18

ЮࠍԦ֎ᄫ႔ᘂĂԦ྅ࢫិ፫છԦă

19

Ԧᘂс੦̜ᝂĂ՞ѢΌই̜ᒿĂ˪
сັϨటԢࢊă
20 ԦࢊᄱྕĂָԦධၯĄԦࢊพ˽Яඌă
21

Ԧτ̘࠺˟ଏࢫĂ˴̘؆ٙ˟ă

22

Ԧ̘ፌ૿؆ٙĂࡵ؆ٙĂృԦτԢԢ
ੴໜԦă
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Elihu Claims Wisdom

32:6 So Elihu son of Barakel the Buzite spoke up:

“I am young, but you are elderly;
that is why I was fearful,
and afraid to explain to you what I know.
32:7 I said to myself, ‘Age should speak,
and length of years should make wisdom known.’
32:8 But it is a spirit in people,
the breath of the Almighty,
that makes them understand.
32:9 It is not the aged who are wise,
nor old men who understand what is right.
32:10 Therefore I say, ‘Listen to me.
I, even I, will explain what I know.’
32:11 Look, I waited for you to speak;
I listened closely to your wise thoughts, while you
were searching for words.
32:12 Now I was giving you close attention,
yet there was no one proving Job wrong,
not one of you was answering his statements!
32:13 So do not say, ‘We have found wisdom!
God will refute him, not man!’
32:14 Job has not directed his words to me,
and so I will not reply to him with your arguments.

Job’s Friends Failed to Answer
32:15 “They are dismayed and cannot answer any

more;
they have nothing left to say.
32:16 And I have waited. But because they do not
speak,
because they stand there and answer no more,
32:17 I too will answer my part,
I too will explain what I know.
32:18 For I am full of words,
and the spirit within me constrains me.
32:19 Inside I am like wine which has no outlet,
like new wineskins ready to burst!
32:20 I will speak, so that I may find relief;
I will open my lips, so that I may answer.
32:21 I will not show partiality to anyone,
nor will I confer a title on any man.
32:22 for I do not know how to give honorary titles,
if I did, my Creator would quickly do away with me.

˫˨˫ౡ!
ͼҿ͖ࢊࡖҰ͔!
1
2

ࡖҰܟĂኚԦྕĂ͔Ԧ˗̶֎
ᄫă
Ԧநгพ˽ĂϠҍ൳֎ă

Job

Elihu Invites Job’s Attention
33:1 “But now, O Job, listen to my words,
and hear everything I have to say!
33:2 See now, I have opened my mouth;
my tongue in my mouth has spoken.

ࡖҰੂ
3

Ԧ֎ᄫĂࢊ൳̙͔٘ڀфϑ۠ĄԦ٘
ۡྼĂԦᆛࣻࢊྔ၀ᄱΌă

4

! য়ិృԦĂАਔۯইָԦ૿ϟă

5

үࡵЯඌԦĂವ৬ּĂгԦࢫ݇ڀă

6

Ԧг! য়ࢫ݇ᄂү˗ᇸĂ˴ߎϠ˾ృїă

7

Ԧ̘ϠނᚐភᑁүĂ˴̘Ϡ๔˦ࢥᑄүă

ͼҿ͖Ӎࡖ؟ҰҊϧ!
8

ү ٘ ᄱ  Ԧ   ˝ Ă˴   ү  ֎ ᄫ Ă
ᄱĂ
9
Ԧߎሑ࿄ĄԦߎฅĂгԦ྅ࢫ
˴՞Ѣཊᚕă
10 ! য়຺፞ԼᑜԦĂͼԦࠍ̨ᇱĂ
11

ԮԦམˮ˝͡ےĂ᎙၄Ԧ˗̶ྭྼă

12

ԦࢊЯඌүᄱĂүహྕĄЮ! য়ͦʹ
˟Կ́ă
13 үࠍҢᄂۊኡĂЮ̘ో֯၅˟ྊ
ᄱă

ͼҿ͖̘СຌࡖҰ၅!য়!ڰ࠺
14

15

! য়ᄱĂ˗ѧĂѧĂʹ˟̘ݑ຺ă

˟ዀгԕˮՔჁॠ࣎! য়ವϠူĂ
ภல෩Ă

16

พࣆ҄ѦĂ༉ץାНгࣆ
͔ˮĂ
17 пΧ˟̘ଁҊ̍ᏕვĂ̘ҕᝬๅ֯Ą
ĥࣦ͚ҮᝬๅЧ˟ᔲᖞĦ
18 ᚛̘˟ܠٹӪ྅Ă̘ѩгˤˬă
19

˟гԕˮఛᘁڻĂᐜ̙̘Ҝু൬Ą

20

ͼ˽ဓୡࢳێĂ͔ဓೊ࡙צă

21

  ҆ এ ሳ Ă̘ ૿ В  ĂЏ ݇ ̘   
ᐜĂోΌּă

22

  ិ ᅾ ᓛ  ܔ Ӫ Ă  ϟ  ٹ ܔ ໜ 
ă
23 ˗˻ָ̙͆ĂࡵѢ˗࣍ҮๆྕĂᄂ! য়
СгĂϮ˟٘༉ҕ֯Ą
24

! য়ವඛพऽĂᄱĂଽҹ૿ˬӪĄ
Ԧ̎ག૿˝ᆉă
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33:3 My words come from the uprightness of my

heart,
and my lips will utter knowledge sincerely.
33:4 The Spirit of God has made me,
and the breath of the Almighty gives me life.
33:5 Reply to me, if you can;
set your arguments in order before me
and take your stand!
33:6 Look, I am just like you in relation to God;
I too have been molded from clay.
33:7 Therefore no fear of me should terrify you,
nor should my pressure be heavy on you.

Elihu Rejects Job’s Plea of Innocence
33:8 “Indeed, you have said in my hearing
(I heard the sound of the words!):
33:9 ‘I am pure, without transgression;
I am clean and have no iniquity.
33:10 Yet God finds occasions with me;
he regards me as his enemy!
33:11 He puts my feet in shackles;
he watches closely all my paths.’
33:12 Now in this, you are not right—I answer you,
for God is greater than a human being.
33:13 Why do you contend against him,
that he does not answer all a person’s words?

Elihu Disagrees With Job’s View of God
33:14 “For God speaks, the first time in one way,

the second time in another,
though a person does not perceive it.
33:15 In a dream, a night vision,
when deep sleep falls on people
as they sleep in their beds.
33:16 Then he gives a revelation to people,
and terrifies them with warnings,
33:17 to turn a person from his sin,
and to cover a person’s pride.
33:18 He spares a person’s life from corruption,
his very life from crossing over the river.
33:19 Or a person is chastened by pain on his bed,
and with the continual strife of his bones,
33:20 so that his life loathes food,
and his soul rejects appetizing food.
33:21 His flesh wastes away from sight,
and his bones, which were not seen,
are easily visible.
33:22 He draws near to the place of corruption,
and his life to the messengers of death.
33:23 If there is an angel beside him,
one mediator out of a thousand,
to tell a person what constitutes his uprightness;
33:24 and if God is gracious to him and says,
‘Spare him from going down
to the place of corruption,
I have found a ransom for him,’

ࡖҰੂ
25

ބͦࢊ҆අ҆ԿံĄವ̈́Ҁᔗ
අă
26 ᘣӗ! য়Ă! য়ವಇॅĂָᝋױഇ
! য়ࢫĄ! য়˪࠺ࠍཌă
27

г˟݇ႆબᄱĂԦϙ˝ཊĂᙸࣅߎܦĂ
హౢᄂԦেă

28

! য়ଽԦិᅾҹˡӪĄԦϟ˴
τЌă

ͼҿ͖ЧࡖҰϥ
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33:25 then his flesh is restored like a youth’s;

he returns to the days of his youthful vigor.

33:26 He entreats God, and God delights in him,

he sees God’s face with rejoicing,
and God restores to him his righteousness.
33:27 That person sings to others, saying:
‘I have sinned and falsified what is right,
but I was not punished according to what I deserved.
33:28 He redeemed my life
from going down to the place of corruption,
and my life sees the light!’

Elihu’s Appeal to Job

29

! য়ѧĂ˫ѧĂЧ˟ҕహ˗̶֯Ą

33:29 “Indeed, God does all these things,

30

ࠍࢊଁӪଽЯ˟ិᅾĂָఛЌᚸ
ᄂ߾˟˗ᇸă

33:30 to turn back his life from the place of corrup-

twice, three times, in his dealings with a person,

31

ࡖҰܟĂү༉ઍ҄ԦྕĄ̘ࢊҮᓎĂ
ඇԦᓽᄱă
32 үࡵѢྕᄱĂವΝͼЯඌԦĄүΩბᄱĂ
ЮԦᙷͼүࠍߎă
33 ࡵ̘ĂүವԦᄱĂү̘ࢊҮᓎĂԦܭ
ഁᇉାүă

tion,
that he may be enlightened with the light of life.
33:31 Pay attention, Job—listen to me;
be silent, and I will speak.
33:32 If you have any words, reply to me;
speak, for I want to justify you.
33:33 If not, you listen to me;
be silent, and I will teach you wisdom.”

˫˨ΰౡ!
ͼҿ͖˞ѧ൳֎!

Elihu’s Second Speech

1

ͼҿ͖˪ᄱĂ

34:1 Elihu answered:

2
3

үࣆഁᇉ˟ĂࢊԦྕĄѢۡᙉ˟Ă
ࢊ͔Ԧᄱă
Юࠍ҄ѦྎយྕᄫĂпဉˮቭဗࢳێă

4

Ԧࣆ༉ᏳፃҢࠍߎĂقѨۡྼҢࠍඟă

5

ࡖҰഄᄱĂԦߎ̲ཌĂ! য়ဲΜԦĄ

6

ԦᔴѢĂᔗვࠍᄱᓾ֎ĄԦᔴ࿄Ă
๊ץᔗ̘ਔᗀڻă

7

አဉࡖҰĂ಄ᙍᄶсС಄ͩă

8

ᄂҮᚕඔҠĂೊ˟Сҕă

9

ᄱĂ˟ͼ! য়ࠍሃĂᓀߎেă

34:2 “Listen to my words, you wise men;
hear me, you learned men.
34:3 For the ear assesses words
as the mouth tastes food.
34:4 Let us evaluate for ourselves what is right;
let us come to know among ourselves what is good.
34:5 For Job says, ‘I am innocent,
but God turns away my right.
34:6 Concerning my right, should I lie?
My wound is incurable,
although I am without transgression.’
34:7 What man is like Job,
who drinks derision like water!
34:8 He goes about in company with evildoers,
he goes along with wicked men.
34:9 For he says, ‘It does not profit a man
when he makes his delight with God.’

! য়̘ਔ̘̲ϑ!
10

٘ͼүࣆڀࢊ˟ԦྕĄ! য়ᕜ̘
ҕೊĂАਔۯᕜ̘ҋҮᚕă

God is Not Unjust
34:10 “Therefore, listen to me, you men of under-

standing.
Far be it from God to do wickedness,
from the Almighty to do evil.

ࡖҰੂ
11

τ˟٘Үಠᑔ˟ĂָЦ˟٘ҕ
૿ಠă

12

! য়τ̘ҮೊĂАਔ̘˴ۯએᗒ̲οă

13

አࠀڻвĂш؟Аʹࠦă

14

ࡵ͔ࠍ̍ĂិইћᕨҊ̍Ą

15

˱ѢҔইವτ˗Сѩ˷Ăʹ˟τ̩ᕨဦ
˾ă

য়̘એ͔āߎАۡ!
16

үࡵڀĂವ༉ԦྕĂ͔Ԧ֎ᄫ
ᓎࢯă
17 ᙰྼޫೊ̲οĂΝͼᝊᆂĄ֣Ѣ̲ཌ
ĂѢ́ਔĂ੍Ν؟Ѣཊᆂă
18

၅ӕͲᄱĂүߎᅐࢨĂ၅ෲ҉ᄱĂү
ߎ֡ೊă
19 ޠ̘̃ͲޝଏࢫĂ˴̘࠺ࢥರ֕࿄ٹ
లቍĄЮࠍోߎ͗٘ృă
20

гᖻி̜ภĂΖ̜̙Ăࣆವѩ˷Ąѹ
ؕఛየછ҂ΜʹĂѢᝊ˦ఛဲΜ˟ࣃܦ
͗ă
21 ! য়ڥϪ៌࠺˟ྭྼĂ࠺˟ڀམՍă
22

՞ѢแາĂౙᓋĂਔඛҮᚕᖞ֖ă

23

! য়ᆵҾ˟Ă̘τָ˟݇ࢫוĂВ˫ᝥ
၄ă
24 Ϡᙰി̜ڰφѢਔ˦˟Ăధϱҽ˟
അࣆă
25 ࣦۡྼࣆҕࠍĂָࣆгภ่ࣅ
ໜ˷ă
26

гா˟ி݇ᑜφࣆĂсСᑜφೊ˟˗
ᇸă
27 Ю ࠍ  ࣆ એ ҕ ̘ ྫ ଁ  Ă˴ ̘  ͔  
ྼĄ
28

ࠣҋָలቍ˟ݕᓎ྾֣ו྅Ă˴
˝Ӧࡳ˟ݕᓎă

29

ָ˟шᐕĂአਔᕗโĥٔҮ؟ཊĦĂ
ࢫአਔĄኡ˗ޝĂٔ˗˟
ోߎсѨĄ
30 ָ̘ਲ਼ຯ૿̘˟ҮͲĂҹ૿Ѣ˟ծѹ
ؕă

ࡖҰࡥਖ਼ߎᜍ!
31

Ѣአ၅! য়ᄱĂԦ˝ץమჲĂ̘ВϙཊĄ
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34:11 For he repays a person for his work,
and according to the conduct of a person,
he causes the consequences to find him.
34:12 Indeed, in truth, God does not act wickedly,
and the Almighty does not pervert justice.
34:13 Who entrusted to him the earth?
And who put him over the whole world?
34:14 If God were to set his heart on it,
and gather in his spirit and his breath,
34:15 all flesh would perish together
and human beings would return to dust.

God Is Impartial and Omniscient
34:16 “If you have understanding, listen to this,

hear what I have to say.

34:17 Do you really think

that one who hates justice can govern?
And will you declare guilty
the supremely righteous One,
34:18 who says to a king, ‘Worthless man’
and to nobles, ‘Wicked men,’
34:19 who shows no partiality to princes,
and does not take note of the rich more than the
poor,
because all of them are the work of his hands?
34:20 In a moment they die, in the middle of the night,
people are shaken and they pass away.
The mighty are removed effortlessly.
34:21 For his eyes are on the ways of an individual,
he observes all a person’s steps.
34:22 There is no darkness, and no deep darkness,
where evildoers can hide themselves.
34:23 For he does not still consider a person,
that he should come before God in judgment.
34:24 He shatters the great without inquiry,
and sets up others in their place.
34:25 Therefore, he knows their deeds,
he overthrows them in the night
and they are crushed.
34:26 He strikes them for their wickedness,
in a place where people can see,
34:27 because they have turned away from following
him,
and have not understood any of his ways,
34:28 so that they caused the cry of the poor
to come before him,
so that he hears the cry of the needy.
34:29 But if God is quiet, who can condemn him?
If he hides his face, then who can see him?
Yet he is over the individual and the nation alike,
34:30 so that the godless man should not rule,
and not lay snares for the people.

Job Is Foolish to Rebel
34:31 “Has anyone said to God,

‘I have endured chastisement,
but I will not act wrongly any more.
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34:32 Teach me what I cannot see.

32

Ԧ٘࠺̘ڀĂՏүାԦĄԦࡵҮ˝
ᚕĂτ̘ВҮă
33 ߈ҕಠᑔĂ੍ࢊᐋүᙷ͔ĂΧүମᙛ
̘ץᆂăᏳ؟ĂߎүĂ̘ߎԦĄү٘ۡ
ྼΩბᄱቩă

If I have done evil, I will do so no more.’

34:33 Is it your opinion that God should recompense

it,
because you reject this?
But you must choose, and not I,
so tell us what you know.
34:34 Men of understanding say to me,
any wise man listening to me says
34:35 that Job speaks without knowledge
and his words are without understanding.
34:36 But Job will be tested to the end,
because his answers are like those of wicked men.
34:37 For he adds transgression to his sin;
in our midst he claps his hands,
and multiplies his words against God.”

34

 ڀ  ˟ Ă  Ԧ ྕ  ഁ ᇉ ˟ Ă τ ၅ Ԧ
ᄱĂ
35 ࡖҰᄱྕ՞ѢۡᙉĂ֎ᄫ̙୭ഁᇉă
36

ᙷ ࡖ Ұ ఛ ྎ យ  ع וĂЮ  Я ඌ ဉ ೊ ˟ ˗
ᇸă
37 гཊˮ˪Ώॆਖ਼ĄгԦࣆ̙ภ͗٭ĂϠ
దй֎ᄫᅄၘ! য়ă

˫˨̢ౡ!
ͼҿ͖˫ѧ൳֎!

Job

!

!

Elihu’s Third Speech

1

ͼҿ͖˪ᄱĂ

35:1 Then Elihu answered:

2

4

үͼࠍѢĂٔͼࠍү̲ཌ౻ !ٹয়
̲ཌĂ
ញᄱĂహᄂԦѢࠣᆂেఌĄԦ̘ϙཊͦϙ
ཊѢࠣᆂпఌă
ԦࢊЯඌүĂгүహ྅͂ڇă

5

үࢊЧ͆៌࠺Ăᕿ֣ٹү۩ᄓă

6

үࡵϙཊĂਔָ! য়ץҢङĄү࿄ϙ
ΏᆦĂਔָ! য়ץҢສă

7

үࡵߎ̲ཌĂᔗਔΏᆦࠣᆂĄଁү
͗྅ᔗଣࠣץᆂă
ү࿄ೊٔਔङүహᙶ˟Ąү̲ཌٔ
ਔΧʹ˟૿েఌă

35:2 “Do you think this to be just:
when you say, ‘My right before God.’
35:3 But you say, ‘What will it profit you,’
and, ‘What do I gain by not sinning?’
35:4 I will reply to you,
and to your friends with you.
35:5 Gaze at the heavens and see;
consider the clouds, which are higher than you!
35:6 If you sin, how does it affect God?
If your transgressions are many,
what does it do to him?
35:7 If you are righteous, what do you give to God,
or what does he receive from your hand?
35:8 Your wickedness affects only a person like
yourself,
and your righteousness only other people.

3

8

9

˟ЮйץഠᑄವݕՏĄЮץਔۯᔐח
ĥᔐ͚ࣦחҮჺᓕĦܭՏଽĂ

10

ݑ˟ᄱĂృԦ !য়г֣྅Ąָ˟
ภႆબă
11 ାԦࣆ౻ٹвˮ֔ᘘĂָԦࣆѢᓏڀ
౻ࢲ̙ۨٹ౦ă
12

ࣆг֣྅ĂЮೊ˟ᝬๅױՏĂݑ˟
ඌᑔă
13 мױՏĂ! য়τ̘ݫĂАਔ˴ۯτ
̘ᜩă

35:9 “People cry out
because of the excess of oppression;
they cry out for help
because of the power of the mighty.
35:10 But no one says, ‘Where is God, my Creator,
who gives songs in the night,
35:11 who teaches us more than the wild animals of
the earth,
and makes us wiser than the birds of the air?’
35:12 Then they cry out—but he does not answer—
because of the arrogance of the wicked.
35:13 Surely it is an empty cry—God does not hear
it;
the Almighty does not take notice of it.

ࡖҰੂ
14

ҢڵүᄱĂү̘૿Ăү८Ѕгࢫ
݇Ăүඇ࣎ቩă

15

Ҭс̪Юώഄ൳ࢪޣჲĂ˴຺̘ࠣղ
ๅĄ

16

٘ͼࡖҰพ˽ᄱмྕĂй൳ۡᙉ
֎ᄫă
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35:14 How much less, then,

when you say that you do not perceive him,
that the case is before him
and you are waiting for him!
35:15 And further, when you say
that his anger does not punish,
and that he does not know transgression!
35:16 So Job opens his mouth to no purpose;
without knowledge he multiplies words.”

˫˨̰ౡ!
ͼҿ͖ΰѧ൳֎!

Elihu’s Fourth Speech

1

ͼҿ͖˪ଣලᄱĂ

36:1 Elihu said further:

2

үВञԦͮॠĂԦವϮүĄЮԦᔗѢྕ
ࠍ! য়ᄱă

3

Ԧࢊ٘ۡྼଁᅇఌּ͓Ă̲ཌᕨඛ
ృԦă

4

Ԧ֎ᄫো̘ᓾĄѢۡᙉА౮ᄂүС
гă

5

! য় Ѣ ́ ਔ Ă֬ ̘ ᖡ ේ ˟ Ą   ഁ ᇉ ࠣ
ᇂă

6

᜔̘ܱೊ˟ِĂࠍݑӦࡳ˟Ҩࣘă

7

ॠ૰࠺ᜩཌ˟ĂָࣆӕͲСӰᚖ
लĂϕᅇࢊఛᓜă

8

ࣆࡵఛᗅᔣॐҜĂఛࡳᙰᘯ৵ᜆҜĄ

9

ವԮࣆҮࠍĂ࿄ϙϮࣆĂΧ
ࣆۡྼѢᝬๅҕછă

36:2 “Be patient with me a little longer
and I will instruct you,
for I still have words to speak on God’s behalf.
36:3 With my knowledge I will speak comprehensively,
and to my Creator I will ascribe righteousness.
36:4 For in truth, my words are not false;
it is one complete in knowledge
who is with you.
36:5 Indeed, God is mighty; and he does not despise
people,
he is mighty, and firm in his intent.
36:6 He does not allow the wicked to live,
but he gives justice to the poor.
36:7 He does not take his eyes off the righteous;
but with kings on the throne
he seats the righteous and exalts them forever.
36:8 But if they are bound in chains,
and held captive by the cords of affliction,
36:9 then he reveals to them what they have done,
and their transgressions,
that they were dealing proudly.
36:10 And he reveals this for correction,
and says that they must turn from evil.
36:11 If they obey and serve him,
they live out their days in prosperity
and their years in pleasantness.
36:12 But if they refuse to listen,
they pass over the river of death,
and expire without knowledge.
36:13 The godless at heart nourish anger,
they do not cry out even when he binds them.
36:14 They die in their youth,
and their life ends among the male cultic prostitutes.
36:15 He delivers the afflicted by their afflictions,
he reveals himself to them by their suffering.
36:16 And surely, he drew you from the mouth of
distress,
to a wide place, unrestricted,
and to the comfort of your table
filled with rich food.

10

˴พࣆ҄Ѧ૿ץାĂӖࣆײ
ᗒพཊᚕᖻЯă
11 ࣆࡵଁ֯؆Ăವτ͞ޗҚĂ፡я
ሃă
12

ࡵ ̘  ଁ Ăವ ࢊ ఛ ˤ ୬ ໜ Ă  ۡ  ᙉ ҂
ѩă

13

֣͔̙̘ຯਲ਼˟Ă᎔ᄉޣইĄ! য়ॐཅ
ࣆĂࣆౢ̘ՏଽĄ
14 τгܥяॠѩ˷ĂᄂѲᖄ˟˗ᇸಈă
15

! য়ᖢලӦࡳĂଽ٤Ӧࡳ˟Ăࣆץഠ
ᑄĂพࣆ҄Ѧă
16 ! য়˴τ͓үΌᗒଇᙰĂชˡᆴᔭ̘ফ৪
̜вĄᕙгүमˮĂτ႔Ѣ۱Ϟă

ࡖҰੂ
17

Ҭү႔˽Ѣೊ˟Աෝ֎ᄫĄҾᕜЕჲ
ԸҜүă

18

̘ΝञޣهᛇછүĂָү̘چమჲĄ˴̘
ΝЮᆉ́ವએҕă
19 үױՏĂĥױՏٔҮྣĦٔߎү˗̶
๔˦ĂڌѢិយĂΧү̘ץଇᙰᆂă
20

̘ࢊ̶ᇌแĂವߎாϓгύఌఛੴໜ
ॠ࣎ă
21 ү ࢊ ᖯ ດ Ă̘ Ν ࢥ ࠺ ཊ ᚕ Ă Ю ү Ᏻ ፃ ཊ
ᚕĂ࿄ٹᏳፃࡳᙰă
22

! য়ҕ֯Ѣ́ਔ˦Ąା˟ĂѢአ
ဉă
23 አ ࠀ  ྭ ྼ   ؟Ą አ ਔ ᄱ Ă ү ٘ ҕ ̘ 
ཌă
24 ү̘Νԝੂ៘٘ҕ́ࠍĂವߎ˟٘
ႆă
25  ٘ ҕ  ༰ ˟ ో ࠺  Ăʹ ˟ ˴ ଁ ᅇ ఌ ៌
࠺ă

য়̌Үഁᇉ!
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36:17 But now you are preoccupied with the judg-

ment due the wicked,
judgment and justice take hold of you.
36:18 Be careful that no one entices you with riches;
do not let a large bribe turn you aside.
36:19 Would your wealth sustain you,
so that you would not be in distress,
even all your mighty efforts?
36:20 Do not long for the cover of night
to drag people away from their homes.
36:21 Take heed, do not turn to evil,
for because of this you have been tested by affliction.
36:22 Indeed, God is exalted in his power;
who is a teacher like him?
36:23 Who has prescribed his ways for him?
Or said to him, ‘You have done what is wicked’?
36:24 Remember to extol his work,
which people have praised in song.
36:25 All humanity has seen it;
people gaze on it from afar.

The Work and Wisdom of God

! য়ࠍ́ĂԦࣆ̘ਔАۡĄяᇳ̘ਔ
ിޗă
27 ӚͩףᕆĂహͩᕆଁาᙲ̙ವណїܤĄ

36:26 “Yes, God is great—beyond our knowledge!

28

า૽ܤཡˬĂՖࢪᄂʹ˟ă

36:28 which the clouds pour down

29

አਔڀϧา૽сҢዚૹĂ !য়ҕज
ᓎă

36:29 Who can understand the spreading of the

26

The number of his years is unsearchable.

36:27 He draws up drops of water;

they distill the rain into its mist,

and shower on mankind abundantly.

30

ܩЌгҊ̍ΰಚĄ˪ዋᖫও
عă
31 ϠహְᆵҾாϓĂͶᖲರᖎࢳă
32

ͼЌዋ͗Ă੮ᑜ̙ᇱ˟ăĥٔҮ
̙˝̃Ħ
33 ٘൳ᓎផڀҮࠍĂ˪Чࠖসڀ
ࢊᇶࢱă

clouds,
the thunderings of his pavilion?
36:30 See how he scattered his lightning about him;
he has covered the depths of the sea.
36:31 It is by these that he judges the nations
and supplies food in abundance.
36:32 With his hands he covers the lightning,
and directs it against its target.
36:33 His thunder announces the coming storm,
the cattle also, concerning the storm’s approach.

˫˨˚ౡ!
1

ЮѨԦ͔ጻဎĂଁࣦఌછă

2

ܟĂ! য়ᓎࢯĂߎ˽̙٘൳
ᜨᓎă
൳ᜨᓎየ࿅͆ˬĂ൳Ќ੮וвແă

3
4

ᐋ˟ޡѢᓎẮ൳ނᚐĄ
ଣఽ̘ᕜă

5

! য়൳Ό؇ӺᓎĄҕ́֯ĂԦࣆ̘
ਔിౄă

37:1 At this also my heart pounds
and leaps from its place.
37:2 Listen carefully to the thunder of his voice,
to the rumbling that proceeds from his mouth.
37:3 Under the whole heaven he lets it go,
even his lightning to the far corners of the earth.
37:4 After that a voice roars;
he thunders with an exalted voice,
and he does not hold back his lightning bolts
when his voice is heard.
37:5 God thunders with his voice in marvelous ways;
he does great things beyond our understanding.

ࡖҰੂ
6

8

၅ᄱĂࢊࢪгвˮĄ၅́ܤᇶܤĂ
˴ߎహᇸᄱă
ފҜЦ˟͗ĂΧ٘ృ༰˟Ăోፌ૿
Үࠍă
ѹᘘชˡϰ̙Ăۺг̯ă

9

ᇶࢱΌݐٹजĂಯҼΌٹΓ͝ă

10

! য়ᆝইїГĂᆴᔭ̜ͩ˴ోጕඔă

11

ָา႔ͩইĄҵЌ̜าĄ

12

హาĂߎᖢ͓ĂപҕᖻĂ૿ͼг
Авࢫˮҕ˗̶٘Ӗײă

13

ٔࠍమჲĂٔࠍሚвĂٔࠍ߈ҕຍຐă

7

14

ࡖҰܟĂүࢊ͔Ąࢊ৬ϱޤຏ! য়؇
ӺҮࠍă
15 ! য়сҢӖײహְĂсҢָา̙Ќ
ᚸĂүۡྼᆂă
16 า૽сҢঘ̙ۨٹĂ֣ۡᙉА౮ۯ؇Ӻ
ҮࠍĂүۡྼᆂă
17

ָࢱݐвᐕĂүҖچವсͪሣĂүۡ
ྼᆂă
18 ү੍ਔᄂ! য়Сዚ۩ᄓᆂĄహ۩ᄓાൻĂ
сСᝣїᙠ̃ă
19 Ԧࣆߍ̘ਔᄱĂኚүାԦࣆྌ၅
ᄱࠣᆂྕă
20

˟੍ΝᄱĂԦᙷᄂᄱྕĂ੍Ѣ˟Ҋᙷໜ
˷ᆂă
21 நгѢาዋቴĂ˟̘૿۩ᄓЌܩĄҬ
ࢱӘ࿄Ă͆˪൳ă
22

ܚЌΌٹΓ͝Ąг! য়֣྅ѢΝَނ
ᚐă
23 ኡ  וА ਔ  ۯĂԦ ࣆ ̘ ਔ ി  ޗĄ  ́ Ѣ ਔ
˦ĂѢ̲όཌĂτ̘ࡳ˟ޝă
24

٘ͼ˟ຯࠥĄ˱Ҋͼࠍ͔̙Ѣഁᇉ
˟Ăో̘ᜩنă
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37:6 For to the snow he says, ‘Fall to earth,’
and to the torrential rains, ‘Pour down.’
37:7 He causes everyone to stop working,
so that all people may know his work.
37:8 The animals go to their lairs,
and in their dens they remain.
37:9 A tempest blows out from its chamber,
icy cold from the driving winds.
37:10 The breath of God produces ice,
and the breadth of the waters freeze solid.
37:11 He loads the clouds with moisture;
he scatters his lightning through the clouds.
37:12 The clouds go round in circles,
wheeling about according to his plans,
to carry out all that he commands them
over the face of the whole inhabited world.
37:13 Whether it is for punishment for his land,
or whether it is for mercy,
he causes it to find its mark.
37:14 “Pay attention to this, Job!

Stand still and consider the wonders God works.

37:15 Do you know how God commands them,

how he makes lightning flash in his storm cloud?

37:16 Do you know about the balancing of the

clouds,
that wondrous activity of him who is perfect in
knowledge?
37:17 You, whose garments are hot
when the earth is still because of the south wind,
37:18 will you, with him, spread out the clouds,
solid as a mirror of molten metal?
37:19 Tell us what we should say to him.
We cannot prepare a case
because of the darkness.
37:20 Should he be informed that I want to speak?
If a man speaks, surely he would be swallowed up!
37:21 But now, the sun cannot be looked at—
it is bright in the skies—
after a wind passed and swept the clouds away.
37:22 From the north he comes in golden splendor;
around God is awesome majesty.
37:23 As for the Almighty, we cannot attain to him!
He is great in power,
but justice and abundant righteousness he does not
oppress.
37:24 Therefore people fear him,
for he does not regard all the wise in heart.”
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˫˨ˢౡ!
য়ྕᄫ!

VI. The Divine Speeches (38:1-42:6)

යࢴѧ൳֎!

The Lord’s First Speech

1

֣ॠයଁࢱ̙ЯඌࡖҰᄱĂ

38:1 Then the LORD answered Job out of the
whirlwind:

2

አϠۡ֎ᄫĂָԦѝຌາߍ̘ڀĂ

3

үࢊс˿ՀཔĄԦમүĂүΝͼϮ
Ԧă

! য়ЧࡖҰ൳મ!
4

Ԧϱ́вॱૃॠ࣎Ăүг֣྅Ąүࡵ
ѢᓏڀΩბᄱቩă

5

үࡵፌ૿ವᄱĂߎአ؟вޗ͍ĄߎአԮ
ᘯٚгˮă
вૃॱшгҢఌĄв֍ϭߎአшٷ
ă
֣ॠߏ˗СႆબĂ! য়ா̃˴ోᝋ
ױă

6
7

8

ও ͩ  Ό Ăс Ό ࡨ ࡩ Ą ֣ ॠ አ   ᙮ 
Ą
9
ߎԦϠา૽༉ওҖچĂϠޕາ༉Αᄣ
ҵĂ
10 ࠍࢧࠦ؟Ă˪шࢦܜĂ
11

ᄱĂүΩΝוహ྅Ă̘Ν࿄Ăүղๅ
ࢊוѨͣҜă

12

үҊϟͼּĂഄ؟ЌĂָ͞Ќ
ۡྼύқĄ

13

ΧహЌвΰແĂೊ˟ଁ̙ᜬీ
Όּᆂă
14 ЮహЌвࢫԻណсکˮННĄ༰ێΌநс
Җ˗چᇸă
15 ܩЌ̘ೊ˟Ăૺፕჺᓕ˴τԵᕜă
16

үഄชוও໙Ăٔгᔲఌҕ֔
ᆂă
17 ѩ˷ܜĂഄЧүផᜧᆂĄѩቸܜĂү
ഄ࿄ᆂă
18 вᇂ́ĂүਔڀౄᆂĄүࡵАۡྼĂΩ
ბᄱቩă
19

Ќଁ٘ئڀҢ҂ҋĂแາύқгٹҢ
ఌă
20 үਔ૱וύဨĂਔ࠺ྭ̜އڀᆂă

38:2 “Who is this who darkens counsel
with words without knowledge?
38:3 Get ready for a difficult task like a man;
I will question you
and you will inform me!

God’s questions to Job
38:4 “Where were you
when I laid the foundation of the earth?
Tell me, if you possess understanding!
38:5 Who set its measurements—if you know—
or who stretched a measuring line across it?
38:6 On what were its bases set,
or who laid its cornerstone—
38:7 when the morning stars sang in chorus,
and all the sons of God shouted for joy?
38:8 “Who shut up the sea with doors
when it burst forth, coming out of the womb,
38:9 when I made the storm clouds its garment,
and thick darkness its swaddling band,
38:10 when I prescribed its limits,
and set in place its bars and doors,
38:11 when I said, ‘To here you may come
and no farther,
here your proud waves will be confined’?
38:12 Have you ever in your life commanded the

morning,
or made the dawn know its place,
38:13 that it might seize the corners of the earth,
and shake the wicked out of it?
38:14 The earth takes shape like clay under a seal;
its features are dyed like a garment.
38:15 Then from the wicked the light is withheld,
and the raised arm in violence is broken.
38:16 Have you gone to the springs that fill the sea,
or walked about in the recesses of the deep?
38:17 Have the gates of death been revealed to you?
Have you seen the gates of deep darkness?
38:18 Have you considered the vast expanses of the
earth?
Tell me, if you know it all!
38:19 “In what direction does light reside,

and darkness, where is its place,

38:20 that you may take them to their borders

and perceive the pathways to their homes?

ࡖҰੂ
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үᓀۡྼĂЮࠍүќ̎ϟгʹˮĂү̃͞
ᇳϪ˴йă
22 үഄชˡरĂٔ࿄ࣖᆂă

38:21 You know, for you were born before them;

23

హ˛ߎԦࠍࢪլĂ֬φۊጻ͞
̃٘Ꮱ౮ă
24 ЌଁܩҢྭ̵พĂଁࢱڋҢྭ̵࿅вă

38:23 which I reserve for the time of trouble,

25

አࠍྼ̵ͩܤĂአࠍพྭĄ

38:25 Who carves out a channel for the heavy rains,

26

ָࢪܤг˟̜вĂ˟ئҜᘇ్Ą

38:26 to cause it to rain on an uninhabited land,

ָਢᆾஆୱ̜в૿ͼᖲ֕Ăܥਧ૿ͼ൳
ϟă
28 ܤѢͬᆂĂᜧͩĂߎአϟă

38:27 to satisfy a devastated and desolate land,

29

38:29 From whose womb does the ice emerge,

21

and the number of your days is great!

38:22 Have you entered the storehouse of the snow,

or seen the armory of the hail,
for the day of war and battle?

38:24 In what direction is lightning dispersed,

or the east winds scattered over the earth?
and a path for the rumble of thunder,

a desert where there are no human beings,

27

and to cause it to sprout with vegetation?

38:28 Does the rain have a father,

or who has fathered the drops of the dew?

ГΌٹአࡨĂ͆ˮᔵĂߎአϟă

and the frost from the sky, who gives birth to it,

30

ኛͩાൻĥٔҮᔲᖞĦсϭᐜĂ̜ࢫ
ጕඔїГă
31 ү ਔ ᘬ Ҝ ᴭ ߏ  ඔ ᆂ Ăਔ ྊ พ ઢ ߏ  ૱
ᆂă
32 үਔॠᅲΌ˨˞जᆂĂਔ͓ጰΓ͛ᐋ
ாߏᆂĄĥߏࣦ͚Ү̃Ħ
33

үۡྼֻ͆؟ᆂĂਔָвᕨг͆ᝊˬ
ᆂă
34 үਔЧา૽ೲᓎּĂָ่࠳ܤዋᄎү
ᆂă
35 үਔ൳Ό੮ĂΧҕΜĂָ၅үᄱĂ
Ԧࣆгహ྅ă
36 አഁᇉٷгᘂ̙Ăአᓏڀ̯͔ٹă

38:30 when the waters become hard like stone,

when the surface of the deep is frozen solid?

38:31 Can you tie the bands of the Pleiades,

or release the cords of Orion?

38:32 Can you lead out the constellations

in their seasons,
or guide the Bear with its cubs?
38:33 Do you know the laws of the heavens,
or can you set up their rule over the earth?
38:34 Can you raise your voice to the clouds
so that a flood of water covers you?
38:35 Can you send out lightning bolts, and they go?
Will they say to you, ‘Here we are’?
38:36 Who has put wisdom in the heart,
or has imparted understanding to the mind?
38:37 Who by wisdom can count the clouds,
and who can tip over the water jars of heaven,
38:38 when the dust hardens into a mass,
and the clumps of earth stick together?

37
38

አਔϠഁᇉᇳვา૽Ăဦ˾ჷฯїဤĂ
˾ქქඔఽĄ֣ॠĂአਔ่ࣅ͆ˮ
ă

39
40

ϒ̃г̙ᙓЃĂ͋ӳ̃гᔲఌं
ЃĂүਔࠍࣆԸێࢳףĂָࣆ֕
ᆂă

38:39 “Do you hunt prey for the lioness,

ধ ጇ ̜ ᗕ Ă Ю  ࢳ  ࢲ ּ ࢲ ێΜ Ă  ݕӗ!
য়Ą֣ॠĂአࠍᏡ౮ࢳێă

38:41 Who prepares prey for the raven,

41

and satisfy the appetite of the lions,

38:40 when they crouch in their dens,

when they wait in ambush in the thicket?
when its young cry out to God
and wander about for lack of food?

˫˨˜ౡ!
1

̊ภ్̊ѾಿॠϟமĂүۡྼᆂĄϒ
౨ˬᘗ̜ആүਔ၄؟ᆂĄ

2

ࣆᘂࡨ͠ᇳĂүਔᇳვᆂĄࣆಿॠ
ϟமүਔፌ૿ᆂĄ
ࣆ֖إẴϟˬĂವੴପু൬ă

3

39:1 “Are you acquainted with the way
the mountain goats give birth?
Do you watch as the wild deer give birth to their
young?
39:2 Do you count the months they must fulfill,
and do you know the time they give birth?
39:3 They crouch, they bear their young,
they bring forth the offspring they have carried.

ࡖҰੂ
4

హ̃႘႘۱ӳĂгਢ్́ܛĂΜ҂̘Яă
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39:4 Their young grow strong, and grow up in the

open;
they go off, and do not return to them.
5

አ్ٷ៛ΌΜҊϣĄአྊพԢ៛ᘯ৵ă

39:5 Who let the wild donkey go free?

6

39:6 to whom I appointed the steppe for its home,

7

Ԧ ָ ᘇ ్ Ү   Ҝ ఌ Ăָ ᛥ в ༉  ئ 
٘ă
৮̯ݰಁᚎĂ̘ᅀࠖ˽಄ᓎă

8

࿅̊ߎਧಝĄЦᇸܥფ̜ێă

9

్Ͱ੍۹֯چүĄ੍۹Ҝгүᇾफ़ă

10

ү੍ਔϠआᘯ్Ͱг̜ภĄ੍
۹ᐋүਆ̊֏̜вă

Who released the bonds of the donkey,

the salt wastes as its dwelling place?
39:7 It scorns the tumult in the town;
it does not hear the shouts of a driver.
39:8 It ranges the hills as its pasture,
and searches after every green plant.

੍ΝЮ́˦ĂವࣄዪĂ੍ΝԮү
̌ϸඛҮᆂă
12 ੍ΝܪዪԮүᖎࢳྺוचĂ˪ћჷү
ϯಝˮቈᆂă

39:9 Is the wild ox willing to be your servant?
Will it spend the night at your feeding trough?
39:10 Can you bind the wild ox to a furrow with its
rope,
will it till the valleys, following after you?
39:11 Will you rely on it because its strength is great?
Will you commit your labor to it?
39:12 Can you count on it to bring in your grain,
and gather the grain to your threshing floor?

13

ᐮ౦ਁჺᝋेढĂ੍ߎផຍຐ௩ͧ
ѿͧᆂă
14 Ю  Ԯ ఔ  г в ˮ Ăг ဦ ˾ ̙ Ă ָ ૿ 
ຶĄ
15 ݑຏ̘וఛམᏩ༣Ăٔఛ్ᘘኸኻă

39:13 “The wings of the ostrich flap with joy,

16

39:16 She is harsh with her young,

11

but are they the pinions and plumage of a stork?

39:14 For she leaves her eggs on the ground,

and lets them be warmed on the soil.

39:15 She forgets that a foot might crush them,

or that a wild animal might trample them.

Ԡ͔ޝᗕĂҫͻ̘ߎҊ̍Ąᔴऴץ
౺ࡳĂ˴̘ࠍᗕᛴَĄ

17

Юࠍ! য়ָ՞ѢഁᇉĂ˴ώीِඛ
ă
18 ಿॠ֖॓ढพਁჺĂವ৮ᗧ
˟ă

as if they were not hers;
she is unconcerned
about the uselessness of her labor.
39:17 For God deprived her of wisdom,
and did not impart understanding to her.
39:18 But as soon as she springs up,
she laughs at the horse and its rider.

19

39:19 “Do you give the horse its strength?

ߎ˦́ү٘ᆂĄᐙิˮ挓௺
ᗩĂߎүඛ٢ˮᆂĄ
20 ߎүΧྮဉኊᖩᆂĄᆠই̜˟ָނ
ភă
21 г֏̙ӁвĂҊಇ˦ĄΌΜܒଣׁ
૱Һጠ˟ă
22

৮Νَ֯Ă̘֬ភĂ˴̘Юˤᆒ
ਜ਼Яă
23 ట൳ܩၿĂ֬൹ၿĂг֖ˮᐂᐂ
Ѣᓎă
24 ൳டদޣইвӋˬĄ˗֍ᓎವ̘
৬ϱă
25

֍Վ൳ᓎĂᄱĂݢקĄଁᅇఌჶලጻ
ইĂ˪́ܛ൳ᓎĂҺ˙ӝಃă

Do you clothe its neck with a mane?

39:20 Do you make it leap like a locust?

Its proud neighing is terrifying!

39:21 It paws in the valley,

exulting mightily,
it goes out to meet the weapons.
39:22 It laughs at fear and is not dismayed;
it does not shy away from the sword.
39:23 On it the quiver rattles;
the lance and javelin flash.
39:24 In excitement and impatience it consumes the
ground;
it cannot stand still when the trumpet is blown.
39:25 At the sound of the trumpet, it says, ‘Aha!’
And from a distance it catches the scent of battle,
the thunder of commanders, and battle cries.

ࡖҰੂ
26

ឿࢲචĂढพਁჺĂ˗۠ЧݐĂ੍ߎᖢ
үഁᇉᆂă

27

́ឿˮᛠĂгఌĂ੍ߎүӖײ
ᆂă
28 Ҝг̊Ăͼ̊ऩાࠍ̜٘चĄ
29

ଁ֣྅᎙࠺ࢳێĂி༖ᅇᅇ៌ă

30

ᗕ˴ᬿҔĄఛ୬˟г֣྅Ă˴г
֣྅ă
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39:26 “Is it by your understanding that the hawk

soars,
and spreads its wings toward the south?
39:27 Is it at your command that the eagle soars,
and builds its nest on high?
39:28 It lives on a rock and spends the night there,
on a rocky crag and a fortress.
39:29 From there it spots its prey,
its eyes gaze intently from a distance.
39:30 And its young ones devour the blood,
and where the dead carcasses are,
there it is.”

ΰ˨ౡ!
ࡖҰЯඌ! য়મᗞ!

Job’s Reply to God’s Challenge

1

ය˪၅ࡖҰᄱĂ

40:1 Then the LORD answered Job:

2

ૺĂ੍ΝᄂАਔۊۯኡᆂĄᄂ! য়
駁ĂΝͼЯඌహְቩă

40:2 “Will the one who contends with the Almighty

correct him?
Let the person who accuses God give him an answer!”

3

ࡖߎٹҰЯඌයᄱĂ

40:3 Then Job answered the LORD:

4

ԦߎמኬĄԦϠࠣᆂЯඌүĄΩпϠ
͗ॏ˽ă

40:4 “Indeed, I am completely unworthy—how

5

Ԧᄱ˝˗ѧĂВ̘ЯඌĄᄱ˝ѧĂವ̘
Вᄱă

ය˞ѧ൳֎!

could I reply to you?
I put my hand over my mouth to silence myself.
40:5 I have spoken once, but I cannot answer;
twice, but I will say no more.”

The Lord’s Second Speech

6

ߎٹයଁࢱ̙ЯඌࡖҰĂᄱĂ

40:6 Then the LORD answered Job from the whirl-

7

үࢊс˿ՀཔĄԦમүĂүΝͼϮ
Ԧă
ү੍ΝᆾୡԦ٘ᑡ؟Ą੍Ν؟ԦѢཊĂ
пផҊ̍ࠍཌᆂă

40:7 “Get ready for a difficult task like a man.

wind:

8

9

үѢ! য়֣ᇸჺᓕᆂĄүਔဉ൳ᓎ
ᆂă
10 үࢊͼၶᚸఃᚐࠍӵĂͼಳၶނᚐࠍҖ
چĄ
11

ࢊ൳Όү႔໔ޣইĂ˗̶ᝬๅ˟Ă
ָࢪמĄ
12 ˗̶ᝬๅ˟ĂחЃĂԮೊ˟ኸኻ
гύఌĄ
13 ࣆ˗Сᔲᖞгဦ˾̙ĂԮࣆᓙᄊ
ቴгᔲఌĄ
14 ԦವᄭүΟ͗ਔͼଽҊ̍ă

I will question you and you will inform me!
40:8 Would you indeed annul my justice?
Would you declare me guilty so that you might be
right?
40:9 Do you have an arm like God’s,
and can you thunder with a voice like his?
40:10 Adorn yourself, then, with majesty and excellency,
and clothe yourself with glory and honor!
40:11 Scatter abroad the abundance of your anger.
Look at every proud man and bring him low;
40:12 Look at every proud man and abase him;
crush the wicked on the spot!
40:13 Hide them in the dust together,
imprison them in the grave.
40:14 Then I myself will acknowledge to you
that your own right hand can save you.

ࡖҰੂ
ڪԚञ!
15

16

үͶ៌࠺ڪĄԦృү˴ృĄಘਧᄂ
Ͱ˗ᇸă
ই˦гཔภĂਔ˦гֆཚඎˮă

17

ຬછԌ͏сࢵߥፗĄ́ჾඎ̡࠸ᓐ
කă
18 ᐜпဉᅙბĄ۲លԛفᜟഗă
19

г! য়٘ృࢴࠍ̙ێĄ౸ృඛ
ˤᆒă

20

ኛ̊ඛΌࢳێĂ˴ߎѹᘘྻ̜۔ఌă

21

Ѓг蓮ས̜ˬĂۺгᚿཤᔲఌĂͩ
Ⴭ̃྅ă
22 蓮སౙୱዋቴĂफ़ߧፗᒕᖑă
23

ͩڪϘᑾĂ̘൳ጻĂವߎࡖҬͩڪ႙
˽וᙜĂ˴ߎшă

24

г֧౮ॠ࣎አਔ॒ॊĂአਔծ
ࡌᆃ̃ă
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The Description of Behemoth
40:15 “Look now at Behemoth, which I made as I

made you;
it eats grass like the ox.
40:16 Look at its strength in its loins,
and its power in the muscles of its belly.
40:17 It makes its tail stiff like a cedar,
the sinews of its thighs are tightly wound.
40:18 Its bones are tubes of bronze,
its limbs like bars of iron.
40:19 It ranks first among the works of God,
the One who made it
has furnished it with a sword.
40:20 For the hills bring it food,
where all the wild animals play.
40:21 Under the lotus trees it lies,
in the secrecy of the reeds and the marsh.
40:22 The lotus trees conceal it in their shadow;
the poplars by the stream conceal it.
40:23 If the river rages, it is not disturbed,
it is secure, though the Jordan
should surge up to its mouth.
40:24 Can anyone catch it by its eyes,
or pierce its nose with a snare?

ΰ˨˗ౡ!
៤Ԛञ!
1

3

үਔϠ࿗ˮ៤ᆂĂਔϠᘯ̃ᑄˬ
ҍᐜᆂă
үਔϠᘯ৵ࡌᆃ̃ᆂĂਔϠ࿗ࡌ
བྷᆂă
੍ЧүఽఽᑖՏĂᄱߗྕᆂĄ

4

੍۹ᄂүϱࡖĂָүॊϕᅇҮεဈᆂă

5

ү੍Νॊ༉౦۔ᆂĄ੍Νࠍүπ
̂߂Ҝᆂă
ုႡ͇Ă੍Νॊ༉రێᆂĂਔԮ
̵ඛત˟ᆂă
үਔϠࣅ࿗ᗍ͘႔ϨĂਔϠ˼˼႔
ᐜᆂă
ү͗г֖ˮĂຏᄂۊጻĂವ̘Вహ
ᇸҕቩă

2

6
7
8

9

˟॒ॊĂߎऴĄ˗Ă੍̘
ಈᓘᆂă
10 ՞Ѣ֣ᆂЍட˟ຑĄహᇸĂአਔг
Ԧࢫ݇৬ϱ૿Ҝă
11 አЏඛԦࠣᆂĂָԦᐹᔗĂ͆ˬ༰ోێ
ߎԦă
12 ኡו៤۲លĂ˦́Ă࡙֬п
ॽĂԦ̘ਔቜᐴ̘֎ă

The Description of Leviathan
41:1 (40:25) “Can you pull in Leviathan with a hook,

and tie down its tongue with a rope?
41:2 Can you put a cord through its nose,
or pierce its jaw with a hook?
41:3 Will it make numerous supplications to you,
will it speak to you with tender words?
41:4 Will it make a pact with you,
so you could take it as your slave for life?
41:5 Can you play with it, like a bird,
or tie it up for your girls?
41:6 Will partners bargain for it?
Will they divide it up among the merchants?
41:7 Can you fill its hide with harpoons
or its head with fishing spears?
41:8 If you lay your hand on it,
you will remember the struggle,
and you will not do it again!
41:9 (41:1) See, his expectation is wrong,
he is laid low even at the sight of it.
41:10 Is it not fierce when it is awakened?
Who is he, then, who can stand before it?
41:11 “Who has confronted me that I should repay?
Everything under heaven belongs to me.
41:12 “I will not keep silent about its limbs,
and the extent of its might,
and the grace of its arrangement.
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አਔࣣβҖĄአਔชˮˬ̜ͯภ
ă
14 አਔพབྷᐘĄͯግΰಚߎΝࠥă

41:13 Who can uncover its outer covering?

15

ͼાឞϤࠍΝྑĂქქЩĂ૿ފ
ᚐă
16 హឞϤ˗˗࠸ఽĂࠣҋই̘૿ౄˡภĄ

41:15 Its back has rows of shields,

17

41:17 They lock tightly together, one to the next;

13

Who can penetrate to the inside of its armor?

41:14 Who can open the doors of its mouth?

Its teeth all around are fearsome.

shut up closely together as with a seal;

41:16 each one is so close to the next

that no air can come between them.

ోߎ̡࠸ᓐකĂተඔ̘ਔ̵ᗒă

they cling together and cannot be separated.

φᆠᑂĂವ൳ΌЌּĄி༖пဉќ
ЌቡĄĥЌቡࣦ͚ҮிϨĦ
19 ଁ  ˽ ̙ ൳ Ό ፴ ල  ͪ Ԯ Ă ᄂ ࢲ  ͪ 
ߏă
20 ଁᆃ͊݁ΌּĂс፴พᔥĂᕆල
ᚿཤă
21 ইᕆලࠑĂѢͪ፼ଁ˽̙൳Όă

41:18 Its snorting throws out flashes of light;

22

ᐙิ̙фල˦ݎĂгࢫ݇ऺోᑁᖶ
ྮă
23   ҆  ̡ ࠸ ᓐ ක Ăქ ෬  ֖ Ă ̘ ਔ ຬ
છă
24 ͔ඔ၀сϭᐜĂсˬᎏϭ֣ᇸඔ၀ă

41:22 Strength lodges in its neck,

25

41:25 When it rises up, the mighty are terrified,

18

its eyes are like the rays of dawn.

41:19 Out of its mouth go flames,

sparks of fire shoot forth!

41:20 Smoke streams from its nostrils

as from a boiling pot over burning rushes.

41:21 Its breath sets coals ablaze

and a flame shoots from its mouth.
and dismay runs before it.

41:23 The folds of its flesh are tightly joined;

they are firm on it, immovable.

41:24 Its heart is hard as rock,

hard as a lower millstone.

˗ּĂో˿ភऺĄ͔྅ຕโĂోܭ
ڂਗ਼ă
26 ˟ࡵϠˤĂϠၿĂϠᇽၿĂϠъၿ͘Ă
ోߎϠă
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at its thrashing about they withdraw.

41:26 Whoever strikes it with a sword

will have no effect,
nor with the spear, arrow, or dart.
41:27 It regards iron as straw
and bronze as rotten wood.
41:28 Arrows do not make it flee;
slingstones become like chaff to it.
41:29 A club is counted as a piece of straw;
it laughs at the rattling of the lance.
41:30 Its underparts are the sharp points of potsherds,
it leaves its mark in the mud
like a threshing sledge.
41:31 It makes the deep boil like a cauldron
and stirs up the sea like a pot of ointment,
41:32 It leaves a glistening wake behind it;
one would think the deep to be a hoary head.
41:33 The likes of it is not on earth,
a creature without fear.
41:34 It looks on every haughty being;
it is king over all that are proud.”

ͼᜟࠍਧĂͼᅙࠍ͡ă
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Job’s Confession

1

ࡖҰЯඌයᄱĂ

42:1 Then Job answered the LORD:

2

Ԧ ۡ ྼ ү ༰ ֯ ో ਔ Ү Ăү  ѝ ຌ ̘ ਔ ᚛
ܠă

42:2 “I know that you can do all things;
no purpose of yours can be thwarted;

824

ࡖҰੂ
3

አϠۡ֎ᄫĂָүѝຌᔲᖞăԦ
٘ᄱĂߎԦ̘ڀϧĄహְ͈֯؇ӺĂ
ߎԦ̘ۡྼă

4

ՏүԦĂԦࢊᄱྕĄԦમүĂՏүϮ
Ԧă

5

Ԧଁ݇ࢱჶѢүĂநгᏏி࠺үă

6

ЮѨԦဓೊҊ̍ĂĥҊ̍ٔҮԦ֎ᄫĦ
гဦ˾ᚣѶ̙ጹृă

ඔᄫ!
7

8

9

ය၅ࡖҰᄱྕͼޡĂವ၅೨၍˟ͼҿ
 ڰᄱ Ă Ԧ  ޣ ই Ч ү Ă ү  ͂ ڇ ࣍ ൳
ҮĄЮࠍүࣆᛈኡԦĂ̘сԦဈ˟ࡖҰ
ᄱߎă
நгүࣆࢊͰ̲˚ףĂ˚̲ѾĂוԦ
ဈ˟ࡖҰ֣྅ΜĂࠍҊ̍ᚤˮⷔைĄԦ
ဈ˟ࡖҰವࠍүࣆࡅᘣĄԦЮॅ৻Ăವ
̘үࣆмᏰүࣆĄүࣆᛈኡԦĂ̘
сԦဈ˟ࡖҰᄱߎă
ߎٹ೨၍˟ͼҿڰĂ२ֱ˟ͦઘ྾ĂॊႲ
˟ႱڰĂලය٘ӖײΜҕĂ
යವॅ৻ࡖҰă
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ࡖҰࠍࡅ͂ڇᘣĂයವָࡖҰଁ
ࡳဨᖻЯĂĥࡳဨࣦ͚ҮፂଞĦ֬Ͷ
යඛĂͦଁ݇٘ѢΏࢹă
11 ࡖҰԘ·Ăؒ؎ĂͼЏ٘ᄭᙉో˟
ּĂгच྅˗СಘูĄ˪ኡו
ය٘ࢪᄂ̶˗լĄోࠍೋ๊шᇏ
ĄՎ˟˴˗ᅘ̃Ăܚ࣍˗ᒕă
12

హᇸĂයּޡඛࡖҰĂͦЏ݇Կ
йĄѢ˗༰ΰ˻ѾĂ̰˻ᐧዶĂ˗˻၅
ͰĂ˗˻ϒ៛ă
13 ˴Ѣ˚࣍̃Ă˫࣍̂ă
14

ඛ̂ܛШΧѻႲĄѧ̂Χૃֱ߽Ą
˫̂Χૃఽݢፒă
15 г֣Ав્̙̂Ă̘ලဉࡖҰ̂
֣ᇸ࡙ᄺĄࣆͬᏏָࣆгԘ·̙૿
மຼă
16 ѨޡĂࡖҰ˪߾˝˗ѹΰ˨яĂ૿
खĂ۠וΰă
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Job

42:3 you asked,
‘Who is this who darkens counsel
without knowledge?’
But I have declared without understanding
things too wonderful for me to know.
42:4 You said,
‘Pay attention, and I will speak;
I will question you, and you will answer me.’
42:5 I had heard of you by the hearing of the ear,
but now my eye has seen you.
42:6 Therefore I despise myself,
and I repent in dust and ashes!

VII. The Epilogue (42:7-17)
42:7 After the LORD had spoken these things to
Job, he said to Eliphaz the Temanite, “My anger is
stirred up against you and your two friends, because
you have not spoken about me what is right, as my
servant Job has. 42:8 So now take seven bulls and
seven rams and go to my servant Job and offer a
burnt offering for yourselves. And my servant Job
will intercede for you, and I will respect him, so that
I do not deal with you according to your folly, because you have not spoken about me what is right,
as my servant Job has.”
42:9 So they went, Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad
the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naamathite, and did just
as the LORD had told them; and the LORD had respect for Job.
42:10 So the LORD restored what Job had lost after he prayed for his friends, and the LORD doubled
all that had belonged to Job. 42:11 So they came to
him, all his brothers and sisters and all who had
known him before, and they ate bread with him in
his house. They comforted him and consoled him
for all the trouble the LORD had brought on him, and
each one gave him a piece of silver and a gold ring.
42:12 So the LORD blessed the second part of
Job’s life more than the first. He had fourteen thousand sheep, six thousand camels, a thousand yoke of
oxen, and a thousand female donkeys. 42:13 And he
also had seven sons and three daughters. 42:14 The
first daughter he named Jemimah, the second
Keziah, and the third Keren-Happuch. 42:15 Nowhere in all the land could women be found who
were as beautiful as Job’s daughters, and their father
granted them an inheritance alongside their brothers.
42:16 After this Job lived a hundred and forty
years; he saw his children and their children to the
fourth generation. 42:17 And so Job died, old and full
of days.

